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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1. By a decision dated 11 February 1980 the Council and the Representatives 
of the Governments of the Member States meeting within the Council 
authorised the Commission to open neg~tations with countries with which 
preferential agreements had been concluded in order to determine the 
adaptations and transitional measures needed as a result of Greek 
accession. 
2. Setting aside the five EFTA countries, which have been dealt with in a 
previous Commission Communication (1), negotiations have so far been 
completed with Cyprus, Egypt (2), Jordan and Lebanon. The Heads of 
Delegation have initialled the draft protocols drawn up following those 
negotiations. 
3. The only points requiring comments in connection with these draft 
protocols are : 
In the course of the negotiations Levels were fixed for the basic quotas 
to be opened by Greece in 1981 for industrial prodYcts subject to quanti-
tative restrictions in respect of the present Community. With the ex-
ception of certain products where it was shown that the countries concerned 
had an export interest, the quantities have generally been set at a 
nominal Level as no trade flows exist. In the case of products to be 
covered by specific quantitative restri'ctions for particular preferential 
countries, the quota levels have been established on the basis of trad-
itional trade flows (Greece has incidentally stopped applying quantitative 
restrictions on imports of chick peas and beans from Lebanon>. 
(1) COM (80) 317 
(2) The Egyptian Delegation has agreed to conclude negotiations while 
repeating, in a Note Verbale which will be distributed separately, 
certain requests to be examined by the Community. 
!~!e!!!i2~_Qf_!!ri!f_g~Q!!2_!~~-2i~il!r_~~!2~r~2-er2~i~~~-!Qr_i~-!~~ 
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It proved pointless to adapt the level of tariff quotas established in 
the agreements in view of the existing levels of trade between Greece and 
the countries concerned, except i~ one instance concerning Cyprus (the 
tariff quota for men's and boys' outer garments of CCT heading No 61.01 
was raised from 500 to 525 tonnes to .take account of the traditional 
trade flow) • 
• The Commission recommends that the Council and the Representatives of the 
Governments of the Member States meeting within the Council approve the 
results of the negotiations and initiate the procedures for 
conclusion. Accordingly it presents herewith : 
- Proposals for Council regulations concluding protocols 
to the Association Agreement with Cyprus and the Co-operation 
Agreements with Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon (the draft protocols are 
annexed to the proposals; _ 
- draft protocols to the ECSC Aqreements with Eqypt, Jordan 
and Lebanon • 
• Since t~e procedures for conclusion of the protocols mentioned above to the 
Association and Coooeration Aareements and the ECSC Aareements will not be 
comoleted by 1 January 1981, the Commission will very shortly submit respectively 
to the Council and to the Representatives of the Governments meeting within the 
Council, proposals which will ensure the application from that date of the 
arrangements laid down in these protocols. 
)<' __ _ 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concluding_~ protocol to the Agreement 
establishing an association 
between the European Economic 
Community and the_~epublic of Cyprus 
to take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Community 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the CoMmission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Agreement 
establishing an association between the European Economic Community 
an~ the Republic-of Cyprus~ 1{o take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Community~ hereinafter referred to as the 
"Protocol", 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Protocol is hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification referred to 
in Article 13 of the Protocol. 
(1) O.J. N° l 133, 21.5.1973, page 1 
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Articl@ 3 
Thh R@gulation shall @nt@r into fore@ on th@ day f.ollowing that of its 
publication in th@ Official Journal of th@ European Communities. 
This R@gulation shall b@ binding in its @ntir@ty and dir@ctly applic-
abl@ in all M@mb@r Stat@s. 
Done at Bruss@ls, 
For th@ Council 
Th@ President 
Protocol to the Association Agreement between the 
European Economic Community and Rept•.bl it. of Cyprus 
consequent on the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
of the one part, and 
THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to 
the European Communities on 1st January 1981 
HAVING REGARD to the Association Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and Republic of Cyprus signed at Brussels on 19 December 1972 
hereinafter called the "Agreement". 
HAVE D E C I D E D t o de t e r m i ne by c o m m on a c c o r d t h e adjustment a n d 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession of 
the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL : 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 1 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and protocoJs forming 
an integral part thereof and the declarations annexed to the final act 
drawn up in Greek are authentic in the 
same way as are the original texts. The Council of Association shall 
approve the Greek version. 
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Article 2 
1. The volume of the Cor.muni t:v tariff quota· foreseen for the import 
of the products originating in C:vprus listed belm,r and. laid dovm 
in the Additional Protocol C}l:-:.11 l:e il~Cl'•:: .... ~cc tc ·~li.c lend 
CCT Voluc:e 
Heading Description the 
of 
No. . Community 
tariff 
quota 
t: .. • "1 ,~(1" f .. ai1~ 1 ...... ,f"' '-•.) .._ out<'l' g.3 .. I'Jl1Cr ... t~ 5?5 to:-1nc~ 
2. l·!Hhin the C,Ol • .Liliu..lJ.it,f t~riff quot::~. for p:ro~uci;;:; li£"~cr! ill .~rw.cx 1 of this 
Protoool or k1c::: !! of the F.:Er.-Trcn.t;y, (h·eccc ~Zhall apply dutio::: cn.lculated 
in accorda.noc. ci·~h~:c· with l\.rticles·3 and 4 or <d.th Article 8 of thio Protocol 
3. If the perception of cu:::tom3 dutie~~ applical)lc to .third countriec 
as forccecn in the abov.o><r:wntioned Protocol is reimposed by the 
Europe:m Eccmolllic Community 011 the import::;: of the goods in quection, 
GrE!ece shall apply the custoM:: dut;.es applicable by Grcoco at that 
time to thiro countries. 
1 ,-------
TITLE II 
Transitional Measures 
Article 3 
1. For the products Listed in Annex I excluding beer falling within heading 
n° 22.03, the Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish customs duties 
.on products originating in Cyprus in accordance with the following 
timetable : 
- on 1 January 1981 e9ch duty shall be reduced to 90 % of the basic duty, 
- on 1 January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 % of the basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
- 1 January 1983, 
- 1 January 1984, 
- 1 January 1985, 
- 1 January 1986. 
2. For beer falling within heading n° 22.03 the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively reduce the difference between the basic duty and the duty 
provided for in the Additional Protocol to the Agreement in accordance 
with the timetable drawn up in paragraph 1. 
Article 4 
1. For the products Listed in Annex I, the basic duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 3 are to be applied shall, for 
each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic Republic 
in respect of Cyprus on 1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading n° 36.06 of the 
Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the basic duty shall 
be 17,2% ad valorem. 
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Article 5 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall progres-
sively abolish charges having equivalent effect to custo::1n duties on 
products originating in 
following timetable : 
Cyprus in accordance with the 
- on 1 January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 % of tte basic rate 
-on 1 January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80% of thebasio rate 
- the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
- 1 January 1983, 
- 1 January 1984, 
- 1 January 1985, 
- 1 January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the ra~t 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 in respect ~ the 
Community as at present constituted~ 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a oustoms duty on imports 
introduced as from 1 January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Cyprus 
shall be abolished on 1 January 1981. 
Article 6 ' 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community as at 
present constituted .1110rc Cfllickl.t than. forecem~ in thG <;ctublir.he~ 
ti~M;table, the Hellenic Rc.::pu'blic shall' c.lco Ollilpc:u.d or re:iuce, by 
·,the ea.u.e porcentaga, thoe:c duties or ta~c~ of equi v:1lcn.t effect on 
products originating in Cypruo. 
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Article 7 
1. The variable component, which the Hellenic Republic applies on products 
. 
covered by Regulation (EEC) No 1059/69 originating in Cyprus shallbe adjusted 
by the. · compensatory amount applied in trade between the Community as at 
present constituted and the Hellenio Republic. 
2- On the products which are covered by Regulation CEEC).No 1059/69 and also Liste 
in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic. shall-'abo.lish, in , 
accordance with the timetable referred to in Article 3 the difference 
between : 
- the fixed component ot the duty to be applied by the Hellenic Republic 
upon accesion, and 
the duty (other than the variable component) resulting from the provisions 
ot the agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products liRted in Annex II to the EF.C Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually. levied · .by the Hellenic Republic in respect of thircj 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the Act of AecesPion of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities • 
In no case should Greek imports from Oypru.s benefit from rates of' duty 
more favourable than those applied to-products from the Community as at 
present constituted. 
I~ 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 31 
December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol origi-
nating in Cyprus. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form of 
quotas. The .quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II. 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 ~ at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20% at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed 
in terms of volume. Such increases be added to each quota and 
the next increase calculated on the basis of the total thus obtained. 
Where a quota is expressed in terms of both volume and value; the 
quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at le.ast 20 fa a year 
and the quota relating to the value by at least 25% a· year, the suc-
ceeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of the preceding 
quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the volume quota shall be raised by 15 ~ a year and the quota relating 
to the value by 20 % a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a product listed in 
Annex II have two consecutive years been less than 90% of the 
quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalise imports of that product 
originating in Cypruf:i, if the product in question is at that time 
liberalised towards the Community as at present constituted. 
·, 
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5• If the Hellenic Republic liberalises imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community as at present constituted or increases a 
quota applicable to the Community as at present constituted, beyond 
the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic Republic 
shall also liberalise imports of that product originating in Cyprus 
or increase the quot·a proportionnaly. 
6. Regarding licences for imports of products listed in Annex II 
a.nd originating in Cyprus the Hellenic Republic shall apply . 
the same administrative rules and practices as applied to such 
imports originating in the Community as at present constituted, 
with the exception of the quota for fertilizers falling within the 
heading Nos. 31.02, 31.03 a.nd 31.05 A I, II a.nd IV of the Common 
Oustoms Tariff of the Eu.ropean Communi ties, where the Hellenic 
Republic m~ apply ~he rules and practices relevant to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Imports deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in 
shall be progressively eliminated over a period of .three years from 
1 January 1981. 
The rate of imports deposits and cash payments shall be reduced in 
accordance l'd th the following timetable 
- 1 January 1981 • 25 ~ • 
' 
- 1 January 1982 • 25 ~ ' . 
- 1 January 1983 . 25 % ' . 
- 1 January 1984 : 25 %. 
2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (imports deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc.) shall be 
abolished by Greece upon accession in respect of products aiginating 
in Cyprus subject to the provisions of Article 65 of the Act of Accescion 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Communi ties. 
3, If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republie .shall make the same reduction with regard to imports 
originating in Cyprus. 
(2) 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 11 
The Association Council shall make any amendments which may be necessar.y 
to the origin rules consequent upon Greek accession to the European Com-
munities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol ~nll be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 1981, 
provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other before 
that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been completed. 
After this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the first day of 
the second month following such notification. 
Article 14 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicate, in the IRnish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Greek and Italian languages, each of these texts being 
equally authentic. 
. • I 
·~ """'"" ,,,_ lwoJma No 
(Nl..~Q 
Chap«er lJ 
a 13.02 
aU.Ol 
Chaprer 14 
a 14.05 
Oapccr IJ 
aU.OJ 
aU.06 
IS.CJI 
U.IO 
u.u 
a U.U 
· U.16 
aU.J7 
Chapter 17 
ex 17.04 
Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
19.03 
19.08 
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ANNEX'! 
11 
U.C nfctrccl.&o in Anidc ~ 3 
.I 
.. ~: 
,. 
Valoftia.pllautl 
Woolarcase acearin 
Ocher animal oils and fat~ (includi• f• fro~, boMS aiMI wllle), 
exdudina near's ·foot oil 
. 
Animal and vcgecahle oils, boiled, oxidir.cd, dehydrated, IUiphuriud, 
blown or polymerized by heat in yacuum or la inert aa .. or ochcrwilt 
modified 
Fatcy acids, acid oils from refinina. fatty alcohole 
Glycerol and alycerollycs 
Bcctwax and ochcr inaecc waxes, whccher or not coiOUtecl 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Dear•• 
Liquorice extract containing more than 10% by weight of 
sucrose but not containing other adde~ substances 
Cocoa and cocoa prep~rations, excluding heading Nos 18.01, 18.02 
and 18.06 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers'wares, 
whether or not containing cocoa in any proportion 
.,._la 
,.._lahlll 
llw•J'"II No (Nl.U:) 
Chapter 21 
ex 21.02 
21.03 
21.04 
ex 21.06 
Chapter 22 
22.01 
ex 22.02 
'22.03 
ex 22.08 
· ex 22.09 
Olapcer24 
Ext~acts, essences or concentrates of coffee, tea or 
mat6 and preparations with a basis of those extracts, 
essences or con~entrates; roasted chicofy; ~xtracts; 
essences or concentrates of roasted chicory substitutes 
Mustard flower and prepared mustard 
Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings 
Natural yeastsCactive ·or inactive), excluding bakers'yeast; 
,. 
prepared baking powde~s 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, ice 
and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated 
waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, not including 
fruit and vegetable juices falling within heading N° 20.07, 
not containing mflk or milkfats 
Beer made from malt 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured of a strenght 
of 80° or higher; denatured spirits <including ethyl 
alcohol and neutral spirits) of any strenght, excluding 
those derived. from agricultural products listed in Annex I1 
to the Treaty establishing the Community 
Spirits <other than those of heading N° 22.08) excluding 
those derived from agricultural products listed in Annex 11 
to the Treaty establishing the Community. 
24.02 Manufaccured tobacco& tobacco extract• and CIICDCel 
Qapccr1S 
1UO 
I 
, 1U2 
2S.U 
'a1J.JO 
n 1S.Jl 
Gypaum& anhydrite; calcined •rJMum, and plattm with • balit of aldua 
sulphate, whether or not colourcil, but not includins pluters tpecially 
prepared for use in denti~try. ' 
Qukklime, alall.td lime and hydraulic lime, other than cakiua oxide ..S 
hydmxtde · 
Portland cement, cin1enc fondu. slas cenwnt, auperaulphatc cenwnt and 
amul.u hydraulic: cementa, whether or not coloured or in the furm of 
"lmkcr · 
Crude natural boric acid containin& not more than lS ,. of H1B01 
cakulared on the dry '¥tlt:ht 
F..arth colour&, whether or not cakined or mixed tOitther; untorin. rouo-
lana, tran and ••mil.tt c.anh\, u'l:d in making hydr.tu!Jc cements. whether 
or not powdered 
Bruowlt 
Nomrll• IAtuN 
huJu•M No 
(N~ l.l.) 
a.,.11 
17.0J '"' 
17.06 
27.01 
a 27.11 
ex 27.12 
ex 27.13 
ex 27.14 
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. I 
Coal pit water a-. producer p1 and similar ..,e. 
Tar di•tillcd from C"oal, from liRnitt M from ~.1t, and Other mirwr.t tan. 
in~ludinR p.1nia1Jy d1,11llcJ tar' .1nJ bJcnJs of r•tch with CfCOIOCt oi1e « 
wnh urtu:r coJI tar da\lill.uion rruJu,·h 
Pitch and pit.:h cukC', ohuinc.l from coal tar or from other mineral tan 
Petroleum F:3'e•' and other ~·1\CctUS h)·diOc:trhon•, excludinR rroro~nt of a . 
purity not Jeu rh an .Y9 % for U'>C other than a• a rower or heat ins fud and 
excluding commercial propane and commercial butane 
_for other purposes than for undergoing a specific process 
or for chemical transformation 
Petroleum jelly, excluding crude petroleum jelly for 
other purposes than for undergoing a specific process 
or for chemical transformation 
Ozokerite, lignite wax or peat wax (natural products> 
whether or not coloured; other mineral waxes, whether or not 
not coloured, excluding other than crude mineral waxes 
and exclu~ing those for other purposes than for under-
going chemical transformation 
Other residues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained 
from bituminous minerals as petroleum bitumen and 
petroleu~ coke 
27.U 1\irumm and ••rhalr, natural; bltuminoua ahale, a11rhaltic rock and tar 
).ands 
27.16 Bituminous mixturea ba~ on natural a1phalt, on natural bitUmen, 011 
rcrroleum bitumen, on mintral tar or on mineral tar pitch (for example. 
bituminoua masrica, cut·bacb) - . 
Char.m21 
- n 28.01 
ex 2~.04 
n211.06 
211.01 
11.10 
11.11 
21.13 
11.U 
11.16 
Chlorine 
Hydrogm, oxy~tn (includins ozone) and nitropn 
Hydr()('hloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulphonitric acid• 
Phosphorus rc-ntoxide and phosphoric acicla (met•·· ortho- and pyro·) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxygtn compound• ol non-mctala {cxd~ 
water) _ 
Sulrhidea or non-me1alt; rho•rhorul triaulrhide 
Ammonia, anhydrout or in aqut()Ut ~lution 
ana-l• 
....... ~ ...... _ 
hu.lu•,Nu 
!Nil(") 
11.11 
n11.19 
a 11.20 
11.11 
a 11.23 
ft 21.11 
21.19 
ex21.30 
ft 21.11 
18.3.S 
111.36 
18.]7 
cxll.ll 
ft 11.40 
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Sodium hydro11ide (nu•tic IOda); porauium h)'droxidc (c...W poblh)a 
pcrollidn of sodaum or J'(,taslium 
Zinc oxide 
Anificial corundum 
Man~tancw oxides 
'ron o1uJn, in,ludin~ eanh coloun containi• 70 i1JG, or moN b)' weiPt 
of comltinc:d iron cv.aluated as Fc10 1 . 
Red lead and lirharllC 
FluoriJn; fluorO\ilintet. fluclrohorates and other complex fluorine Nka 
Matu'c: .. um ~;hloriJc, cal,ium chloride 
HypKhlorirn; con1mcrdal cakium hyrochloritc; chloritcl 
Sulrhidcs, pulysulrhides 
Dithionitcs, in.:ludin~tthosc stabilized with orpnic aubstancn; eulphoxyr.ee. 
Sulrhircs and rhi<,sulrhatct 
Sodaum, barium, ire"', zinc, ma~tncsium and aluminium aulphatn& alu1111 
Pho.phim. hypophosphirct and phosphatce. cxc:ludina biba~ lead,-.,._· · 
I· " 
l\1:.J~WI1 
?'..;o"•t r•-.!Jiure 
ht·.r.k•ll ~0 
,~,( (.\ .) 
ex 28.42 
ex 211.44 
1:'1 2.S.45 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.11 
ex :!9.42 
29.43 
Chapter JO 
ex 30.03 
30.04 
~.cription 
CarhonJTe'i, including commercial ammvnium l";:rJ-.on.He co:-.r.tining ammo-
nium carnamare, excluding lead hydrt•Guho.J.llc- 1whitc lnd) 
Mc-r..:ury fulrninJtc 
kdinet! borax 
Arsc:oitc~ ;md arscn.ucs 
Sili-:on, .horon and calcium carbides_ 
Di~r,iled and conductivity water and water of similar purity 
Hydrocarbons for u~e as power or heating fuds.; Naphthal~ne and anthr.tcenc 
Amyl. alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylcthyl ether (di.tmyl ether), diethyl ether, anethole 
Palmitic, stearic and oleic acid~ and their water solub:c u 1:s; anhy..:l~"!c:-~ 
Tartarit.:, citric and j.;Jllic acids; cakium tartrate 
Ni:troglrccrine 
Nic<'line sulpl1.1te 
5u~.rrs, dtcmi,.tlly pure:-, other thJn ~ucro.c-, gh:,mc: JnJ lac:·.ISC: • u ~~r 
cti11:rs and MlJ:ar t'q.;rs, and r!:cir s;~lts, ,,d•.er th.Jil product~ ,,( ;;.:.;._:,ng 
No~ 29.39, Z'IAl and :!9.4! 
Mt'Jioments C nduding veterinary medicaments), excluding the f•_;:iuwing 
pruJucts: 
-- Ami-.J;rhmJti.: .-igJr,·nes 
Quinine, dn.:!1c>ninc:-, quinidine and their lialrs, whether or not in the 
form of proprit•IJry products 
- Morrhine, .:cKain<· and other narcotics, whether or not in the form of 
propll~t.Jry pn.Ju.-ts · 
- Anl,l-iotin and prt"pJr.Hiun~ h.l\cJ on antil->ioti~s 
Vll:tmin> an.: prcp~rations ba\ed em vitamin• 
Sulphonamidcs, hormones and preparations based on hormones 
WaJd,ng, ga1m:, bandages and ~irnilar articles (for exa•1rplc, dre~'>ingi, 
adhc~i1 c pla~ters, poulti.:es), impn·gnatr:d or coated with pharmaceutical 
substan.:cs or put up in retail p.tc:kings for medi .. ·al or surgi.-:al purr.o~es, 
other than goods spedficd in Note: 3 to this Chapter 
1\ftl\.\, ,, 
t-.,·,o:\l("n' tf·o:(" 
h.- .hhi·;.. ~~ 
l~l \ •.> 
31.05 
e:< 32.05 
C'< 32.0-:" 
32.0~ 
.U.l~ 
32.0 
ex 13.01 
; 
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i>l\HII<"}'.I.If('<J (t.ol ·l··,l\ ,,tlullll'o rho~ph.l:t·\ (tl.l"t fl'oO pho\phatC~ and 
fll•nlph .. •.plt.t:· .. u,! ..: .• ~.a·•nl n.uur.tl .lh:toh:>iurn l.tlcium phosphate~ 
C.:o~l"'"h h),lh •r· " ; .: '"~l·h.o~<· '""1.1i111n~~ n. •I "'" ch.111.0·2 ')~. ,,f fl.,orine 
OtLn fnlllot.n·.; r · ", .. \- c •f tht I'H''l'lll Ch.iplcr in tablet~, l<•7.t•:·:g•·s and 
~il>li:M prq•.rrcc! l•·•nt~ <>r 111 I'·'' k:ng' e>f a l;!f"'' wu,.:.ht not cx .. ceciin;; 10 kg 
I 
T.11min)! c:''' .1u~ ,,( \'t')!;.'t.tblt· origin; t.lnnin' {rannk a.: ids), induding watcr-
c·.,tr..lc·tnl ~.tll·ntl! t.wnin 
Colnurini: 1n.•1 ,,., ,.f \'<';:<'ta!•k· orit:in (im:ludin~ dyc:w••••d extr:~ct anJ·orher 
~q;.r ,f,J, .. hnll)', ,·,tr.\1'1,, but cxdudinl! indlt:"• hnm.t and dtl,,rophyll) or 
ul .u11no.tl ott,:on, ,.,,h,duo;: •o•hin.:Jl no.tr.1..:1 .mJ l..crmc' 
S) nrh,·ci,· url!:111i..: Jyc~tufi' (indudin~ rit:nwnt Jyt·quff ~ .md exduJir1g 
a• ~ ::·i,ul iu,li~o.l; ~ynthctk uq~.111i.: prc>dt...:h of .1 k111J u~cd a lumino-
phorc·,; pro.h,.-t, of the kinJ kri<J~n as opti~o:.1l bkJ.::hing agent~, sub-
St..lnti\1.' to the fibre 
.Othercolourin~ matter, excluding: 
(a) inorj!anic pit:mcnts or pipnent~ of mineral onAm, t,Vhether or not 
.·ont.unin!! oth.:r suhst:m.:.:' f.tnliutin~ tl)·cin~, bJ~ed on cadmium salts, 
{b) <hr·•mc: .:ol"ur~ anJ l'ru,,iJll blu.:; innr!;ani~ products of a kind u~ed 
a' luminnpl~<•f<'' 
Prq•.:r.:J pit~mt•nt,, pr•·:•<l!<'tl vp.ll·it'rt'o'" and prc:p.trnl .:nlonr~. vitrifi;~hle 
en.tn,,·!, .md gLr.-,·~. ltquid '•"tr,·, .I lid ,jnui.H I" ,,J .. , r•, ni t!,. '.icd u,c:J in 
the _.:.,n~..:, t·;· .,,.,·!lin1: .1:1.! ~:L•··' in, 1u,troc'; l'!t;~<>b,·, (,lip•.', gl;~'~ fnt and 
ulht·r ~~!.'''·Ill th.: ftonn nlp .. v.Jn, ~r.tnuJ,., 01 tl.tl..c:, ' 
\'.II.,;,Jt,·, .u:.~ l.!,,l'H'r'; di't<'IIIJ'<'f'; l'l<l'·'rt·J w.rtn pi~·.nu:llr\ of tht" kind 
"'' .i I •r f1111,hl:l~ k.~dt<:r; r·tints .Hid l'll.111Kl·.; piplll'llh tll'i'<'' 't:J in litl'l'C:J 
o.l, v. h:r<' 'I'"''· 'i'"'r- o turprntmc, tll' ot 1:cr m,·,.:.l of a km,J. U\t'd sn 
the nLHll!i.o,·r"rc· ,,f p,tinr~ or c·n.ltllc'l'; 't.llnp~ng loth, d}'t'' or otlwr Ct•lourin)! 
ll!.ltlc! Ill !"til:•. t>T r .. l\)..jll~\ of J Killll ~uiJ I>> rcl.lll: ~olutinn' J~ dcfinc.-J 
l') :-.;,lie ..; 1u "'" Ch.tpt~·r 
·! !'rt'f'.:r;:d driers 
/ 
G' 11i.-r)' putty; )'!.rafting putty; paint.·~s· fillin~.;;; ;lon-refr ;JCtory surfacing 
r~<·i'·H.ttiull~; >t••rpin~. st·aliu~: and 'imit.u ma\tics, inclu.Jm~ resin mastics 
an•j ~.,:~:1\\l,nts 
'Writing ink, rrintint! ink and uthrr ink> 
F.~'""~ial oils (terpc.-nde~s or not); conc·rctes and absolutes; re~inoids, 
exdudi11~ e'\<':t•c~ uf ro,c~, ro,t"rnary, eucJ!ypf\!§, S<tnda!wood and cedar; 
rc,inuiJ,; con.:o:ntr.Hcs of e~senrial oils in f.us, iu fixcJ c·ils, or in waxes 
or the like, obtained by colJ ab~orption or by mace-ration 
.,._ .. 
No-l.ar-
llc..tonal'oo 
INt~~l 
ex 33.06 
Chapter 35 
ex 35.01 
ex 35.02 
35.03 
35.04 
35.06 
35.07 
Chapter 36 
Chapter 37 
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Eau de Col~ne and other toilet wat~; cosmetiet and prOducts for rhe 
care of the skin, hair anJ nail'; ttMithruwJ~r• and hlOthpi''"· pruducta 
for oral hygiene; room dcoJori,crs, rr~r.ar~J. wh~thcr or not rerfumed 
Soap, Ofjt.lnic aurfacc·al."tive aRrnts, Wa\hin~ rrcr.ar,ttiona, lu~ricarirt~ 
prcr.tr.atiuns, lrtlft.:i.al Wollll!,, prr~'.lrrJ lll.'ol'll."\, ruJ1\hing and ~OUrlftJ' 
rrcrarauons, unJica anJ •imdar anidcs, n~t~Jcllmg pbtn and '&.l~:ntal 
W.lll~l':. 
Casein glues 
Albumins, albuminates and other a~bumin derivates 
excluding ovalbumins and lactalbumins 
Gelatin (including gelatin in re.ctangles, whether or 
not coloured or surface-worked> and gelatin derivatives; 
glues derived from bones, hides, nerves, tendons or from 
similar products, and fish glues; isinglass 
Peptones and other protein substances (excluding enzymes 
of heading N° 35.07> and their derivatives; hide powder, 
whether or not chromed 
Prepared glues not elsewhere specified or included; 
products suitable for use as glues put up for sale by 
retail as glues in packages not exceeding a net weight 
of 1 kg 
Enzymes; prepared enzymes not elsewhere specified or 
included 
Exrlo.,ivn; pyrotechnic pruducta; matchea;,pyrophoric ailoy.; art. coca-
bu~uble prrp.1r.atrona . 
37.03 Senaitizcd .paper; paperboard and cloth. uMxpoMCI or cxpoiCd ht .. 
developed . : · 
O..pcer31 
31.03 
31.09 
a3UI 
31.11 
aJI.l9 
Activated carbon& actlvatecl natural ·mineral produma anilul Wac1r. 
includin& apent animal blac:k 
· Wood tar; wuod tar oils (orher than the compo•ite 10IYflltt and thinrwti 
fallu11t within hro1dinK Nc1 'N. I H); wuod ~r~uMitt'; WtNtd narhrha; acetone oih 
Vt't:d.a~lc pll~h uf .all krn,J,; ~ft'Wl'f\' rit,h anJ '1111iJ.1r compouncJs l!.ncd 
on 'ru,an ur un ngctolblc J,itl."h; fuunJry curt binJcrl basccJ c;»n n•rural 
,~,inous rroJucu 
Di,infcctolnn, in'ltctkaJc:,, rat poison•, pe'ti .. rJn and timalar rroduets. 
rut ur in the: fur m· uf artidc, ~u'h .u sull'hur-rrr.trrd l!.anJ,, w•.:l.1 .and 
ua\.llc,, fly·pJpt·r~, ~tid~t c:u.:lltd ~~~>·nh hc:u~hluruJy~luhn.anc (8tiC) and 
the I.L.c; rrcroltJIIUII' CCIII\i\1111~ uf olll .1,11\'C: rro.lm:t (\u.h a' DUT) mJxc:c.l 
wuh (lthcr ftlolll!ri.&l\ .and Jlllf ur ill at:rtl\tll Ctlll!.llnl!fl ruJy for U~ 
. 
Compo•itc aolvenra and thinncn for varnl\het an-d aimil.ar produc:ts 
I , 
Prerar.ations known •• 'liquid• for hyJr.aultc tr.an~mis\lon' (in parriad&r 
for hydr.auhc ~uka) cunt.&tnanJI: lcu th.ln :"0-,. by weagbt ol petrolcu18 
od& ·pr ol wl• obc..aincJ.from blfumt~• mu~r ..ala 
-6a-
Pot,.m,t chloride 
Poly•tyrcne In alt Its forms, other plastic material~, ceDulole ethen anci 
nten, ·anifidal rc:Sins, excluding: -
(a) those in the form of ~ranult'S, flakn, rowJen, waste and ICrap to be 
U\ed as r.1w matcri.ll5 for the n1anufacture. of the.r•oJucts mentioned in 
this Cha&'tcr 
(b) ion cxch.1n~ers 
\ 
cxl~.07 
Chaptt'l' 42 
Chartc:r44 
c;:h:~ptc:r 45 
45.03 
45.04 
·Chapter 48 
C'X 48.f.l_~ 
......... 
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Arrides of ·material~ of the lcind!l d~crihc:d in hc:aJing Nos 39.~1 to 39.06, 
exduding fan~ and hanJ screens, ncm-mechani.:al, frames and handles 
thC:rdnr and r-m~ uf sui:h (ran\l"s anJ h.mdl~. _and srool~. reels and !>imitar 
surp'lrl' fur ptu,,to~r.1-ph\c anJ dm.·m.ungra,,hic film orfur tape~, films and 
the lik~ falling 'within llt'aJmg No 9.!.12. · . · -
Rubht•r. 'l)'ntl~<:.ri.: ruhhcr, f.~ctin•; · :mJ :ilriidc:s thereof, c:xdu,fi.n~t headi~g 
Nu.; 40.11 I; 40.Il.!; 41l.fl:l .1nJ 4tl,ll4, l.urll (c" 4c((lt.l. '"hu_jun~ and Jt\per\ic•ns 
(tX 411.01>), pri>ll'Cii)'C: cltlthin~ Jor SllfJ.:l"!)ll\ an.f r JJmJO!:i~ts and divers" 
!>Uil'> (e'!C 40.11), o~nd hulk furms or hlu~:k\, ~··r.lp, waste and I'O"Jer or 
. ha_:Jcl}e<l ru~hn (d,.,nitc: ar~d vukanitc:). (ex; 40. 1.-5) · ' 
kaw hiJe~ and ~kin\ ,.;ther than f~ar,l.;ins) :th•fl·:·.ulwr, exduJing ratdlmc:nt• 
dreJ>'>Cd leather anJ artidesf.tllmg \Hthin hc:JJin~ Nos 41.01 and 41.09 , 
Artrdes of )t".tlher: .sadJic:r7 and Jtarne~s; trJvel good~. hanJha~s ·and 
simiiJr ront.riners; :utidl!li.O animal gut (other than silk worm gut) 
· Furskins and anificial fur; ntanufactures thereof 
Wc~)J and artidt~ of w~J~ wood eharccial, c:xdt;Jing heading No 44.07, 
arta.:ll'~ of film: huiiJing !-nard (1:-lC 44.:!1,. ex 44.lJ, ex 44.27, ex 44 • .28), 
~r.u•.ll,, reds anJ siinil.ar ~upport~ f<>r p~otng~"l'~tic and_ cinemato¢raphic 
talm or fur rar•·~. f1hn$ anJ the hkc: falltng wuhan headmg No 92.12 (ex 
44.26)illd wood paving bl~.cks (ex 44:28) . . -
Articles of natural cork 
.Ar:,domerated cork cbciing cork- agglomerated. with . or without a. binding 
subManec) and articles of agglomerated cork . 
.M.u~ufactur'e of straw, of esparto and of other pl.litin~ matori~ls; basketwarc . 
and wickc:rw<HL:, exc;luJin)! pl.\ its and similar- products o( plaiting materials, 
for <~llt,~es. whcthct or nor as.,cml>lcJ into. strirs (ex 46.02) · · 
Parer ·and r;;Pt-rboard (induding cellulose: wadding), in ralls. or sheets, 
exdndinr, th~·lullowing rrc:,luct'; . 
. ..,- { h;!w.•q· ucw'print r.1.1,:~· fwm ~hcmkal and mn·hauical 
""' 'tuort:' rh.lfl 60 giftlJ 
.- M.I~Mint· p;lper 
- ( tj.:.:u~-~te p.1per· 
~~- TI,~UC p.lj'Cf 
- I llkt p.rJ>t:r 
Cd!.t!o·..e wo~<.fding 
- ll.lliil·nl.IJe ra!X'r and paperboard 
. I 
' ' 
rulr, wril'hing 
I'a,.hriu-nt (Jt r.rt'-Ht·proof jMPer and _pap..-rht\,uJ,. and i'n:titations therer,f. 
:inJ i;l.:u:eJ tr.ut~t"-Hcnt J''lper,. in roll<. or .. ~ht·..rs . . . . . 
t<>n,pn<.i~;: paper or P·•l'<'rho.ud _(made by nicking fl.:tt layers t'*t·thcr with 
o111 ;t,IJ..-,, \:c), nnt :>u~c.t.:l'cC<J.•!.:d. or intpr.:J.!n.ltcd, whether or not 1ntc:rnally 
rc:infor.:c.f, ~ri .wlls or "hn,ts 
P 1pco ·and p.t~·rho.lrJ, CtJrfUAated (with or Withomt flat -.urf.u:e ~heets) 
cr.1hmscJ in rolls or ~oheets · 
''-· 
r 
P.rUor.IOrf"'l 
Ntti1U"Ih,l-i1Ute 
hr.•J·~~ l"u (Nu.q 
ex 48.07 
ex 48.13 
48.14 
ex 48.1S 
48.16 
48.18 
48.19 
ex 48.21 
Ch~r·t~:r 49 
ex 4').01 
ex 49.07 
4<J.09 
('),; 49.11. 
Chap•er 50 
Chapto.:r 51 
Chapter $2 
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Dctcrirtion 
Paper and paperboard, impre~nared, coated, surfacc-colourcJ, surfacc:-
decor.ated <•r·printt·d (nor cnnMituting printed matter within Ch.lpter 49) 
in rolls or sh.·el\, exduding ~qu.ued dr.•win~t papt•r, ~niJ J'.lpcr or ~ilvc-r 
p.1pcr anti i•uit.llion' thno.:uf, tramfer P..Jf'<'r, indi.:ator pape-r an~t un,en,nized 
ph•)togr.•phi..: I'·'Jler 
Wriring hlr••·k~. envdnpes, lt·ttcr card~. pl.!in r<•~tcarJ,, co.rresrondence 
C.:trd\; hoXC\0 J'C>Ill'h('\, W.llkt• and writinJ,: comp~ndiums, of paper Or 
p.lpt·rho.uJ, cont.linint-: onl) Jn ·"~ortrnt·•a of papn <IJti.'•nery 
Orher p.tp•·r or p:•rnho.JrJ, cut w siZL' or sh.\pe, ex.:lm!inr, 'it:.tr~tr•· rarer, 
tar•·' for cd,·ryp•· lliJ< hine~, perforated 1.1res. fo.r nH•no~' p:: r:n .;.:h<r:n and 
C•lkui.HI!:).', 01.1..:hinn, l1lrer p.lJl<'f\ and f.(tcr ooarJ~ (inc!udu,h tho~e for 
ci~.lfCtr<' ,ldt~r tip') .1nJ ~unum·J •trip 
Boxe~. b.1!!.~ and orlwr J'.lCkin~ containt·rs, of p.lJ'Cf or paperboarJ; box 
files, letter tray,, storage bmH'' and ~irni!.1r arti.:ks, of paper or paperboard, 
of a kind ~·omnwnly· U\\:d in rifh..:cs, \hups .md the hke 
Re~i,ter,, CX\'ro.:i'c book~, note 1->ooks, mt."morandum hlocks, order t-ooh, 
ren:ipt hooh, diari\·~. blottin~ pa<h, bindt'r~ (loose-leaf or c>ther),flle .:o\cr'i 
anJ orhl·r ~t.llioncry of r~•pcr or P·'l~crbuard; ~imple and other alt-um~ and 
book cuwr~, of p.tpcr ur papcrhuard 
Paper or paperboard labd~. whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamr ~hadcs; tahledoths and ~c:rvietres, handkerchiefs and towels; Jbb~~. 
pi.Hl·~. cups, tahlemat~, b.mlcs, gla~scs . 
Printed h•>Oks, b.oollets, brochure~ and !eAlct~ in the Greek l:~·•;:u3t:e 
Chi!,lren's r•<"~·•n~ h""~' ar•,l p.tintinf~ t .. ><..k~, Mit>:hed, ca,c·l or 1:-o~·:,:J. 
p!Hltt·d wh •• l!y or f'.ln:·. ''' tLe (:,,.,.~ JP·:u (',.: 
Pillurc f'IJ'.tt.n·!·. ( hri,rnu' JnJ ••ther picture greeting cud•, printed by any 
prq-.t·s~, with or \•.Hhou.: tllr.lllllll~~ 
CJil'mf.lr, <•f any kinJ. of p.1pa ••r paperhoJrd, in.:ludin~ calend.tr t-lo<k~, 
hut l'Xt:hl.'!mg ,alcnJJ~~ iml·nJ .. ·J for publiciry purpo~c~, i'l other la:1r.uages 
.th.1n Grc .. ·k 
Othn pr:nt~:d mattt·r, i.Kl•tding prinrcd pictures and photograph~, but ex· 
cluJ:ng th<· fvll<>\\i:li~ J.lth ks: 
- Theatric.1l :1 "d phot"P :;phi.: studio scenery 
- Printed !"'.mrr for pt~blidty purpo~es (including travel p;..:,:iacy), rr;·;red 
in other l:~n;• ... ;~.<·s dtJr, l~rcek 
/Silk and WJ· tc: ~ilk 
Man·ma .. !t: fibres (continuous) 
Mculli7.c:d textiles 
, 
1\ru-h 
Numrn.IAIIIIW 
hr•~'•'•• No (1'111 'I I 
Chapter SJ 
Chapter S6 
Oapter$7 
ChaptCJ .SI 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 
Oaptcr 6.S 
Qapter66 
66.01 
Chapter f1 
ex 67.01 
67.0.2. 
Oapter,. 
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Wonl and oth~r animal hair, nc:ludenJ raw, Meachc.t and uncfytd. 
producu of head.nc N01 S UJI, JJ.02, SJ.OJ and .sJ.04 
Flax and ramic, excluding h~ading No .S4.0l 
V 
Cutton 
Man·madc fibra (diKOntinuous) 
- ' 
Other vegetable textile matereals. cxclucli,. No $'1.01; paper Jam and wo.ea 
fabrics of paper vam 
Cir~rs, macs, mattins and rapntriet; pile and chenille fahn~'i narrow 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle anJ other net fabrics; lace; embroidery -
lt 
Wadding ~nd fdt; twine, cordage, ropes and cables; spw.al fabrin; 
imprcgn.ated and coated f.abm:s; textile anidcs of a kind tutf.lble for 
industrial U\C 
Knetted anJ crochtted JOtkit 
An•dcs of arr.arrl and cluchina aCCftiOria ol acxtile fabtK., (Hhcr than 
knitte4 or crocheted gocHJ, 
Other made up textile artidc~, excluding fans and hancltcrcm\ (n 6~.0.S) 
Old clothing and other texule anidcs; rags 
Footwear, aaiters and the lih, pans of such articles 
,, 
jfcadacar and pans thereof ·. 1 
Umbrella• and sunshades (includina·walkl,...cick ambreDa .. umbrella 11ftts. 
and garden and sim•lar umbrcll•s) . . 
Feather dusters 
Anificial flowers, foliage or fruit and pans thereof; anides made of anificial 
flowen, foliage or fruit 
. 
68.04 Hand polishing stonca, whetstones, oilstone-. hones and the like, and miU. 
stones, ~rindstones, grindin$t wheels and the like (including ttrindi:lg, sharpen-
inJ:, roJi,hin_;, trueing and cuuing wheels, he:ad,, di~' and poinr'), nf natural 
stone: (aAAIOtnc:r:atcd or nor), uf lJ~J.:lomc:r .uc:d Ntur:al or :~rtlfl.:ul .. !•r .J\i\'C,, 
or of rotttly, with elf witJ.,,ur \:ore:,, ~h.111h, W\.kc:t,, axle' a1hl e!.c l•kr of 
other m.atc:n.JI,, but without fr.amc:wurk'; ~oq~mcnt\ and other luu· 'an.l p.Jrrt 
of such .ronc:!> :anJ whcd,. of n.uur:al uune (a~lomcr.atcJ ut nut), of 
a~t:lomerarc:d n.uural or arulrd:~l ;abr.a~ivc:s, or of pouc:ry 
61.0S Natural or artifki.tl ahr:~~ho.: powder or ,r:ain, on a hasc of ""vcn fabt~c, 
of paper, Qr r:apcrhn.ard nr nf other matcri.als, whcthu or nor cut to ahapc 
or •c:wn or uchtrwi\C m~J~· up 
....... 
)lotMndatute 
llradina No (N<.<;C) 
68.09 
61.10 
61.11 
61.12 
61.14 
Chepeer?O 
10.04 
10.05 
a10.06 
ex10.ff1 
10.08 
10.09 
70.10 
a70.13 
10.14 
a10.U 
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( 
Panels, boards, tiles. blocks and.similar aniclcs of vr~:eul-le fihu, of wood 
fihre, of straw, of wood shavings or of WO()d wa .. tc: (including .. awdu,c), 
agglomerated with umenr. plurcr or with ocher mim:ral btncling \Ul"ran"o 
Aniclcs of pla~>tcrinA material · 
Artt~lc:' of .:emcnt (indudinK slaa cemcnr), of cun.;R"te or of Arttft"ial 
atone {includint~ .:unul.ucd marble 1qlomcreted Wtth \etnent), rcanfur.:cd 
or not · 
Anicla of llbntu•·«mmt, of ccllulote fibre-cement or the like 
Friction material i't"~tmcnts, discs. washers, ~otript, shc:t'ls, rlatet, roll' and the 
like) of a kind ~uttahle for hrake"• for clutcha or the J.ke, wnl') a basit 
of a\hc:stus. oth~:r ntineral 'ubstanca or of 'ccllulo..e, whcrhc:r or noc 
combined with ttxtile or uther materials 
Ceramic prnduch, cxcludinA hcadinK NO\ 69.01, 69.02 •. other than 
bricks with .a basis of magnesite and of magnesito-
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and 
69.0~, uten"l' ;u,,f arr.tr.I.UI\ fur lahnraturf an<l indu·.tual 11\t', ., •• ,r,im~• 
fur thc ''·""'""' .,f "'"'' an.t utht·r .:hnni,.tiS''"""" ,,.,,t an•.lc:·. ··' • ••"J 
ll't'<l in .l~\fl< ~tlr•t~<·, e•f ht·.l\hn~ Nu 6'1.11'1, 4ft Jttohcl.au• artl\lt', .. t t ...... l·••l 
Not "'~·Ill, 6'1,1 \ .and 6Y.I4 
Unworked catt or rolled alau (includina flahcd or warell Jlats) whctt.er 
figured or not, in rectangles · 
Unworked drawn or blown glass (including flashed gbt~~) in rectan~lct 
• 
Ca.r, rolled, dr.awn or blown glass (including fla ... h~·J or wtrcd ~tla\t) in 
rectan~lcs, surf.lCl' ground or polished, but not funhcr worked, excludins 
· non-wired glass for mirron 
Ca,t, ru114"d, dr.•wn or Mown gla'" (lncludi~t~t fla .. hcJ c1r wired gh·"i cut to 
1hare other th.m rel~Oin~ui.Jr r.h.arc, or btnt or • .•ltrrwi'lC ,..,, .• ~ nJ rfur 
example, t'•h:c wurkc~l'or cn~raved), whether or not ·.·,rl.tle ground "'1"•11· 
shed; lc.rJcd l1t;ht~ and the hkc 
Safety gi.Jss con\i\ting of toughened or laminated gJJ,,, ~hapcd or not 
Glass mirron {including rear-view mlrron), unframc:J, fumed or t-.lCked 
Carboys, honJc,, i•u~. pots, tubular conraincn anJ 'il~•ilar con: ·.mcrt, of 
glau, of a kin& commonly U'ed for the conveyance or p.acking of goods; 
stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Glas\warc {othc:r than articles falling within heading ~o 10.19) of a lund 
conunnnly u~c:,l for tahlc:, kit~ht·n, toilet or offt· ,. rt. rro\t'l, for inJ .. nr 
dt·(mJttnn, or f,,, 'm1ilar U\c,, exdudmg firc-re\i"m.! I:IJ\swsrc ,,f a k:nJ 
Cllnti11011Jy U\l·,J fcor t.1hlc or kitthcn purrosc:\1 ~Tdt .a I<JW C<Jlllh.it·nt of 
expo~n .. inn, •inulo~r to l'yrex or l>urcx 
lllumin:uing ~tl.t\\w,ue, 11i~nalling 1da,sware and oru.al c:~nts of ''""' 
not ortiully wvrL.c:d nor of orrical glasa ' 
Glass of a kind used for sun 1lassa (but excluJat~~ glau IUitablc for 
corrective lensc~). cuncd, btnt, hollowed and the like 
Multi-cellular alass in blocks. slabs, plates, panels and similar forms 
~· Nornrnclal-!l.ra.S.na No 
(NU.C) 
c, 70.17 
u10.ll 
Chapter71 
a71.U 
71.13 
•71.14 
Oapter7J 
Oapter" 
Chapter U 
ex 82.01 
12.02 
a 12.04 
11.09 
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uboratory, hyJi~iC and ['harmaccutical glasswa~, wh~her t>r not J:Ur!u"fd 
or calibrated, exdudang glassware for chcmicallaboratort~.ltlass ar·p••t.~ln 
Ocller antl.les of gl.n~. udud1n1 artidn fur industrr 
Ankles of jewellery, olailvcr (includinJ tiiMrJih er pl.auuum-pl.tted ,tlvft), 
or rolled preciou• mrtal on baiC metal 
Articln of Koldsmiths' or ailvcrsmitht' waftS and part• the!'(· .f. ol 
precious metal or rnllcd precious metal. ochet than ~~· fallm1 warhin 
hcadina No 71.11 
Other artidcs of prc.:ious metal or rolled precious metal, c~dud111& , ruda 
and utensils for worhhopt and l.aboratorin 
Imitation jcwcUcrr 
lro' and atccl and aru"J" thereof. cxdudina: 
(a) Products withm the juri'<fiction of the !.uropean Coal al'ld C.r~l 
C:onamunity, fallm~~t Within hcadm~t NM 7J.OI, 1l.t•2, 7).01, '"10,, 
7.1.0f., 7J.07, 7 J IIH, 7.1.11'1, 7.1.10, 7U I, 7.Ul, 1U 1, 7\.1 ~ anol 71 ~~ 
(~) Prudmt• fo~llm~e -.uhm h,· ... Jm~t N,,.11.fi.Z, 7l,O,, 71 "" .anJ 71.1t. ""h •• h 
arC' nut willun tltc turt•~•~•i•tn uf the f..urv&>cJn (:ual .. nJ ''!·d ( """ '""'''' 
(c) Uudantc Nus 7'.•14. 7J.I7, 7.1.19. 73 .• 0, ?J .. JJ and?! 14 end 'i'""lt' 
and luves fur 'I'""''• of iron or •tccl, for railway ,.,.,.,hn, of h, ,~,!.ua 
No 73.3.5 
Corrcr and articles thereof, excludinat copper alloy• conr.1mina more th.a~ 
10% by wc:i~ht of na.:L.cl and article~ fa:llina within hcad.ng I" os 74.01, 74.02, 
74.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and ani, J,., thereof. cxcludinat hc.ad•na Nos ?t..fll and ?t.."1 :t!'ld 
•root•, rcc:ls and '""il.ar.· .. urrort• for phoro~~:rarhic anJ cmcmarn~tr.a:-1uc 
film ••r fur tapc:s, f•.lnai and the like fallana; within hoJ:ns '\:o ~.!.12 
(CIC 76. 16) i -
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles rhcrc-of, excludin1 hcadina Noe79.01, i<~.IIZ and 79.rn 
. Hand tools, the following: 1padn. lhowch. picls. hOC'I, forks and rJkct; 
axct, bill hooks a,nd similar hewing tools: hay kni\·~. 1:'·"' 1ohcar•, :1:n!-cr 
wcd~es and other tools of a kind used in agrlculturC', lll)rticulturc or 
forestry 
Sawl (non-mechanical) and blades for hand cw machiru: uws (inclndinl 
toothless saw blades) 
Portable forges: ~trin~l"'at w .. cclt with framcworkt (hanJ c~r ,,.·Jal c>rcr •ted); 
anic.:les for donac~tic u-c 
Kniv~ with cuning 1->l.tJes, ~atcd or n« (incluclinll rrun1111: knlwes), •>flier 
than knives fallina; within he.adina No 82.06, and bJ,ulc:l th,·rdur' 
lrvurlt 
Non•~nd~ture 
huJ.,aNo 
(NLU.) 
ex 82.11 
taiUS 
11.14 
IUS 
al4.10 
al4.1l 
cxi4.U 
al4.14 
ex IUS 
...... ,, 
14.:0 
ex 14.21 
al4.24 
ex 14.1S 
I 
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Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other aniclcs of c:utlcry (for example eccatcurs. hair d•rl'Cn. butchen' clc .. 
ven, paper knives), cxc!udin& hand-operated clippcn ancJ pam thereof 
Spoon•, forlr.a, fi,h·eatcn, buncr-lr.nivcs, ladlct, and t~nul,u IUt"hcn or table-
:warc 
Handles of bate ftlctal for anicla faUi,. wilhin'hcaJ•na Noa 12.1.19, ll.U 
and 82.14 . 
Miscellaneous anidcs of bate metal, cxdudi111 headin• No IJ.M. staruenct 
and other omamcnra of a kind usccl indoon (c• 83.06) and budt and 
tpanglcs (e• 83.09) 
i arlr. ifnition cn~~oinet, petrol driven of a cylinclcr capaciry of 2lO cc ur more' i erna comhu~tll)ll cn~tiM', tcmi diewl type; internal cumhtnhon C11KII!Ct.· cKI tyre, of 37 kW or lcn; enginct for motor-cy~ln anJ auto-<y.ln 
Pumrs (includ•nK mutor pumps and turbo pumpt) for 1•-auidt, whether or 
not ftneJ wnh nt\:,nurin~ cJcvi'-n 
"ir rumr• and v.a.uuln rumr• (ilk"lucJena motctr anJ turho·pum:••l. fant 
-blower and the: l1h, wi'th inte~tral motort, wci~:hentt k\' than Ull k' and 
fans or blowcn wilh~ut motor, wcighinatOO le.& or le\\ ' 
Air-conditionintot m.achincs, self-contained, compri~in~t a mocor-dm·cn fan 
and elements for ~hlnging the temperature and liumiJ•tY of air, for domc,tic 
use 
lalr.ery ovens and p~ thereof 
Rcfritterarin~ cabin~ts and other refri.,acins plant. cquiM*f with a rcfrio 
aerating unit 
lnstantancout or sturaac watct hcatcn, non-electrical 
Wc•.:hing machint't'y (~xcludinJC halaltCC't of a acn,irivil'y nf S.q or ~tcr)1 
indudmg w~i~ht·CIJ'c:rated countinll and checlr.ing n\;,lhinct; •c·~h•n&• 
machine weight!J uf alllr.inds · 
Mechanical arrli.an..:cs (whether or not hucl O(ICtlfl'c!) for projeain~t. 
d1l>per~ing or ~rr·•)'in~ liquids or powders, for dc•mc .. ric use, sim.:u hlnd 
operated appliJncc" for a~ricultural use; similar appli.1ncao for agri..:ulturat 
u", truck mounted, wc:ighina 60 ka or less 
Ploughs dc~ignl·d for tractor or animal draupt, •'Cighi~ ~ kg or Ins; 
ploughs designed f.wmounting on tra'-'tors, with two or three: ~harn or 
discs; harrows •. k,i,:ned for tractor or animal draught, with fiud framework 
, and fixed teeth; J"' harro,ws, weigt.ir1& 700 ka or le\s 
Thrc•hcn; m,utc "'""-cr• and n1.1ir.c: tkl'C\hc:u; harvc~ru•~t nu,h,nrry, animo~ I 
dr;.swn; •tr.aw ur J.,,IJ,·r rrc\"·•; f.annina n•ill• anJ •mular nl.achlrlC'• fur 
acrcc:nina tc:eds and ccrc:alaracJcra . 
' . 
I. 
lrustclt 
Nomrn, latult 
lwad~na No 
(P'(.(;C) 
14.27 
a84.Z8 
14.2J 
ai4..M 
ft 14.31 
al4.40 
eal4.47 
ai4.SC 
ai4.Jf 
14.61 
ex 84.63 
Chapter IJ 
a 85.01 
IS.OS 
15.04 
a I.S.06 
15.10 
ss.u 
a 15.17 
ex 85.1, 
eaiJ.%0 
ex 8~1 21 IS.~ 
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PmWt, c-ru,hm and (other machinery, of • kind used in •ine makinc. 
cider m.:-il.ing, fruit juice rrcplration or the like 
5ccd cnllhina machines; farm•type millinlmachince 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread arain milli"' ,indu\try, .net orhcr 
mach•ne!)' (other than farm type machinery) for the •orkin~ of ~alt or 
drie~ leguminous vcget.ablca 
Printina type 
Shunlca ; reccla for loo1111 . 
Waahina machines. whether or aot electric. for .to...dc ate 
Machine tool, for sa win~ and planin~ wood. cork, bone, eN,nire (ftlc:anitc), 
hard aNifki.JI pla,ti~ mo~rcrialt or other hard carvina marenal•, other than 
machinca falhng within hudina No 84.49 
Ma.:hi11cry fur a~lcon,tr.uinA, mouldinl or lhapintt ·ccumic ,..,te, 
unhar~C'ncd .:ement•, rld,rerinK materials ur other mineral rrr••luctt 
Oil prca~a and mills; m.uhinca for arearin 10ap m•nufacture 
Tart, .cocks, valves and similar appliancca. for pipes, boiler ,beDs, tank1, 
van and the like, induJma preuure rcducina valves and thcrmOitatiullr· 
controlled valvca 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less, moton ol 74 kW or ku; rora" 
conveNers of J7 kW or len; transformers and static convertcrt other tho~n 
fo~ radio-broadcasting, rad;Gtelephonic, radiotelecuphic and tclni\ion re· 
CCIVert . 
Primary cells ancl primary banericl 
Electric: accumulaton 
Room fant 
, 
PoNable electric battery and mapeco lamps. odler tllan lamp~ fa:Ji.,, 
within hc.1Jing No 85.09 
Electric insr:.ntaneou• or storaae water heatm and im~e--,ion he;ttton; 
electric soil htatin~ apparatus and electric space hcJti:-~ arpar .· .•\; 
elt·.:tric h:.ir drC"\\in,.; .:1prliancc:s (for example, hair dr:. <""'• h2ir cv ~c re, 
curlin~ ton~ hC".l!tr') .1nd C'ltctric smooth in.: iron~; dC'(tro ·!w· mic d~tr.· :•.ttc 
iiJll'lio~ncc•; elt·drk lh .uinK rc:,i\IOF\, other rh.1n thc,,e ttf , ul•, ·n 
Electric sound •ignalhng apparatus 
Electrical apparatus fur makin~t ancl breaking electrical circuits. for the 
protection of elcctric.•l circuits, or for making connections to or in ele..:trical 
circuits (for cxamrlc, switches, relays,. fusn, lightning ..rrcste,., surge 
tuppreuors, rlugs. lan•p holders and junction boxe~) 
Elect.k' filament lamps and electric discharJc lamps. excludin~; infra-rcJ and ultra~iolct lamps 
Cathode-raY, tubes for television sets. 
Insulated (mdu\ling en:unt'llc:d or anod11~) ele .. '1ric wirt, c.,!>lc, baN, 'tnp 
and the l1kc (induJmg co·Ui.JI cable), whether ur not fittC'J "'nh connC"• '"" 
(3) 
........ 
.................. 
~ •• t,•aNv 
tNuq 
14 
I.UJ lnsulaton ol 01 material 
IJ.16 lnsulatin~ fittin~• for electrical machines. arplie~""' (tf "'!UiptHnt, t.ftftl 
fittin~' wholly of in,ularin~ mat~rial apart frc1m .any minor cumrw,n,.r.t\ of 
mc:.d in,·urJ)\Jr.ltcJ Joarin~ mouldin~ solely for purpt~~a ctl ;h.cmbly, !--ut not 
inciuJJRg insulators fallins within h~adin& No IS.lS 
IJ.27 F.ln:tn~al ,onduit tubJRaand joints thercfor,of b•~ mcfallintd witla in,ul.lta,. 
mat~rtal · 
11.05 
nl1.06 
ni7.U 
n 17.11 
11.13 
Chapter 19 
n 89.01 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 -
Chapter 91 
92.12 
Chapccrfl 
n93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter M 
Motor vehicles for the public transport ol peno•and mt>tcK Yehtekl f._,, the 
tran"rc"t of aood• or materiala (cxdudina cha111i1 mcnuum-d ia Nuce 1 to 
Chapter 87) ' 
Bodies (indudi'na c.chs), for the lftotor. wchidel falhni within hcad.tna 
No 117.01, 87.01 or 87.03 
Chauit without en~inct, and pam daereol 
Pant and. acnsorie, uf innlid carriaacs (ochcr ct .. n moconr.ed • othtnrite 
tne~>hanically propt"llul) 
Baby carriages and putt thereof 
Uahrmand baran; tankcn deti.,- to lie to•..S; uilina ·~; inflatable boats 
of ·artificial plastic meterials. 
Ophthalmic lcniCI 
Frames and mountings, and pam thenof. for tpoctadcs. pinc:e·na. IC)fJnertet. 
aosglcs and the like . 
. ·::r 
Spectacles, pince-ncz, J«Manettcs. aogla and the like, correcti'ICt protc«iYc 
or other 
Meters for hand-operated petrol pumps and water cnctm (YOlumetnc and 
tachometrk) 
Gramorhone rcccnd• and other sound or aimila; record in~:'; ma~i.:~ fur tfM: 
produ.:rion of rccouh, rrer.u~ record bl:anh, film fur r•·c.h.1niul '" :nd 
.rccorJin~~. rrerarcd t.•r~. wirn, strirs anJ like anidc\ of .:1 krnd cu;~· , .... nt)' 
use<J,. fur sound or sinul.ar recording 
Sponinaauns and riflct 
Wads for shotgun'; sponina cartridges, cartridge~ for revolv~rs, pisk'l• and 
wal~ing stkk ~tuno;, hall or shot cartridges !for tafllct sh()Qfing ~·an• of 
calil\rn ur to 'I mm; c:anridt:e ca..n for sport in~tguns and sroninv. roiln. 
of metal and papcrbo.ard; bullcts, shot and bu~kshut for \purting guns and 
sporting rifles 
Furniture and parts thereof; bcddmll, mattrCI5C'Iotnanrc~'·'urporh,C\I•h•un• 
and simil.ar 1tuffed furni1hings, exdudina head,,. No 94 .uz. 
Jnoewh 
No-.. cl aNN 
lwa.!ona No (M.U.I 
Chapter 96 
Chapter f/7 
f/7.01 
97.02 
97.0) 
.97.0J 
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Brooms. brushes, powd~r ruHs and sieves. exdudinl pnorlrcJ knots.afld 
. tufts for broom or bru\h makinR of hc:adins No ,6.01 and .arrad.:s fallang 
within ~ading Nos 96.05 and !16.06 
Whecl~d toys design~d to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicydcl 
and trkydc5, and pedal muror tar•); dulls' prams ancl don~· ru\h 'hairs 
Doll• 
Other tors; workins models of a kind ueed f<W NCRariol\l) pu~ 
Srrcarnen and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufactured aiticlee, cxcludinsltfiOKraph pen• fall1~ within 
heading No !lltOJ and ~xduding heading Nos 'B.04, ,8.10, tjii.JI, ~1.14 and 
,II.U 
CCT 
hndina 
No 
31.0.1 
31.03 
31.01 
ex 73.37 
ex 84.01 
14.()6 
84.10 
" 
ANNEX II 
Dncriruo11 
. . 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nierogenous 
• .J I 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphafic 
Other fertilizers; goods of the pre\ent Chaptc:r in 
tablc:U, lozengeS and similar prerared form!l (If in 
packings of a gro§S wci~ht not eM:ccding 10 kg: 
A. Other fertili1.ers: 
I. C:ont.1inin!: thr ahree fertilir.m~t ~uh .. tan~.cs: 
nitru.,:c:n, rho,phuru• anJ ruu .. ~iurn 
11. C:unt.1i~•in.: th<" twu ft·rrihtinj: '>llh'>tan,n: 
niuogt·n .anJ rhu~rhorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (exduJing boilers of headin~ No 114.01) ond 
radiators, for central heatinJt, not electrically hc·ah:J, 
and ram thereof, of iron or sted; air heaters and hot 
air dt,trihurur~ (indudinf, tho~c whkh canal"' di~tlthutc 
cool or condnionc:J air), not clc,ui~o·illly heated, in,ur· 
roriJtinf, a morur-Jrinn bn ur bluwc:r, anJ JI.HU 
thc:n:of, of irun ur Ml'el: 
, - Boilers for cenu.al he.uina 
Steam and other v.apuur ttenc:ratintt boiler!' (nduJintt 
ccnrral hc.llin.: hot W'il!cr hc>~lt•rt cap.thlc aJ.,,, of 
l,rn,lu.in.: low prc\\urc: stc:.un); 'UI•er-hc:.uc,t w.uc:r >otlc:r~: 
Of a power uf 32 MW or leu 
Internal cumbutllon ri•tnn enalnft: 
C. Other engine~: 
ex 11. Compression ignition engines: 
- Of a power of less than 37 kW 
Pumps (includina motor pumrs and turbo rum('\) for 
liquid,, whethc:r or not fiucc.l wnh mca,urinJ.t dC\'icc~; 
liltuiJ clc:v3tCJn of bucket, chain, ~crew, band anJ ~imilar 
.kllhh: 
Cl{ A. Dc:l·~cry rumrs fincJ, or Jr·••:nc:J fO t'IC t.u.·J, 
With a mC:a\Ur&ng cJc\·ice, ollacr thJn J'UOir\ lor 
c.l•~rcn~ing fuc:l 
B. Other pump' 
C. Liquid clcva1ors of bucket, chain, Krcw, band 
anJ sinul.lr kinds 
Qur•U• '"'the 
rrro•oJ I J~•m•ry 
tu 11 l,._crnl~tt 
,, .. 
10ci tonnes 
2,500 EUA 
2,500 EUA 
3,000 EUA 
200,000 EUA 
1. 
nT 
hu.f.nl jl,,, 
84.14 
ex 14.20 
85.01 
8.S,!S 
Dctcrtruon 
lndu,.trial and laboratory furn.lce~ and ovens, non· 
electric: 
ex B. Other: 
- Paru of atcd, for cement ovens 
.. 
Weighing machinery (ex~luding babnce!l.of a ~ensiti· 
viry of .S cg or better) including wci,.:ht·orcrated 
counting and checking m:11.:hincs; wc:ighing m.lchine 
wci~hts of all k1i1J~. other than: 
- Baby scales 
- rrcd,iun Kalcs JlfoUJuatc:d in Rrlmt for domestic 
"'c 
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
El«trical goods of the following dc\Criptions: RCnCra· 
ton, moron, convcrten (rotary or 'otatic), rran~formers, 
rc.ctifiers and rectifying app.uatu~. inductors: 
A. Gc:ncr.ators, mururs (whether or not etJUippcd 
with ~rccd rcdudng, chansing or •tcp·ur gear) 
and rot.lry converters: 
ex 11. Other: 
ex C. Parts: 
- Morurs of an output of not lcs. than 
370 W and not more than IS 000 W 
- For motors of an output nf not leu than 370 
and not more than U OCJO W 
RadiotclcJtraphic and radinrdcphunk tr;tnsmi~~i<ln and 
reception arrararu"; udio-1-w.lJc.,.,rinr. and tdcvi .. ion 
tran,mi,.,ion .111d rc,·q•tion app:1r.11u~ (rn,·ludm~ rc:cci· 
,.,.,_ inl.'nq•or.uinf~ \cuuul ,,.,.,,,,,.,_ nr r•·rrml11,,.,,) .tnd 
tdl·\i,iun l'ollll<:f.l\; r.hllll n.l\11:.111011.11 ,,j,f -11'1'·"·"11~, 
ro~d.tr .1pp.tr.llu~ o~nd r.1J1o r~nu•tc ,ontrul app.~r.uu~: 
A. Rotdiutd<"~t.t(•hic and r.,,li,lf<·l•·phunk tr:1m111i\\ion 
and r•·u·puon otpp.lt.ttll•; r.ttho·l>ro.ld'-1'11111! and 
tclc:\·i,iun trJmmi,\iun anJ n·,,·ptuHI :1('f'.lratu~ 
(indudm~t rc:U"ivcn incurpuratin•: \tHtnd .rc:l.'urdcrs 
or rcprodu.:er\) and tc:lni~iun cam.·r.l\: 
ex Ill. Rcccivc:rs, whether or not incorporatin~: 
sound recorders or rcprodm:cr~: 
- Tclcvi•ion 
(') Add&llonallimnatlon e.,._..s Ill - of ••lue. 
Q1:11~,\'lo ,,,, lt'w-
r(ll ,J 1 J,,,, .• ·~" 
to ~ll'""'''''l"r 
I·" I 
1,.000 EUA 
3,200 EUA 
1,000 EUA 
80 units 
20,000 EUA (1) 
2 
C<T 
hr.a,hna 
"·· 
. 85.15 
(&ont'd) 
ex 85.23 
87.01 
C. Parta: 
I. Cabinets and cases: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For television receivers 
ex b) Of other material•: 
Fur tcle\'i~ion receivers 
ex Ill. Other: 
- Ch.H~is for televi~ion rectivcn and t•teir 
p.1ru, a\~mblc:d or mounred 
- Prinu:d cir.:uir boards for television rcc:ei· 
vc:rs 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) elccrric 
wire, cahlc:, bJrs, ''rip and the hkc (induding co-allial 
cable:), wherh(r or nut fitted with connectors,: 
- Cab~s for tclevi~ion aerials 
Motc)r vehiclt·s fur the tr.ansport of persons, JlOOJ!I or 
ur.tll'ri.rl, (u" hul•ntt ~rort\ nmtor vc:hi.:l&."', or her th.an 
thu..c ut ht·.J<Im~ Nu 117.0'1): 
A. Fur the· tf,IJ"/'Url of rcr~una, in.:hr"iiiJl \·chides 
l!.:,irn.-,1 f••r trc UJII~Jl'lrt uf b01h p.a,~.-ll~c:r• anJ 
aooJ,: 
I. With euhcr a spJrk i~nirion or a, conlprcssion 
ignuiun cuginc: 
ex a) Mutur nhidc• ;mJ bu~es •irh cith•er a 
sr.trk i~nitiun ell~llle of a C)·linJer c.tp.l.:ilJ 
of 2 1100 cc or more or a comprc:!.~ion 
ignition cllttine of a c:ylinJcr cap.a.:ity of 
2 500 cc or more: 1 
- Comph:te moior buses an,! coachc11 
ex b) Other: 
,. 
' 
- Complete, with a acatins capacity of 
more than aix 
87.0.5 Bodies (includin~ cab,), for the motor vehicles falling 
within heading !"o 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03: 
ex A. Bodies and cabs of metal for the industrial 
a''c:mbly of: 
- Al!ricuhur.tl walking tractora fallina '"ithin 
•uhh~.r,hug H7.ot· A, 
- Mutur nhr. In fur che lr.lll\I'Ort of rc•r,unt, 
1ndudrng vchidc:\ Jc,iKncJ fur the lr.tn~purr 
uf both pa"c:nr.c:r\ .anJ gooJ~. with a so:.acing 
c.lp.t.;lt)' uf more ch.an •ix and lc:s' th.1n 15, 
Quoru for the 
prrouJ I ).&nua.., 
to Jl llr.cmlwr 
lVII 
30,000 EUA 
3 
1,000 EUA 
.. 400,000 EUA 
1,000 EUA 
Cc"T 
hr.tJma 
l'u 
8'7.05 
('cmt'J) 
Dct.:riruun 
- Motor vehid" for the rran,porr of goods or 
nlJtc:ri.tl,, wirh c:ithcr a ,p.uL: i~uition en~inc 
of J q·lmdcr t.:JJ'.I• iry of J~:,~ rh .an 2 liOO cc or a 
t.:omrrc,~iun i~niriun c:n~inc: of a cylinder 
(JpJ.:ity of le:!>~ lltJn 2 J()() cc, 
- S~t·(i.tl purpo\C' nwtor lorric:s and vans of 
hc:.adin~ No li7.03 (J) 
ex B. Othc:r: 
n.,,Jic:o; anJ c Jhs of meul, other than , for 
ntotM vchidc:s fnr the tun•port of persons, 
With J ~c:Jring cJp.t.:ity of !>ix or le's 
Qunt•• fnr IM 
~"""'"' I J•nu•ry 
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Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concluding a protocol t~ 
the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic 
Community and the Arab Republic of Egypt 
to take account of the accession of th~ 
Hellenic Republic to the Community 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Arab Republic of 
Egypt( 1) to take account of the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community, hereinafter referred to as the'~rotoco~', 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Protocol is hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification referred to 
in .Article 13 of the·Protocol. 
(1) O.J. NO L 266, 27.9.1978, page 1 
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Article 3 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applic-
able in all ~ember States. 
· Done at Brussels, 
For the Council 
The Pres i den
1
t 
PROTOCOL TO THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY AND THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF 
EGYPT CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE HELLENIC 
REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY. 
His Maj es.ty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ire land, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness th~ Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
- Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
Whose States are Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
Which is Party acceding to :_the Euro~ean Comm_unities~ __ 
and THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
and THE PRESIDENT OF THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 
·of the other part, 
, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European 
Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Arab Republic of Egypt, signed at Brussels 
on 18 January 1977 hereafter called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community and 
to conclude this Protocol, 
, I 
And to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries 
- 1 -
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement and 
to the Declarations annexed to the Final Act signed in Brussels 
on 18 January 1977. 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and Protocol 
forminq an integral part thereof and the declarations annexed to the 
Final Act , drawn up in Greek, are authentic in the same way as 
are the original texts. The Cooperation Council shall approve 
the .Greek version. 
TITLE II 
Transitional measures. 
Article 3 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on produGts originating in 
Egypt in accordance with the following timetable 
- on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be reduced to 90 r. of the 
basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 r. of the 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 r. each shall be made on : 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
, 
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Article 4 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 3 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect of Egypt on 1st July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 % ad valorem. 
Article 5 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on products originating in Egypt in accordance with the 
following timetable : 
on 
of 
on 
of 
- the 
1st January 1981, each charge· shall be reduced to 90 % 
the basic rate, 
1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 % 
the basic rate, 
four· other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 
in respect of the Community as at present constituted. 
3. .Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and ~ypt shall be abolished on 1st January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community as at 
present constituted, more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Egypt. 
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Article 7 
1. The variable ~omponent, which the Hellenic Republic applies on 
products covered by Regulations 1059/69 originating in Egypt 
shall be adjusted by the compensatory amount applied in trade 
between the Community as at present constituted and the Hellenic 
Republic. 
2. On the products which are covered by Regulation 1059/69 and also 
listed in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic shall 
abolish, in accordance with the timetable referred-to in Article 
3 the difference between 
- the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenic 
Republic upon accession, and 
- the duty (other than the variable component) resulting from 
the.provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the Act of Accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
In no case should Greek imports from Egypt benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to product~ from the Community as 
at present constituted. 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Egypt. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II~ 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 % at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 % at the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
, 
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Where a qu6ta is expressed in terms of both volume and value, 
the quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at least 20% 
a year and the quota relating to the value by at least 25 % a year, 
the succeeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of 
the preceding quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Common Customs Tariff, 
the volume quota shall be raised by 15 % a year and the quota 
relating to the v.alue by 20 % a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a product listed in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 % of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalize imports of that 
product originating in Egypt, if the product in question is at that 
time liberalized towards the Community as at present constituted. 
5 •. If the Hellenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community as at present constituted or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community as at present constituted, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Egypt or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding licen~es for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating in Egypt the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports· 
originating in the Community as at present constituted, with the 
excep~ion of the quota for fertilisers falling within the heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December· 
1980 with regard to products originating in Egypt shall be progress-
ively eliminated over a period of three years from 1st January 1981. 
The rate of import deposits and cash payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 
1st January 1982 
1st January 1983 
~ 1st January 1984 
25 % 
25 % 
25 % 
25 %. 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• ) shall be 
abolished by Greece upon accession in respect of products origina-
ting in Egypt subject to the provisions of Article 65 of the Act 
of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Egypt. 
TITLE III 
General and Final Provisions 
Article 11 
The Co-operation Council shall make any amendments which may be 
necessary to the or1g1n rules consequent upon Greek accession to the 
European Communities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol will be approved by the 'contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the 
first day of the second month following such notification. 
Article 14. 
This Protocol is drawn up, in duplicate, in the Arabic, Danish, Du~ch, 
English, Freftch, G&r•an, Greek and Italian lanquaaes, each of thP.~P __ 
texts being eaually authentik. 
' 
(4) 
Brussels 
Nommclarure 
bcad•nR t'o 
(1\i(.X.:C) 
Chapter t3 
ex 13.02 
ex 13.03 
Chapter 14 
ex 14.05 
Chapter 1S 
ex ts.OS 
ex 15.06 
15.08 
15.10 
15.11 
ex 15.15 
15.16 
ex 15.17 
Chapter 17 
17.04 
Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
ex 19.02 
19.03 
19.05 
19.08 
ANNEX I -~ 
-LIST REFERRED_ TO IN ARTICLE 3. 
Descr~pt•on 
Incense 
Pectatea 
Valonia,sall nucs 
Wool grease stearin 
Other animal oils and fats (including facs from bones and waste}, 
excluding neat's foot oil 
Animal and ve~etahle oils, boiled, oxidizc:dr dehydrated, sulphurized, 
blown or polymerized by heat in va<:uum or in inen ga.s, or otherwise 
modified 
f,arry acids, acid oils from refining, fam- alcohols 
Gly<:erol and glycerollycs 
Beeswax and other inse<:t waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Degras 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, exclud!ng heading Nos 18.01 and- 18.02 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Prepared foo~t~ obt:~incJ hy swdlin~t or routinp; of cereAl' or cereal 
rroJud~ (pnlkd rkc, ~urn fl.tkcs :llld ~imihtr proc.lucts) 
BrcJ.d, ship!i' bi,wits and other orc.linary bakers' ware~. not containin~ 
ac.lded ~ugJ.r, honey, c~~. f.us, cheese or fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or nor containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
Brus...,ls 
Nomf'ru.larure 
hu•hn11 No 
(N< <.l:l 
Chapter 21 
Chapter 22 
22.01 
22.02 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.09 
Chapter 24 
24.02 
Chapter 25 
25.20 
25.22 
25.23 
ex 25.30 
ex 25.U 
Chapter 27 
27.05 bis 
27.06 
27.08 
ex 27.10 
ex 27.11 
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Miscellaneous edible preparations, excluding heading Nos 21.05 and 21.07 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, ice and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters and other 
non-alcoholic heverages, not including fruit and veget.tble juict'S falhna 
within headmg No 20.07 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatuud of a strength of 800 or higher; 
denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol and neutral ~ptrit\) of any streng!h, 
excluding those Jcrived from agricultural products Jt,ted in Annex 11 to the 
Treaty establi~hmg the Community 
Ethyl akohol or neutral spirits, undenatured of a stren~th of less than sa>, 
exdu.Jing ethyl alcohol dc:rivc:.J from agricultural proJu.:t, li,tc:.J in Ann~x 11 
.to the Treaty c:'t.1hli~hing the Communtty; · 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Gypsum; anhydrite; 'calcined gypsum, and plasters wtth a basis of calcium 
sulphate, whether or not coloured, but not including plasters specially 
prepared for use in dentistry. 
Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other than calcium oxide and 
hydroxide 
Portland cement, ciment fondu, slag cement, supcr~ulphate cement and 
similar hydraulic cements, whether or not coloun:J or in the form of 
clinker 
Crude natural boric acid containing nor more than 85 ,.., of H1801 
calculated on the dry weight 
Earth colours, whether or not calcined or mixed to~;cther; santorin, pozz<'-
lana, tra~s and similar earths, used in making hydraulic cement•. whether 
or not powdered 
Coal ga~, v. atcr ~a~, producer gas and similar gases 
Tar di~tilled from coal, from lignite or from peat. and other mineral t:Jrs, 
includin~ partially di~tilled tars and blends of pitch with creosote oils or 
with other coal tar di~ttllation products 
Pitch anJ pitch coke, oht.1inc:J from coal tar or from orhcr mineral tar~ 
Mineral oils and greaw\ for lubricating purposes 
Petroleum Jt3\C~ and other gaseous hydrocarbons, excluding propane of 1 
purity not lc:~s than 99 % for use other than as a power or heating fuel 
Brussels 
Nomrnclaturc 
he~dmJ~ l'o 
(N< L<.) 
27.12 
27.13 
27.14 
27.15 
27.16 
Chapter 28 
ex 28.01 
ex 28.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
28.09 
28.10 
28.12 
28.13 
28.15 
28.16 
28.17 
ex 28.19 
ex 2R.20 
28.22 
ex 28.23 
ex 28.27 
28.29 
ex 28.30 
ex 28.31 
28.35 
28.36 
28.J7 
ex ZH •• lH 
ex 28.40 
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Description 
Petroleum jelly 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, ozokcrite, lignite wax, pear 
wax and other mineral waxes, whether or not coloured 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residues of petroleum oils 
or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals 
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous shale, asphJitic rock and tar 
sands 
Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural bitumen, on 
petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar pttch (for example, 
bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (including ozone) and nittosen 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 
Phosphorus pentoxide and phosphoric acids (mcta·, onho- and pyro-) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxygen compounds of non-metals (excluding 
water) 
Sulphides or non-metals; phosphorus trisulphidc 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potassium hydroxide (caustic pota<~h); 
peroxidcs of sodium or potassium 
Zinc oxide 
Artifici~l corundum 
Manganese oxides 
Iron oxides, including earth colours containing 70 'o or more by weight 
of combined iron evaluated as Fe20 1 
Red lead and lith:uge 
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates and other complex fluorine salts 
Magne~ium chloride, calcium chloride 
Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorites 
Sulphides; polysulphides 
Dithionites, including those stabilized with organic substances; sulphoxylates 
Sulrhitcs and thiosulphates 
Sodium, barium, irun, zinc, ma~ncsium and aluntinium sult•hates; alum<~ 
Phosphite<~, hyrophmphites and pho~phatc:!l, c:xduding bibasic lead pho•phatc 
1\ru•~•• 
Nomrn1.lo1IUft' 
h<A.Jon~ No 
(N(..Cq 
ex 28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
28.54 
ex 28.56 
ex 28.58 
Chapter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.42 
29.43 
Chapter 30 
ex 30.02 
ex ,30.03 
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Dcs.:ripcion 
Carbonates, including commercial ammonium carbonate containing ammo-
nium carbamate, excluding lead hydrocarbonate (white lead) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodium silicate and potassium silicate, including commercial grades 
'· . 
Refined borax 
Arsenites and arsenat~ 
Hydrogen perioxide (including solid hydrosm peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conductivity water and water of similar purity 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heating fuels; Naphthalene and anthracene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylethyl ether (diamyl ether), dicthyl ether, anethole 
Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids and their water soluble salts; anhydrides 
Tanaric, citric and gallic acids; calcium tanrate 
Nitroglycerine 
Nicotine sulphate 
Sugars, chemically pure, other than sucro.e, gluco~c- and lacro~: 'tlltar 
ether• and 5111-:ar esters, and their Salt~, other than products of he3dmg 
Nos 2'1.39, 29.41 and 29.42 
Antisera 
Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments), excluding the following 
products: 
- Anti-asthmatic cigarettes 
- Quinine, cinchonine, quinidine and their salts, whether or not in the 
form of proprietary products 
- Morphine, cocaine and other narcotics, whether or not in the form of 
proprietary products 
- Antibiotics and preparations based on antibiotics 
- Vitamins and preparations based on vitamins 
- Sulphonamides, hormones and preparations ba~d on hormones 
30.04 WadJm~. ~3\U.C, hanJJjtC:S ;lnd &imiiJr article\ rr .. r rJCample, dreuing•, 
adhe,ivc plaster\, poultice~). imprc~nat~·d or cuJt~·tl wnh ph.~rmac:c:uri~al 
substances or put up in rc:t.ul pac:kings for tnc:J~<:JI m \urgical pur~'"''• 
other than goods specified in Note 3 to this Chapter 
Bru"d' 
Nnml'n .. l.lttlrc 
hc•.lon~t l"o 
\!'Kl:Cl 
Chapter 31 
ex 31.03 
31.05 
Chapter 32 
ex 32.01 
ex 32.04 
ex 31.0S 
ex 31.07 
32.08 
32.09 
32.11 
32.12 
32.13 
Charter 33 
ex 33.01 
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Dcro<.rlption 
Mineral or chemical fertiljzers, phosphatic, excluding: 
- Basic,slag 
- Disint~rared (calcined) calcium phosphates (thermo pho~phatcs and 
fused phosphate~) and calcined natural aluminium caluum pho~phates 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing not less than 0·2% of flu<,rine 
Other fertilizers; goods of the present Chapter in tahlets, lozenges and 
similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 10 kg 
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins (tannic acid~). induding water· 
extracted gall-nut tannin 
Colouring matter of vegetable origin (including dyewood extract and flther 
vegetable dyeing extract~, but excluding indigo, henna and chloroph~ ll) or 
of animal origin, excluding cochineal extra~"t and kermes 
Synthetk organic dye~ ruffs (including pigment dyc~tuff ~ and e'llcladmg 
artifidal indigo); \)'ntheti.: or~o~anic pruduch ,,f a kmd u'..:d a lurnino· 
pho•e~; product~ of the kind knl>Wn as optical blc:a~h:n~-t agents, sub-
stand\'e to the fibre · 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter, excluding: 
(a) inorganic pigments or pigments of mineral ori~tin. whether or not 
containing other ~uhstances facilitating dyein(l;, based on cadmium ~alts, 
(b) chrome colours and Pru~sian blue; inorganic proJu~ts of a kind u~d 
as luminophores 
Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers and prepared ~olour~, vit.nf&able 
enamd~ and t.:l.l7.e'l, liquid lustres and similar prod1Kt,, .,f the kind 1N·d in 
the cer.ami.·, l'll.ll11l'llint.: and~'-"~ indu,trie\; engohl·' '·''''''); .:las~ fw and 
olher ~l.t\~, in the form of puwder, ~r.tnulc:!> or tl.tkn 
Varni~hes and lacquer~; di,tcmpcrs; prepared walcr p1~mc:nb of the kmd 
used for fmi~hmg lea1her; faints and enamel~; pigment~ di,l-.cr,c:d m 1,.,,ccd 
oil, white ~pirit, spirits o turpentine, or other media of a kind u,,.J m 
the m.ml•f.tcturc of paints or enamel~; Mamping foxls; dyes <•r <>ther coh··•rin!!: 
matter in form~ or p.tckings of a kind sold by reta•l; ~o!ut1ons a' Jdxncd 
by Note: 4 to this Chapter 
Prepared driers 
Glaziers' putty; (l;rahing putty; painters' fillings; non-refractory surfaCing 
preparations; stopping, scaling and similar mastics, induo.lin~.-resin m;mics 
and cements 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
Essential oils (terpene less or not); concretes and al-o,olme•; re•inoids, 
excluding essences of roses, rosemary, eucalyptus, sandalwood and cedar; 
resinoid~; concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed oil~. or in w;txes 
or the like, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
llnnltlt 
Nomm.:lature 
h ... daneNo 
(NU.9 
ex 33.06 
Chapter 34 
Chapter 35 
Chapter 36 
Chapter 37 
37.03 
<llapter 38 
38.0.1 
38.09 
ex 38.11 
38.18 
ex 38.19 
Chapter 39 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.01 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.05 
ex 39.06 
I 
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Eau de Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmetic~ and produ(t• for the 
care of the skin, hair and nail~; toothpowden a'nd to•)thpa\t~. prodtKt• 
for oral hygiene; room deodori~ers, prepared, whether or not perfumed 
Soap, organic surface-active agents, w.ashing prep.uations, lubril:arin~ 
preparations, artificial waxes, prepared waxes, polishing and scounng 
preparations, candles and similar articles, modcll:ng pastes and 'dental 
waxes' 
Albuminoidal substances; excluding casein, caseinates,other casein 
derivatives,ovalbumin and lactalbumin;glues;enzymes. 
Explo,ivc~; pyrotcchnic products; mat..:hcs; pyrophork alloys; certain cum· 
busttblc preparations 
Sensitized paper; paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed but noc 
dcvdoped 
Activated carhon; activated natural mineral prod<Ktt; animal hlack, 
including spent animal black 
Wood tar; wood tar oils (other than the cnmro\l!c: \o:vel'f\ :111J t!ll'!ntr~ 
falling within h.:,tding No lll.lll); wood <:reusote; "'""' •uphth.t; ·"'' to••r ••ai; 
vcgct.tble piH:h of all ktnd~; hrewl·f\' p111.h anJ '"'uf.u ">"'I'"'""'' l·.htd 
on ru\in or on vegc:tablc pit..:h; foundry core t>mdcr~ ba-cd con n.Ht..r.al 
resinous produ..:t~ 
Di~infectant~. m.,ectiddc:s, rat p01~ons, pe.,ticide' and 'imilar rrnJu~'t.,, 
put up in the form of article~ ~uch a~ \Uiphur·trt·o~tcd bamh. -... •-i.' .•nd 
candle,, fly-papers, sticks coated wtth hcxa~hlorod~ dohcxane I'.J f( 1 .1nd 
the hke; prcp.1rations con~i,ting of an active produ.r hn<.:h a\ I>!J I i n:D.ed 
with other materials and put up in aerosol container~ rco~dy for lhc 
Composite solvents and thinners for varnishes and sinular products 
Preparations known as 'li4uid~ for hydraulic tran'm"Mon' (m puu~ui.ar 
for hydrauli( hr.tke\) conrainmg le~~ than 70% by wc:tght of petroleum 
oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polystyrene in all it. forms; other plastic material\, cellulose ethers and 
esters, artificial rc~ins, excluding: 
(a) those in the form of granules, flakes, powders, w:hte and scrap to be 
u~cd as raw materials for the manufacture of the rroducts rr.entionec! in 
this Chapter 
(b) ion exchanger~ 
, 
Brussela 
Nomenclature 
hcadmg No 
(NCCQ 
ex 39.07 
Chapter 40 
Chapter 41 
Chapter 42 
Chapter 43 
Chapter 44 
Chapter4S 
45.03 
45.04 
Chapter 46 
Chapter 48 
ex 48.01 
48.03 
48.04 
ex 48.05 
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Dacripuon 
Aniclcs of material~ of the kind~ dc:\crihcd in hcadin~ No\ 1'1.01 to 39.0f., 
excluding fans and h.md ~crrc:n\, non-mc:ch.micii, fr .Jnll' and handir\ 
thercfor and parts of !;llch fr.Jmt·~ and h.JnJJc:,, and \pool,, rn :, .1nd 'irn1l.tr 
5uppons for photo~raph1c and cinc:mato~:raphu.: f1lrn or for t.l;'e'• falrm and 
the like falling within hc:admg No 92.12 
Rubber, synthetic rubber, factice, and articles thereof, cx,L:ding head•·•g 
Nos 40.01, 40.02, 40.03 and 40.04, latex (ex 40.06), soluuon~ .1nd d•~pcrsions 
(ex 40.06), protective clothing for surgeons and radiologht' and diver,' 
suits (ex 40.13), and hulk forms or blocks, scrap, waste and powder or 
hardened rubber {eb~mire and vulcanite) (ex 40. 15) 
Raw hides and skins (other than fur~kins) and leather, exdud1ng parchment-
dressed leather and artidc~ fallmg within headmg No!; 41.01 .1nd 41.09 
Anides of leather; saddlery and harness; tra,·el goods, handbags and 
similar containcn; artidcs of animal gut (other than silk w<orrn ~:ut) 
furskins and artificial fur; manufactures thereof 
Wood and articles of wood; wood charcoal, excluding heaJmg l'o:o 44,07, 
articles of f1bre bmldm~ hoard (ex 44.21, ex 44.2.1, ex 44 !.1, ex 44.2~). 
spool,, reels anJ sinul.u 'uppnrt~ for phuto~:raphic and ll:lcmJtograrh•c 
f1lm or for tapes, falnh and the ltke fallmg wuhm heaJmg So 92.12 (ex 
44.26) and wood paving blocks (ex 44.28) 
Articles of natural cork 
Agglomerated cork (being cork agglomerated with or without a binding 
sub~tance) and anicles of agglomerated i:ork 
Manufacture of straw, of esparto and of other plaiting material~; baskerware 
and wickerwork, cxdudin~ plaits and similar products of pla::mg material.., 
for all uses, whether or not assembled into stnps (ex 46 02) 
Paper and paperboard (including cellulose wadding), in n ·lis or sheet'. 
excluding the following products; 
- Ordinary newspri~t made from chemical and mechanical rulp, weig.hirg 
not mor-: than 60 g/m2 
- Ma!!.uine paper 
- Cigarl·tte P·•l'cr 
- Ti~\UC p.1per 
- Falter paper 
- Cellulose wadding 
- Hand-made paper and paperboard 
Parchment or greaseproof paper and paperboard, and imitations thereof,_ 
and _glazed tran~parent paper, in rolls or sheets 
Compo,ite paper or paperhoard (made by sticking flat layers W~ether with 
an adhesive), not surfa,·c-coated or impregnated, whether or not internally 
reinforced, in rolls or ~hccts 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flat surface sheets) · 
embossed in 1olls or sheets 
llru-ls 
Nomrnclarure 
hrad'"g No 
(N(.(;c) 
ex 411.07 
ex 48.l.J 
48.14 
ex 48.1~ 
48.16 
48.18 
48.19 
ex 48.21 
Chapter 49 
ex 49.01 
ex 49.0.1 
ex 49,07 
49.09 
ex 49.10 
ex 49.11 
Chapter SO 
Chapter 51 
Chapter 52 
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Dacription 
rarer and paperl,oard, imrrt·gn:lfcd, coated, ~urf,tee·C"olourt"d, \urface-
dc:corated or prmtc:d (not (.OJl,lltuting printed m:arrer wuhin Cho~rrer 49) 
in roll~ or shccf\, Cllcludmg \<jUart·d draw in~: raru. gold PJrcr or \liver 
paper and imitation~ thereof, lrJn~fc:r parcr, indJCJtor p.1pcr and un)ell\111/ed 
photographic paper 
Carbon paper 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or 
papcrboard, containing only an assortment of paper stationery 
Other paper or paperboard, cut to size or shape, exduding cigarette paper, 
tapes for teletype machines, perforated tapes for monot}pe machines and 
calculating mal·hrnes, filter papers and filter board~ (including those for 
cigarette filter tip~) and gummed strip 
Boxes, ba~' and other pack mg contamef\, of f..tpn ur paperho.uJ; h•JX 
files, letter tray,, 'rurage boxe' and similar aru .. c~, ''' p.1pc:r or pJperboard,. 
of a kmJ commonly used in offices, !>hops and the JJkc 
Regi,ters, exercise books, note books, memor:andum bl•>cks, order books, 
receipt books, di.m<·~. blotting pad~, bmdc:r~ (loo\e·lc.lf or other), frle cover-s 
and other stationc:ry of p.1per or papcrboard; l>impk and other albums and 
book covers, of p.1pet or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp shades; tablecloths and serviettes, handkerchiefs and towds; dishes, 
plates, cups, tablemats, bottles, glasses 
Printed books, bOoklets, brochures and leaflets in· the: Greek language · 
Children's picture: books and painting books, stic.:hc:d, cued or bound, 
printed wholly or partly in the Greek language 
Stamps not intended for public service 
Picture postcards, Christmas and other picture greeting cards, printed by any 
process, with or without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, including calendJr Hocks, 
but excluding calendars intended for publicity purpo,ls, in other !anguages 
than Greek 
Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs, but e~­
cluding the following articles: 
· - Theatrical and photographic studio scenery 
- Printed matter for publicity purposes (including tr:avd publicity), printed 
in other languages than Greek 
Silk and waste 5ilk 
Man-made fibres (continuous) 
Metallized textiles 
8ru<ocls 
Num~ndJturc 
huJIIIjtNO 
(N< t.<l 
Chapter 53 
Chapter 54 
Chapter H 
Chapter 56 
Chapter 57 
Chapter 58 
Chapter 59 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 62 
Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 
Chapter 65 
Chapter 66 
66.01 
Chapter 67 
ex 67.01 
67.02 
Chapter 68 
68.04 
68.06 
-.9-
l>cscnrtion 
Wool and other animal hair, excluding raw, bleached and undyed · 
products of heading Nos 53.0 I, 53.02, 53.0 ~ and 53.04 
Flax and ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cutton 
Man-made fibres (discontinuous) 
Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper yarn and woven 
fabrics of paper varn 
Carpets, · r.1ats, matting and tapestries; pile and chenille fabncs; narrow 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle and other net fabrics; lace; embroidery 
Wadding and felt; twine, cordage, ropes and. cables; special fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabrics; textile articles of a kind su•table for 
industrial use 
Knitted and crocheted good~ 
( 
Ankles of apparel and duthina accessories of textile fabric:, other than 
knitted or crocheted good!> 
Other made up textile article:~, excluding fans and hand screens (ex 62.05) 
Old clothing and other textlle articles; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts of such articles 
Headgear and parts thereof 
Umbrellas and sunshade~ (mduding walking-stick umbrella,, umhrella tents, 
and garden and ~inular umbrella~) . 
Feather dusters 
Artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; articles made of artificial 
flowers, foliage or fruit 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones and the like, and mill· 
stones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like (including grinding, sharpen· 
ing, poli!thing, trueing and cutting wheel~. heads, di~cs and point,), of natural 
stone (agglomerated or not), of 1gglomer.ncd natural or art1fic•.tl ;tbra~ivcs, 
or of porrery, with or without core,, ~Junk~, soc.:ket,, axle\ and the like: of 
other material~. but without framework'; st:gmc:nts and other hnhhed parts 
of such stones and whed,, of nJtural ,tone (agglomerated or not), of 
agglomerated natural or artJiidal abra~ivcs, or of ponery 
Natural or artificial abra~i\c powder or grain, on a base of woven fabric, 
of paper, or papcrboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape 
or sewn or otherwise mad~· up 
Brussels 
Nomenclarure 
headin11 No 
(NCCC) 
61!.09 
68.10 
68.11 
68.12 
68.14 
Chapter69 
Chapter 70 
70.04 
70.05 
ex 70.06 
u 70.07 
70.08 
70.09 
70.10 
ex 70.13 
70.14 
ex 70.15 
ex 70.16 
-· 'f 0 ... 
l>ncription 
Panel~, boards, tiles, bloch and ~imilar anicle~ of Vt'l.!Ct~ble fibre, of wood 
fil.,rc, of straw, of wood sh:~ving~ or of wood wa~tt· linduding \awdust}, 
agglomerated with cement, pla~ter or with other min<:•al b1ndmg 'ubstan4·e. 
Articles· of plastering material 
Arudt·, of cement (mdudin~ ~lag cement), of cnn.:rt·te or of .uuftttal 
stone (including ~ranul.111:d marble agglomerated wlfh tement), rc1nfor.:ed 
or not 
Articles of a~bestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like 
Friction material (\egmcnt~, discs, washers, strips, ~hcct~. plate~, roll' and the 
like} of a kind ~uitable for br.1kes, for clutches or the hke, wirh a ba\i' 
of asbt.-.;tos, other mineral wh~tances or of celluJo,c, whethu <Jf not 
combined with textile or other materials 
Ceramic product~. excludin~ heading Nos 69.01, 69.02._...other than 
---bricks with a basis of magnesite and of ma-gnesit-o~ 
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and 
69.0~, uten'IJ, and app.tr:uu' for Jat..nratnry an,f indu\trial 11\c, cnnr aineri 
fur the tramporr u( an.J, anti other c:hl'lllll.ll rr,JtKt\ .ul<l ;~rridc\ ,,t a Inn.! 
11\l'tl in .1.•,nudlurl', of ht·.tlhn~ Nu 6'1.11'1, and l'"rtd.llll olrtulc, .,f hc ... l•·•.: 
No\ 6'1.10, 69.1 4 and 69.14 
Unworked cast or rolled glass (including flashed or wired glass) whether 
figured or not, in rectangles 
Unworked drawn or blown gla~s (including flashed glas.~) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (including fla,J,,_J or w1red glass} in 
rectangles, surf:tcc ground or polished, but not further worked, ncluding 
non-wired glass for mirrors 
Ca\t, rnllnl, dr.1wn or hlown ~la\' (i11dudin~ fla,he,f or wired g! .1 .·.) cur to 
!thapc other th.w reu.m~ul.1r \h,lpc, or bent or r,:hcrwi'tC "'"'''-cd l(or 
example, edge worked or engr.lVcd), whether or not ·.·arfalc gr<•u:•d or )"<•11-
sbcd; lco~JcJ h~fH, and the lrkc 
Safety gla~s com1Ming of toughened or laminated gl.t", ~hapcd or not ' 
Glass mirrors (including rear-view mirrors), unframcJ. framed or backed 
Carboys, bottle\, jar~, pots, tubular containers and similar con:.:incno, of 
glass, of a kind commonly u'ed for the conveyance or packing of goods; 
stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Gla~'warc (other than articles falling within headin~ :\o 70.19) C>f a kind 
commonly u~cd for table, kitchen, toilet or offic.: :-~rt'o~es, fur indoor 
J(·cnration, or for -rmilar u\c,, cxdudrng fire-rc\i"l''t! ~; 1 .1~~ware ,,f a kind 
commo'lly uwd for t.1hfc or kitthen· purpo~c,, Y.u!· a low cod~i,it·nt of 
expamion, ~inular w Pyrex or Durex 
Illuminating glas~ware, ~i~nallrng f?.la\Sware and or•t:. J! clement\ of glass, 
not optically worked nor of optical gla~s 
Glass of a kind used for sun glasses (but udud.,•g glass SUitable for 
corrective lense~). curved, bent, hollowed and the M.e 
.Multi-cellular glass in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and similar forms· 
Brus5els 
Nomrnclatun: 
Madma No 
(NCCC) 
ex 70.17 
ex 70.21 
Chapter 71 
ex 71.12 
71.13 
ex 71.14 
71.16 
Chapter 73 
Chaptcr74 
Chapter76 
Chapter 78 
Chapter 79 
Chapter 82 
ex 82.01 
82.02 
ex R2.04 
82.09 
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De-..:: :ptiOII 
Laboratory, hygiemc and pharmaceutical glassware, wherhcr or not ~t·~du:ttc-d 
or calibrated, excluding glassware for chfmicallaboratoncs; ~:la~~ arn 1wules 
Other articles of gl.t~s, excluding articles for industry 
Articles of jewellery. of ~ilver (indudmg !>ilvergilt or rl.wnum·platcd Sll'l'tr), 
or rolled precious metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goods falling w1thin 
heading No 71.12 
Other articles of precious metal or rolled precious metal, cxdud111g .~rt•dcs 
and utcns1ls for worhhops and laboratories 
Imitation jewellery 
Iron and steel and arudes thereof, exduding: 
(a) Products within the juri~diction of the European Co<tl and <;11·cl 
Community, falling wtthin hc:1dtng No~ 7J.OI. i1.t':!, 73.fll, ~ 1.0~, 
7.J.06, 7\.07, 7 3 ox, 73.09, 7J. 10, 7 U 1, 7l.12, 7.l.l \, i' l.l ~ and 71 lt. 
(b) Prodmt\ f.1lim~: wirhm hcJdm~ No~ 7Ul2, 7.,,0~. 7l !17 .tnd 7l.lt. whu.h 
are not witlun the juri!>diction of the European Coal and '>red (.or:t•Hunlfy 
(c) Heading Nos 73.04, 73.17, 73.19, 73.30, 73.33 and 7' 14 and 'prm~s 
and leaves for springs, of 1ron or steel, for raiJway coa.:hes, of hc.H!mg 
No 73.35 
Copper and articles thereof, excludin~ copper alloy" contaaning more than 
10% by wci~ht of nickel and articles falling within hc;ading !'os 74.01, 74.02, 
74.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and articlt's thereof, excluding heading Nos 76.01 and 76.05 and 
spools, reels and simil.u supports for photographic and canemato!l.raphic 
film or for tapes, films and the lake falling within hl·.td•ng -..;., 9"!..12. 
(ex 76.16) 
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof, excludin~t heading No5 79.01, i'l.01 .1nd 7Q rn 
Hand tool!', the following: spades, shovels, picks, hoc~. forh and rakes; 
axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools; hay knives, gm~~ shears, timber 
wed~tes and other tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulture or 
forestry 
Saws (non-mechanical) and blades for hand or machine s:1ws (including 
toothless saw blade~) 
Portable forges; grindang wheels with frameworks (hand or pnJal npc-rm·J); 
articles for domestic u~e 
Knives with cutting bi.•Jes, serrated or not (including rrunin~ knives), other 
than knives falling within hcadmg No 82.06, and blades th.:rdor 
Bru•~•• 
Nom~ndarure 
h~adong No 
(NCCC) 
ex 82.1J 
ex 82.13 
82.14 
82.15 
Chapter 83 
Chapter 84 
ex 84.06 
ex 84.10 
ex 84.11 
ex 84.12 
ex 84.14 
ex 84.15 
ex 84.17 
84.20 
ex 84.21 
ex 84.24 
u 84.25 
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Safety_razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other articles of cutlery (for example secateurs, hair clir;"~Crs, butchc:n' dra· 
vers, paper knivc:~), cxcludmg hand-operated clipper' and parts thereof 
Spoons, forks, fi\h-c:aters, butter-knives, ladles, and ~mular kit1.hen ur table-
ware 
Handles of base metal for articles falling within headmg No' 82.09, 82.13 
and 82.14 
Miscellaneous articles of base metal, excluding heading No 83.08, statuettes 
and other ornaments of a kind used indoors (ex 83.06) and beads and 
1pangles (ex 83.09) 
Spa_rk ignition en~ine~. petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc ur more; 
internal comhu,t•on c:n~inc:~. ~emi diesel type; internal cnmbu,rwn t·ng•nes, 
diesel type, of J7 kW or le~~; en~mes for motor-cydc:~ and auto-cy, le' 
Pumps (including motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whether or 
not fntc:d with me.1~uring devKc:\ 
Air pump~ and vJdrum pumps (includmg motor and turbo-rump'); f.lns, 
blower and the l1ke, with integral motors, weighing le" than 150 kg and 
fans or blowers wrthout motor, weighing 100 kg or les~ 
Air-conditioning machines, self-contained, compri~ing a motor-driven .fan 
and c:lemcnts for .:hanging the temperature and humidity of air, for domestic 
use 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
Refrigerating cabinets and other refriserating plant, equipped with a refri-
gerating unit 
ln~tantaneou' or storage water heaters, non-electrical 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or 1-c:rrer), 
including weight-operated counting and checking maehinc:s; \\ l'!~hing· 
machine weights of all kinds 
Mechanical appliances (whether or not hand operated) for rrojecting, 
di~pcrsing or spraying liquids or powders, for d0mc~tic use; similJr h.md 
operated arpliance~ for agricultural use; similar appiiJn<:cs for agricultural 
use, truck r10unted, weighing 60 kg or less 
Ploughs de~igned for tractor or animal draught, wei~hing 700 kg m less; 
ploughs de~ij!,ncd for· mounting on tractors, with two or three: $hare~ or 
discs; harrow~ Je,igned for tractor or animal draught, with fixed framework 
and fixed teeth; di~c harrows, weighing 700 kg or less 
Thrc,her~; lllJiLc: hu,l..er~ JnJ m.1ile thre,hc:rs; harve\tin1: lll.t~·hinerv, ilnim.ll 
dr.awn; M raw m fu.!Jcr prc~,~-~; f Jnning mills and ~inul.ar n1achmes fur 
ICrc:ening seeds and cereal gr01ders 
Bru."els 
Nomen< lature 
headm~ No 
(NCCC) 
84.27 
ex 84.28 
84.29 
ex 84.34 
ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.56 
ex 84.59 
84.61 
ex 84.63 
Chapter 85 
ex 85.01 
85.03 
85.04 
ex 85.06 
85.10 
85.12 
ex 85.17 
ex 85.19 
ex 85.20 
ex 85.21 
85.23 
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Presses, crushers and other machinery, of a kind used in wine making. 
cider making, fruit juice preparation or the like 
Seed crushing machines; farm-type milling machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling indu~try, and other 
machinery (other than farm type machinery) for the working of cereal• or 
dtied leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shuttles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic use 
Machine tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite), 
hard artificial plas~ic materials or other hard carving materials, other than 
machines falling within heading No 84.49 
Machinery for a~lomerating, mouldina or ahaping ceramic paste, 
unhardcned cements, pl~~tering materials or other mineral product• 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin aoap manufacture 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler sheDs, tanks, 
vats and the like, including pressure reducing valves and thermostatically-
controlled valves 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less; motors of 74 kW or less; rotary 
converters of 37 kW or less; transformers and static converters other than 
for radio-broadc:asting, radiotelephonic:, radiotelegnphic: and television re-
ceivers 
Primary cells and primary batteries 
Electric accumulators 
lloom fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lamps, other than 'lamfl'l falling 
within heading No 85.09 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immer~:on heaters; 
electric soil heating apparatus and electric space heath;; appar:.tus; 
electric hair drc~sing appliances (for example, hair dryt"~• hair curler~. 
curlin~ tonr. heater\) and electric: smoothinl! iron~; dc<·tro-• he• mic dor"~'\tic 
al'l'li.tnct~; clc<~rk ht·.uing rc~isror~. other rh.tn tho~c of cui'''" 
Electric sound signalling apparatus 
Electric:al apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the 
protection of electrical circuits, or for making c:onnc:ctions to or in electrical 
circuits (for cxamrle, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lantp holders and junction boxes} 
Electric filament lamps and elec:tric: discharge lamps, excluding infra-red and 
ultra-violet lamps 
Cathode-rax tubes for television sets. 
Insulated (inc:lu<ling enamelled or anodized} electric wire, cahle, bars, strip 
and the like (including c:o-axial c:able}, whether or not fitted v. ith c:onncctors 
'· 
Bru•~ls 
Non1t"ru.l.ature 
hu.Jona No 
(N(;(.:C) 
85.25 
85.26 
85.27 
Chapter 87 
ex 87.02 
87.05 
ex 87.06 
ex 87.11 
ex 87.12 
87.13 
Chapter 89 
ex 89.01 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 
ex 90.26 
Chapter 92 
92.12 
Chapter 93 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 
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Insulators of any material 
Insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances or equipment, being 
fittinfs wholly of in,ul;.ting material apart from any minor components of 
meta incorporated during mouldin~ solely for purposes of a~sembly, hut not 
including insulators falling within heading No 85.25 
Elcctri~akonduit tubmg and joints therefor,of ba~ metal lined with insulatinl 
maunal 
Motor vehicles for the public transport of persons and m(,ror vehicles for the 
tran~port of goods or materials (excluding chassis menuuned in Note 2 to 
Chapter 87) 
Bodie5 (including c.tbs), for the motor vehicles falling within heading 
No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
~hass1s without engines, and parts thereof 
Invalid carriages (or her than motorized or otherwise mechanically propelled) 
Paus and aces~oric' of invalid carriages (other than motorized or otherwise 
me.::hanically propdkd) 
Baby carriages and parts thereof 
Lighters and barges; tankers designed to be towed; sailing vessels ; i nf l at ab t e boatS 
of artificial plastic meterials. 
Ophthalmic lenses 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, 
goggles and the like 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, protective 
or other 
Meters for hand-operated petrol pumps and water meters {volumetric and 
tac'r1ometnc) 
Gramophone record~ and other ~ound or similar record in~\; matricc~ i•or the 
prodlKtwn of rt·cord,, prepared record bl:tnk\, film for rno·<:h.tni<:.ll 'O'Jn<.l 
rccorJmg, prepared t:lpe~. wire~, ~trips and like: articles of :-: kind communi)' 
used for sound or sinul.u recording 
Sporting guns and rifles 
Wad~ for shotgun~; sporting cartridges, cartridges for revolvers, pistols and 
walking stick guns, hall or shot cartridges for target ~hooting guns of 
cahhres up to I.J mrn; cartrid~:e ca~c~ for sporting guns and sporting rifles, 
of metal and papcrhoJrd; bullets, shot and buckshot for ~porting gun) and 
sporting rifles 
Furniture and p.trrs thereof; beddin~:, mattres~cs, matt re" wpports,cu,hiont 
and sinul.u ~tufft:d furru)hings, excluding headang No 94.02 
Brussds 
Nom~nclarure 
budan11 No 
(NU.{.) 
Chapter 96 
Chapter 97 
97.01 
97.02 
97.03 
ex 97.05 
Chapter 98 
l 
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Dncription 
Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and sieves, excluding prepared knots and 
tufts for broom or brush making of heading No 96.01 and articles falling 
within heading Nos 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycles 
and triq•cles, and pedal motor car~); dolls' prams and doll~' ru'h chairs 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamers and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles, excluding stylograph pen~ fallmg within 
headtng No 98.03 and excluding heading Nos 98.04, 98.10, 98.11, 911.14 and 
98.15 
31.02 
31.03 
31.05 
ex 73.37 
ex 84.01 
84.06 
84.10 
ANNEX 11 
Dacr1ption 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic 
Other fertili7.er~; ~oods of the pre~c-nt Chapter in 
tablet\, lo1enge~ and ~imilar prep.ued forms or in 
packing\ of a gwss weight not exceed111g 10 kg: 
A. Other fertilizers: 
I. Containing the three fertilizing substances: 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
11. Containing the two fertili1.ing substances: 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (excludm~ hollers of hcadin~ No !14.01) and 
radiators, for central heatin~. nor de.-rrically huted, 
:tnd part\ thercoi, of iron or \ll't·l; air hl·;lll'r\ and hot 
air dt,luhurof\ (111duJ111~ rho'c whi, h (,tn .&I"' Ol\trihutc: 
cool or nmd•rwned ;ur), not clntn.:;~lly heated, incor-
porating a motor-Jnven fan (lr blower, and parts 
thereof, of iron or steel: 
- Boilers for central heating 
Steam and other vapour generating bo1lers (excluding 
central heating hot water boilers capable also of 
producing low pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers: 
- Of a power of 32 MW or less 
Internal combustion piston engines: 
C. Other engine~: 
ex 11. C.umpre\\ie)n ignition t'nginn: 
- Of a power of Je,\ th.tn 37 kW 
Pump~ (indudinv. motor pump~ and turbo pump~) for 
liquid,, whether or n~>t fitted with me.&,unng dc\i.:e~; 
liquid elevators of bucket, chain, screw, hand .tad s1milar 
kiRdS: 
ex A. Delivery J1Umps fitted, or designed to be fitted, 
with a mca~uring device, other than pumps for 
dispensing fuel · 
B. Other pumps 
C. Liquid devator~ of bu~kct, chain, ~erew, band 
and &imilar kinJs 
Quc~r.c\ f.,r tht 
pc.·r,. ·J I 1.1:-..•.• ry 
1u J I IJ< •. ombcr 
IYU 
EGYPT 
~ 1.500 tonnes 
1.000 EUA 
1.500 EUA 
3.000 EuA 
5.000 EUA 
(5) 
CCT 
hradang 
:-.o 
84.14 
ex 8•4.20 
Description 
Industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens, non· 
electric: 
ex B. Other: 
- Pans of steel, for cement ovens 
Weighin~ machinery (excluding balances of a sensiti-
vity of 5 cg or better) including weight-operated 
counting and checking machines; weighing machine 
weights of all kinds, other than: 
- Baby scales 
- Preci~ion ~ealcs graduated in grams for domestic 
use 
- Weighing machine weights of all kinds 
1~.01 F.lt'1."frl<.ll ~tood• uf the followin~ Jc~criprion•: aenc:ra· 
'"'"• "''''""• \·unvertt·r' (rur.try ur M.llk), tmn~formc:r~. 
rn:ufn·t\ .111J rc:cufymK appar.uu~. inductor~: 
A. Generators, mators (whether or not equipped 
with speed reducing, changing or step-up j~;car) 
and rotary conveners: 
ex 11. Other: 
ex C. Pans: 
- Moron of an output of not less than 
370 W and not more thaft 15 000 W 
- For motors of an output of not less than 370 
and not more than 1S 000 W 
85.15 Radiorrl•·~traphic and radiorclcphonic tran\mi~'ion and 
receptton arparatus; radio-broadca~ting and tclcvi,lon 
tran\mi"•on and rrct"ption appararu~ (indudlll).\ rt·.-C'i· 
ven irKorporatin~t •oun<l rccmdl'r" or rerrmlun·f\) .1nd 
tc:le\·l'ion •amc:ra'; raJm navi~ational aid appar.1111~, 
radar apparatus and radio remote control apraratu~: 
A. Rad,otdq~raphic and radiotcl.-phonic tran\mi,,ion 
anJ n:..:cption app.Hatu~; rndio·hrondca,ting and 
tclc\ j,:cm tran~mi~'ion and reception appnraru~ 
(indudmg receiver~ incorporating sound rt:corders 
or reproducers) and televi\ion cameras: 
ex Ill. Receivers, whether or not . incorporating 
sound recorders or reproducers: 
...;. Televi~ion 
Quotas for rhe 
period 1 January 
to 31 December 
1981 
1.000 EUA 
3.200 EUJ\ 
.1.000 EUA 
10.000 EUA 
< c r 
hr·.H.IrniC 
i'tu 
• 85.15 
(a)nt•d) 
ex 85.23 
87.02 
Dc&o:riprion 
C. Parts: 
I. Cabinets and cases: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For television reteivers 
ex b) Of other materials: 
- For television receivers 
ex Ill. Other: 
- Chassis for television receivers and their 
parrs, assembled or mounted 
- Printed circuit boards for television recei· 
vers 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric 
wire, cable, bars, strip and the like (including co-axial 
cable), whether or not fitted with connectors: 
- Cables for television aerials 
Motor vehicle~ for the traMport of pcr~ons, goods or 
materials (including sports motor vehicles, other than 
those of heading No 87.09): 
A. For the transport of person~, including vehicles 
de\i~ned for the transport of both passengers and 
goods: 
I. With either a spark ignition or a compression 
ignition engine: · 
ex a) Motor vehicles and buses with either a 
spark ignition engine of a cylinder capacity 
of 2 800 cc· or more or a compression 
ignition engine of a cylinder capacity of 
· 2 500 cc or more: 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
ex b) Other: 
- Complete, with a seating capacity of 
more than siK 
87.05 Bodies (including cah~). for the motor vehicles falling 
within heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03: 
ex A. Bodies and cabs of metal for the industrial 
assembly of: 
- Agricultural walking tractors falling within 
subheading 87.01 A, 
- Motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
including vehicles designed for the transport 
of both passengers and goods, with a seating 
capacity of more than six and less than 15, 
(Juotd\ for rh~ 
p.;r.• •J I J.muary 
to J I (),·.ember 
IYbl 
50.000 EU.I. 
1.000 EUA 
100.000 EUA' 
t 
c.t· r 
h~.1J.~~ 
l\o 
1!7.05 
(ront'd) 
Description 
- Motor vehicles for the transport of goods or 
materials, with either a spark ignition engine 
of a cylinder capacity of less than 2 1!00 cc or a 
comprc,~ion ignition engine of a cylinder 
capacity of less than 2 500 cc, 
- Special purpose motor lorries and vans of 
heading No 87.0.1 (a) 
ex 8. Other: 
- Bodies and cabs of metal, other than for 
motor vehicles for the transport of persons, 
with a seating capacity of six or less 
Quotas for the 
pertod 1 January 
to J 1 De.:embcr 
1981 
1~000 EU"A 
(a) buy 11nder thillllbhcadina il111bjccr to conditione to be determined by the competent authotitict. 
Proposal for a Council Regulation 
concluding a protocol t~ 
the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic 
Cc~~unity and t~e Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
-
to take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Community 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEA'N COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
ComMunity, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the CoMmission, 
Having regard to t~e opinion of the European Parlia~ent, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan( 1) to take account of the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community, hereinafter referred to as the"Protocol", 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Protocol is hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Protocol i~ annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notifica;,ion referred to 
in Article 13 of the Protocol. 
(1) O.J. N° L 268, 27.9.1978, page 1 
t 
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Articl~ 3 
This R~gulation shall enter into force on th~ day following that of its 
publication in the Official Journal of the Europ~an Communiti~s. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applic-
able in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For th~ Council 
The President 
PROTOCOL TO THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN, 
CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY 
I ' 
• 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
Whose States are Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
Which is Party acceding to .the hUropeaa Communitie~ 
and THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
• and HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European 
Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, signed at Brussels 
on 18 January 1977 hereafter called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community and 
to conclude this Protocol, 
And to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries . . 
• 
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Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby become:s party to the Agreement and 
to the Declarations annexed to the Final Act signed in Brussels 
on 18 January 1977. 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and Protocol 
forminq an integral part thereof and the declarations ann!xed to the 
Final Ac,t , drawn up in Greek, are authentic in the same way as 
are-the original texts. The Cooperation Council shall approve 
the Greek version. 
TITLE II 
Transitional measures. 
Article 3 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on products originating in 
Jordanin accordance with the following timetable 
- on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be 
!:>asic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be 
basic d~;ty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1~t January 1985, 
., 1st January 1986. 
reduced to 90 X of the 
reduced to 80 X of the 
shall be made on : 
. I 
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Article 4 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article 3 are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic in respect ofJor.<:!anon 1st July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 X ad valorem. 
Article 5 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on products originating inJordan in accordance with the 
following timetable : 
on 
of 
on 
of 
-
the 
1st January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 X 
the basic rate, 
1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 
the basic rate, 
four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January ~985, 
1st January 1986. 
X 
. 
. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided -
tor in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980 
in respP.ct of the Community as at present constituted. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as trom 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic andJordanshall be abolished on 1st January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported from the Community as at 
present constituted, more quickly than foreseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend er reduce, by the 
same percentage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Jordan. 
... 
• 
' 1 
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Article 7 
1. The variable component, which the Hellenic Republic applies on 
products covered by Regulations 1059/69 originating in Jordan 
shall be adjusted by the compensatory amount applied in trade 
between the Community as at present constituted and the Hellenic 
R~public. 
2. On the products which are covered by·Regulation 1059/69 and also 
listed in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic shall 
abolish, in accordance with the timetable referr~d to in Article 
3 the difference between 
the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenic 
Republic upon accession, and 
the duty (other than the variable component> resulting from 
the provisions of the Agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the Act of Accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
In no case should Greek imports from Jordan benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community as 
at present constituted. 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Jprdan. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II~ 
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 ~ at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 ~ a~ the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall be added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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Where a quota is expressed in terms of both volume and value, 
the quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at least 20 X 
a year and the quota relating to the value by at least 25 ~ a year, 
the succeeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of 
the preceding quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the Com~on Customs Tariff, 
the volume quota shall be raised by 15 % a year and the quota 
relating to the value by 20 % a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a prc~uct listed in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 X of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalize imports of that 
product originating in Jordan, if the product in question is at that 
time liberalized towards the Community as at present constituted. 
5. If the rlellenic Republic libera~izes imports of a product listed in 
Annex II from the Community as at pr.esent constituted or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community as at present constituted, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in Jordan or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding licences for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating inJordan the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community as at present constituted, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers falling within the heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Common Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices releva~t to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating inJordan shall be progress-
ively eliminated over a period of three years from 1st January 1981. 
The rate of import deposits and cash payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 
1st January 1982 
1st January 1983 
• 1st January 1984 
25 % 
25 % 
25 % 
25 r.. 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• > shall be 
abolished by Greece upon accession in respect of products origind-
ting in Jordansubject to the provisions of Article 65 of the Act 
of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
3. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Co~munity as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker thun 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Jordan. 
TITLE Ill 
General and Final Provisions 
Article 11 
The Co-operation Council shall make any amendments which may be 
necessary to the or1g1n rules consequent upon Greek accession to the 
European Communities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral'part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the 
first day of the second month following such notification. 
Article 14. 
This Protocol is drawn up, in duplicate, in the Arabic, Danish,Outyh, 
English, French~ German, Greek and Italian languages, each of these 
texts beinq equally authentic. 
Brussels 
Nom~nclarure 
b~ad1n11 t.:o 
("'U.:C) 
Chapter lJ 
ex 13.02 
ex 13.03 
Chapter 14 
ex 14.05 
Chapter IS 
ex 15.05 
ex 15.06 
15.08 
15.10 
15.11 
ex 15.15 
15.16 
ex 15.17 
Chapter 17 
17.04 
Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
ex 19.02 
19.03 
19.05 
ex I 9.07 
19.08 
ANNEX I - ~ 
-LIST REFERRED TO IN ART~CLE 3. 
Dcocnprion 
Incense 
Pcctatca 
Valonia, gall nuts 
Wool grease stearin 
Other animal oils and fats (including fats from bones and wastr.), 
excluding neat's foot oil 
Animal and ve~etahle oils, boiled, oxidized;" dehydrated, sulphurized, 
blown or polymeri.t.ed by heat in vacuum or in inert gas, or otherwise 
modified 
Fatty acids, a<:id oils from refining, fatty alcohols 
Glycerol and glycerol !yes 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Dcgras 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, excluding heading Nos 18.01 and 18.02 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
rr,·parcd food~ obtained hy swdlin~ or routin~ of cereal' or cereal 
rroJUd~ (puff•.J rkt', c:orn fi.JJ<cs anJ MMiilar proJuc:ts) 
Brc.uJ, ship~· bt,luits auJ other ordinary bakers' ware~, not <:<mtain·ing 
aJJcJ ~ug.tr, honey, egg,, f Jts, cheese or fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes anJ other fine bakers' wares, whether or not containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
' 
P.rus'ICIS 
Nom~ndaturc 
hto<l1111t No 
(Nt cq 
Chapter 21 
Chapter 22 
22.01 
22.02 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.09 
Chapter 24 
24.02 
Chapter 25 
25.20 
25.22 
25.23 
ex 25.30 
ex 25.U 
Chapter 27 
27.0.5 bis 
27.06 
27.08 
ex 27.10 
ex 27.11 
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Miscellaneous edible preparations, excluding heading Nos 21.05 and 21.07 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, ice and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters and other 
non-alcoholic heveragcs, not including fruit and vc:gtt.1ble JUkt'S fallang 
within hcadmg No 20.07 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured of a strength of 80" or hi~~ther; 
denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol and neutral \('lrlt~) of any streng~h, 
exdudang those derived from agricultural product\ h'tcJ in Annex 11 to the 
Treaty establi,hmg the Community 
Ethyl akohol or neutral spirit~, undenaturc:d of a strc:nt:th of less than 80", 
exduJing ethyl akuhol denn:J from agricultural proJu<.t' li\tcd an Annex 11 
,to the Treaty c\t.thli~hing the Communaty; 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and euenc:es 
Gypsum; anhydrite; calcined gypsum, and plasters wtth a basis of calcium 
sulphate, whether or not coloured. but not including plasters specially 
prepared for use in dentistry. · 
Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other than calcium oxide and 
hydroxide 
Portland cement, ciment fondu, slag cement, supcr~ulphate cement and 
similar hydrauhc cements, whether or not coloured or in the ft,rm of 
dinkcr 
. Crude natural boric acid containing not more than 85 % of H1801 
calculated on the dry weight 
Earth colours, whether or not calcined or mixed together; santorin, poZZt'-
lana, tra~s and similar earths, used in making hydraulic cement~. whether 
or not powJcrcJ 
Coal ga~, water ga~, producer gas and similar gases 
Tar diMilled from coal, from ligni~e or from peat, and other mineral tars, 
includin~t partially di~tilled tars and blends of pitch wi:h creosote oils or 
with other coal tar di~tillation products 
Pitch and pitch coke, ohtainc:d from coal tar or from other miner.al tar• 
Mineral oils and grease\ fur lubricating purposes 
Petroleum ga~es and other gaseous hydrocarbons, excluding propane of a 
purity not le)s than 99 % for use other t~an as a power or heating fuel 
Brussels 
Nomrnclaturc 
heaJon11 No 
(NU.(.) 
27.12 
27.13 
27.14 
27.15 
27.16 
Chapter 28 
ex 28.01 
ex 28.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
28.09 
28.10 
28.12 
28.13 
28.15 
28.16 
28.17 
ex 28.19 
ex 21!.20 
28.22 
ex 28.23 
ex 28.27 
28.29 
ex 28.30 
ex 28.31 
28.35 
28.36 
28 . .l7 
ex 211 •• 111 
ex 28.40 
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Descrip!ion 
Petroleum jelly 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, ozolr.erire, lignite wax, peat 
wax and other mineral waxes, whether or nor coloured 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residues of petroleum oils 
or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals 
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous shale, asph.1ltic rock and tar 
sands 
Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural bitumen, on 
petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar p1tch (for example, 
bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (including ozone) and nitrogen 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 
Phosphorus pentoxide and phosphoric acids (meta·, ortho- and pyro·) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxygen compounds of non-metals (excluding 
water) 
Sulphides or non-metals; phosphorus trisulphide 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda); potauium hydroxide: (caustic pora~h); 
peroxidc:s of sodium or potas~ium 
Zinc oxide 
Artificial corundum 
Manganese oxides 
Iron oxides, including earth colours containing 70 % or more by weight 
of combined iron evaluated as Fe20 1 
Red lead and litharge 
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates and other complex fluorine salts 
Magnesium chloride, calcium chloride 
Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorites 
Sulphide:~; poly~ulphides 
Oithionites, including those stabilized with organic substances; sulphoxybtes 
Sulphites and thiusull'hates 
Sodium, har111m, irun, line, magnesium and aluminium sulph.ues; alum• 
Phosphite~, hypopho~phires and phosphates, exduding bibasi~: le; ad pho,phate 
I 
(6) 
Bru••rl• 
Nomrnd~rure 
hu.Jm~ No 
(Nl.U:) 
ex 28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
28.54 
ex 28.56 
ex 28.58 
Chapter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.42 
29.43 
Chapter 30 
ex 30.02 
ex 30.03 
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Dco.:ripcion 
Carbonates, including commercial an,monium carbon:.te containing ammo-
nium carbamate, excluding lead hydrocarbonate (white lead) 
Mercury fulminate 
Sodium silicate and potassium silicate, including commercial grades 
t, 
Refined borax 
Arsenites and arsenate$ 
Hydrogen pcrioxide (including solid hydrogeo peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conductivity water and water of aimilar purity 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heating fuels; Naphthalene and anthracene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylethyl ether (diamyl ether), dicthyl ether, anethole 
Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids and their wacer .Oiuble salts; anhydrides 
Tartaric, citric and gallic acids; calcium tartrate 
Nitroglycerine 
Nicotine sulphate 
Su~tars, chemically pure, other than sucro~. ~tluco~•· and lacro~: ~u~tar 
ethcrs and !IUJ.:ar esters, and their salt~, other than products of he2<!rng 
Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.42 
Antisera 
Medicaments (inc:luding veterinary medicaments), excluding the following 
products: 
- Anti-asthmatic cigarettes 
- Quinine, cinchonine, quinidine and their salts, whether or not in the 
form of proprietary products 
- Morphine, cocaine and other narcotics, whether or nor in the form of 
proprietary products 
- Antibiotics and preparations based on antibiotics 
- Vitamins and preparations based on vitamins 
- Sulphonamides, hormones and preparations ba~ed on hormones 
30.04 Waddm~, ~o:au1.e, i'oJndJ~tes and himiiJr arride' (for '"";nnple, drt"uin~•. 
adhc,ivc pla,tc", poultice~). impre~o:nall:d or co.Jtcd wuh pho~rm:u:euth.al 
substances or put up in rct.1il pa..:kmgs for mcJ«:.1I or wrgical purpo!>cs, 
other than goods specified in Note J to .this Chapter 
Bru.-d• 
NomC'n" l.1ture 
h(.1Jm11 l'o 
(~CLCl 
Charter 31 
ex 31.03 
31.05 
Chapter 32 
ex 32.01 
ex 32.04 
ex 32.05 
32.06 
ex 32.07 
32.08 
32.09 
32.11 
32.12 
32.13 
Charter 33 
ex 33.01 
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Dcw.rlptlon 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic. excluding: 
- Basic-slag 
- Disintegrated (calcined) calcium rh~phates (thermo pho~rhat~ and 
fused pho~phate~) and calcined natural aluminium cakJUm rho\phates 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing not less than 0· 2 % of fluorine 
Other fertilizers; good~ of the present Chapter in tal:-lets, lozenges and 
similar prepared forms or in packings of a gross weight not exceeding 1 0 kg 
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins (tannic acid,), including water-
extracted gall-nut tannin 
Colouring matter of vegetable origin (induding dyewood extract and other 
vegc:tahle dyeing extr.w~. but excluding indigo, henna and chloroph~ll) or 
of animal origin, excludmg cochineal extract and kermes 
Syntheti.; organic dye, ruff~ (including pigment dyt·,tuff' and excl:admg 
anifi.:ial md1go); 'Y n1 hcu ... organic product\ of a l..rnd u,cJ a lu rruno· 
pho·e~; produ.:r~ of the kind known as optical blea,h:n;t agents, sub-
standve to the fibre 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter, excluding: 
(a) inorganic pi~tmcnt~ or pigments of mineral ongm. whether or not 
containin~t other ~uhstances facilitating dyeing, ba~ed on cadmium \alt\, 
(b) chrome colours and Prussian blue; inorganic produ~ts of a ktnd u~d 
as luminophores 
Prepared p1gments, prepared opacifiers and prepared ~<>lour\, vitnf1able 
enamd~ and gl.ue\, ltlJuid lustres and sim1lar product,, .,f the kind '"'·J in 
the ccr.tniK, t·n.undling and r.l·"' indu,tne'; c:ngohn '.'ill''); glas~ fnt Jnd 
othc:r v,l.~,~. m the form of puwc.lcr, t:r.tnule~ or tl.•h' 
Varni~he~ and lacquer~; di\tempcr~; prepared w.ucr p1J:rTII::nt~ of the kmd 
USed for fmi~hmg leather; raintS and enamel~; pigment~ dl'jlCr\ed In J,.~,ced 
oil, white ~pirit, sptrlt~ o turpentmc, or other media of a kind u,,·J m 
the :ounuf.tcturc of paint~ or enamel~; Mampin,: fosls; d~cs ''r other .:oJ...·mng 
matta in form' or p.~<:kings of a kind sold by retad; "':u~•ons a> Jdmcd 
by Note 4 to this Chapter 
Prepared driers 
Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters' fillings; non-refractory surfacing 
preparations; stopping, sealing and similar mastics, includin~ resin ma\tlc~ 
and cements 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
Essential oils (terpendess or . nor); concrete! and at..,olute~; re~inoids, 
excluding essences of ro\es, rosemary, eucalyptus, sand.1lwood and ccc.l.u; 
resinoid\; concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed oil~. or in waxes 
or the hke, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
,. 
Bnnwlt 
Nomcnd•ture 
hud•n11Nu 
(NU.9 
ex 33.06 
Chapter 34 
Chapter 35 
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Chapter 39 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.01 
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ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.05 
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Eau de Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmetiC' .1nd produ,·t~ for the 
care of the skin, hair and nail~; roothpowders and toothpa':~. produ"'f<i 
for oral hygiene; room deodori~ers, prepared, whether or not perfumed 
Soap, organic !>urface-active agents, w.ashing prc:rJrations, lubrkarin~t 
prerarations, artiftcial waxes, prepared waxc:~. pohshing and scouring 
preparations, candles and similar articles, moddl:ng pastes and 'dental 
waxes' 
Albuminoidalsubstances; excluding casein, caseinates,other casein 
derivatives,ovalbumin and lactalbumin;glues;enzymes. 
Explmive~; pyrotechnic products; matches; pyrophoric:' alloys; certain com· 
bu~uble preparations · 
Sen~itizc:d paper; paperboard and cloth, unexposed or expoted but noc 
developed 
Activated carbon; activated natural mineral rrodncrs; animal hl.ack, 
including spent ammal black 
Wood tar; wooll tar oils (other than the comro,irc: ,.,:,·c:nr" ~'"1 rh,·:nc:r~ 
falling within hc.t.lmg No .18.1!1); wood <:rc:osote; """'' •uphth.t; ,~,, ro'lc: •>ll; 
vegct.thle pn..:h of all kmd~; brewer,' ptt'-h anJ ""11!.11 'O"'J'"'""" l·.hc:d 
on rmtn or on vegetable pitch; foundry core l>mdcr\ baM:d "'' tt.>!l.r.JI 
resinous products 
Di~infectant~. m'ccticidc:s, rat pot~ons, pe,ticadc' and &imilar rroJu~'t~. 
put up in the: form of article~ ~u..:h a~ ~ulphur-tn·.ttell hand,, "'""' Jnd 
candle\, fly-rapcrs, sticks coated wnh hcxa~hloro,!~' lohcxanc 1:1 I< J .tnd 
the J.ke; prcp.Jrations con~i\ting of an active produ..:t hu~h a~ I >I I I; n:D.ed 
with other materials and put up in aerosol container~ ready for u'c 
Composite solvenrs and thinners for varnishes and sim1lar products 
Prepar.ttions known as 'liqutd~ for hydrault.: trarhiiii\Mon' (m puu .. ul.ar 
for hydrauli.: hr.tke~) containing ~~~ than 70% by weaght of petroleum 
oils or of oils obtained front bituminous minerals 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polystyrene in all its forms; other plastic material~, cellulose ethers and 
esters, artificial resins, excluding: 
(a) those in the form of granules, flakes, powders, wa~te and scrap to be 
used as raw materials for the manufacture of the rroducts mcntioneG in 
this Chapter 
(b) ion cxchan!!,cr~ 
BNSsels 
Nomenclature 
headang No 
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u 39.07 
Chapter 40 
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Chapter 43 
Chapter 44 
Chapter 45 
45.03 
45.04 
Chapter 46 
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Qeacript1on 
Artid~s nf mat~riaJ, of the kind~ dc,crihcd in hcadinr. No~ I'J.OJ to J9.flf.., 
excludin~ fans and h.~nd \~rcen,, non·me~h.micJI, fr.1m" and handle-\ 
therdor and parts of such framt·~ and handle,, and spool,, rn :, .and \llnil.tr 
supports for photo~r.tphK .:111d cincmarogrJphi~ film or for r.'i'e', f1lms and 
the like falling within ht·admg No 92.12 
Rubber, synthetic ruhhcr, factice, and articles thereof, cx..I::Jing headi·1g 
Nos 40.01, 40.0.2, 40.03 and 40.04, latex (ex 40.06), solution~ and dt~persions 
(ex 40.06), protective clothing for surgeons and radiologht' and diver~· 
suits (ex 40.13), and hu:k forms or blocks, scrap, waste and powder or 
hardened rubber (ebonite and vulcanite) (ex 40.15) 
Raw hides and skins (other than fur~kins) and leather, exduda'1g parchment-
dressed leather and artidc~ falling within heading Nos 41.01 and 41.09 
Articles of leather; saddlery and harness; travel goods, handbags and 
similar container~; artidt·s of animal gut (other than silk W<•rm gut) 
Furskins and .utificial fur; manufactures thereof 
Wood anti article\ of wood; wood charcoal, excluding heaJmg No 44,07, 
articles of fibre bUJIJang hoard (ex 44.21, c:x 44.2.1, ex 44.27, c:x 44.2li), 
spooJ,, reels and sinulJr \Upport~ for photographic and "nematograrhac 
ftlm or for tapes, ftlm' and the lik~ fallmg wathm heading !'io 92.12 (c:x 
44.26) and wood paving blocks (ex 44.28) 
Articles of natural cork 
Agglomerated cork (being cork agglomerated with or without a binding 
sub~tance) and articles of agglomerated cork 
Manufacture of straw, of esparto and of other plaiting material'; basketware 
and wickerwork, excluding plaits and sim1lar products of pla1:Jng material~, 
for all uses, whether or not assembled into strips (ex 46.02) 
Paper and paperboard (including cellulose wadding), in r< ·lis or sheet~. 
excluding the following products; 
- Ordinary newsprint made from chemical and mechanical pulp, weighil"g 
not more than 60 gfmt 
- Map1ine paper 
- Ci~art·ttc p.1pcr 
- Ti~~uc p.1per 
- F1lter paper 
- Cellulose wadding 
- Hand-m:~de parcr and paperboard 
Parchment or greaseproof paper and paperboard, and imitations thereof, 
and glazed transparent paper, in rolls or sheets · 
Compo,ite paper or paperhoard (made by sticking flat layers Wgether with 
an adhesive:), not surf .1<~:-coated or impregnated, whether or not internally 
reinforced, in rolls or sheets 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flat surface sheets) · 
embossed in tolls or sheets 
• 
I 
1 
• 
' I 
Bru-ls 
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Detcription 
Parer and rarerhoard, imrn·gn:ned, coated, ~urf;~cc-coloured, 'urface-
decorate~l or printed (not t:on,lltutin~ printed m:atrer w11hin Ch.•rrcr 49) 
in roll~ or sheet,, t"Xcludin~ 'quarc:d drawjnlt pa('\"r, t;oiJ p.1per or 'liver 
parer and imitations thereof, tr.111~fcr parer, indiCJtor p.lpcr anJ UmCO~Itll.cd 
photographic paper 
Carbon paper 
Writing l>locks, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or 
papcrboard, containing only an assortment of paper stationery 
Other paper or paperboard, cut to size or shape, exduding cigarette paper, 
tapes for teletype machines, perforated tapes for monotype machines and 
calculating machmes, filter papers and filter board~ (including those for 
cigarette filter tip~) ·and gummt:J strip 
Bo"cs, ball.' an,! other packm~ C<JntJmcr,, of r.apn ur paperhoJrJ; box 
files, letter tray,, 'tmagc boxc' and sin1i!Jr arhL c~, ,,f I'.Jrer ur p.1perboard, 
of a kmd commonly u~cd in ofhces, ~h(,ps and the hke . 
Rc:gi,ters, exercise books, note books, memorandum bl•>cks, order books, 
receipt books, di.lrit·~. blottin~ pad~. binder~ (loo,e-lc.tf or other), file cuven 
and other !>tationcry uf p.1pc:r or paperboard; ~imp le and other albums and 
book covers, of p.1per or papcrboard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp shades; tablecloths and serviettes, handkerchiefs and towds; dishes, 
plates, cups, tablemats, bottles, glasses 
Printed books, booklets, brochures and leaflets in. the Greek language · 
Children's picture books and paintin~t booh, stit.:hcd, ca)ed or bound, 
printed wholly or partly in the Greek language 
Stamps not intended for public service 
Picture postcards, Christmas and other picture greeting cards, printed by any 
process, with or without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, inclt:ding calend.1r Hocks, 
but excluding calendars intended for publicity purpo,<>, in other ~anguages 
than Greek 
Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs, but e:'l:· 
eluding the following articles: 
- Theatrical and photographic studio scenery 
- Printed matter for publicity purposes (including travel publicity), printrd 
in other languages than Greek 
Silk and waste ~ilk 
Man-made fibres (continuous) 
Metallized textiles 
Bru<!lcls 
N•,mrnt.1Jturc 
hr•Jo"ll No 
(Nt (.C) 
Chapter 53 
Chapter 54 
Chaptt'r SS 
Chapter 56 
Chapter 57 
Chapter 58 
Chapter 59 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 62 
Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 
Chapter 65 
Chapter 66 
66.01 
Chapter 67 
ex 67.01 
67.02 
Chapter 68 
68.04 
68.06 
• 
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Dcscr•rt•on 
Wool and other animal hair, t'xduJmg raw, bleached and undycd 
products of heading Nos 53.0 I, 53.02, 53.0 I and 53.04 
Flax and ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cutton 
Man-made f1bres (discontinuous) 
Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper yarn and woven 
fabrics of paper varn . -
Carpets, mats, matting and tapestries; pile and chenille fabncs; narrow 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle and other net fabrics; lace; embroidery 
Wadding and felt; twine, cordage, ropes and. cables; special fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabrics; textile articles of a kind su•t.tble for 
industnal use 
Knitted anJ crocheted good~ 
Artu:lc:s of apparel and clo1hing 11ccessories of textile fabrk, orher than 
knitted or crocheted good~ 
Other made up textile artidc~, excluding fans and hand screens (ex 62.05) 
Old clothing and other textde articles; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts of such articles 
Headgear and parts thereof 
Umbrellas and sun~hade~ (ono:luding walking-stick umbrella~. umhrella tents, 
and garden and ~inular umhrdla~) · 
Feather dusters 
Artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; articles made of artificial 
flowers, foliage or fruit 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones and the like, and mill-
stones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like (including grinding, sharpen-
in~,po!i~hin~, trucing and cutting wheel~. heads, di~cs and point,), of natural 
stone (a~lomcratcd or nor), of lg~lom.:r.unl natural or .arrlficJ,II .tbra~ivcs, 
or of pottery, with or with•lllf con:,, ,h.111k~, so~kct~, axJ.:, and 1he like: of 
other material~, but wirhotJt fr.tmcworl..'; ~cgmc:nts and other fuu,!Jc:d parrs 
of such stones anJ whr.:d·., of nJtural \tone (aAAlomer.tted or not), of 
agglomerated natural or aruti..:ial abra,i\'cS, or of pottery 
Natural or artifidal abra~i\1: powJer or grAIJO, on a base of \\oven fabric, 
of paper, or paperboard or of other m.ltcri.Jls, whether or not cut to shape 
or sewn or otherwise maJl· up 
• 
, 
I 
I 
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68.10 
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Chapter 69 
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l>ncript oon 
Panels, boards, tiks, bloch and ~imilar artoclc:s of vt·~·etJble fibrt", of wo<KI 
fibre, of straw, of wood sha\'mgs or of wood wa't•· lmdud111g 'awJu~t), 
a~;glomcratcd with cement, pla~tcr or with other min•:•.1l bondmg 'ubstanlelo 
Articles of plastering material 
Arudc• of cement (uu.ludon~ ~lag cement), of con.-n·tc or of .uttft<tal 
stone (including granul,ucd marble agglomerated \l<llh u:meY~t), rconfur.:ed 
or not 
Articles of a~bcstos-eement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like 
Friction material ('egment~, dt.cs, washers, strips, ~hn·t,, plate\, roll• and the 
like) of a kind ~uttable for br.tkes, for clutches or the lake, wuh a ba~i\ 
of asbestos, other mineral wh~tance~ or of cellulu,e, wheth< r vr not 
combined with textile or other materials 
Ceramic product~. excluding heading Nos 69.01, 69.02 . ..other. than 
··-bricks with a basis of magnesite and of magnesfto..:. 
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and 
69.0~, urc:n••l• otnd app.tratu' for laboratory otn.! inJu,trial 11\C, ',.,tailll:r' 
for the tran\port oof an.J, otn.f other du llll<.tl ['f<~dlllf\ .tn.d .orltdC:\ <•f :1 l.:trl<l 
11\C"d in ;tgroutltollc, ,( h<',t<llll~ No 6'1.0'1, .1nd l'"ru·l.tlll .arttdc• .,f lll·.ttl.·ol; 
No\ 6'1.10, 69.11 and 6'1.14 
Unworked cast or rolled ~lass (including flashed or wired glass) whc:rher 
figured or nor, in rectangles 
Unworked drawn or blown gla~s (including flashed glass) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled, drawn or blown glass (includin~ fia,l.·:d or wtred glas~) in 
rectangles, surface ground or polished, but not further worked, e"cluding 
non-wired glass for mirrors 
C:a~t, rolled, dr.1wn or blown ~:la\\ (indudm~: fla•hC',I or wired~'·'.·.) cur to 
~hare other· tlun rcc:tJn~:ul.tr ~h.tpc, or bent or ,,•hcrwi..c ""'''ked lfor 
cxarnpk, ed~o:c worked or en~-:r.tvc:d), whether or nor ·.·,rfale gfl•Ur•d "r J'<•ll· 
shed; leaded lt!\hr, and the ltkc: 
Safety glass comt\ting of toughened or laminated gl.'"• \h:tpcd or not 
Glass mirrors (induding rear-view mirrors), unframed. framed or backed 
Carboys, bottles, jar\, pots, tubular containers and similar con: .:incr~. of 
glass, of a kind commonly U\ed for the conveyance or packing of goods; 
stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Glassware (other than articles falling within headin~ !'\o 70.19) <>f a kind 
commonly U\ed for table, kttchen, toiler or offi-.:.: ;-urpo\eS, fur indoor 
d<·coration, or for 'tmilar U\C,, cxcludrng fire-rc\i,ro:·; ~:!.t\~ware d a kind 
commonly uwd for t.thlc or ku<·hcn purro~c\, Y.u!· a low cod~i-.:it·nt of 
cxpan•ion, sinular to Pyrex or Durex 
llluminatin~ glas•w.1rc, ~>igtl.lllmg ~la•sware and orr:, J~ c:IC'mC'nt\ of glass, 
not optically worked nor of optical glass 
Glass of a kind used for sun glasses (but exdud.,•g glass suttable for 
corrective lensc~). curved, bent, hollowed and the Me 
.Multi-cellular glass in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and similar forms 
Bruoocl• 
Nomt'"nclarure 
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ex 70.17 
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Chapter 71 
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o~-.:nption 
Laboratory, hygientc and pharmaceutical glassware, whether or not jtr:Jdu.1trd 
or calibrateJ, excluding glassware for chcmicallaboratoncs; ~la~~ .:unpoulcs 
Other articles of glo~\s, excluding articles for industry 
Articles of jcwdlcry, of ~ilvcr (indudmg silvergih or pl.wnum·platcd t~l"rr), 
or rolled precious metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goods falling w1thin 
heading No 71.12 
Other articles of precious metal or rolled prrcious mrtal, cxclud1•1g .1rttdcs 
and utensils for worhhops and l.aboratories 
Imitation jewellery 
Iron and steel and articles thereof, cxduding: 
(a) Products within the juri~diction of the European Coal and «;rrd 
Community, falling Within hcat!tng Nos 7.1.01, 71.1'2. 7J.f)l, ~ 1.0~. 
7.J.06, 71.07, 73 OH, 7.1.09, 7.1.10, ?Ut, 7.1.12, 7.U I, i'l. Hand 71 Jt, 
(b) Prut!ud\ f.aiiiiiJ: wnhin hcJdlllJ: Nu~ 71.112, 7.1.0~. 71117 .111J 7 !. !f'o wlm.h 
arc not with m the: juri)dicrion of the: European Co.al anJ '>reel Cor:~·uumry 
(c) Hcadmg Nos 73.04, 73.17, 73.19, 73 . .10, 73.33 and'" 14 and 'rrrn~s 
and leaves for springs, of iron or steel, for railway coa.:hes, of h.·.u.lmg 
No 73.35 
Copper and articles thereof, excludin~ copper alloy~ contarninR more than 
10% by wei)!.ht of nickel and articles fo~lling within heading !':os 74.01, 74.02. 
74.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 76.01 and 76/)5 and 
spools, reels and simiiJr supports for photographic and cinemaro~traphic 
film or for tapes, films and the lrke falling within hl·.tJmg "\!o 9~. t 2 
(ex 76.16) 
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 79.01, i<~.o;: :tnd -;"Q_fn . 
Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, picks, hoes. forh and rakes; 
axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools; hay knives, gra~~ shears, timber 
wedges and other tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulture or 
forestry 
Saws (non-mechanical) and blades for hand or machine saws (including 
toothless saw blades) 
Portable for~es; grindmg wheels with framcworka (hand or ~~·dal npt'r.l!C·J); 
articles for domestic u~e 
Knives with cutting b"•des, serrated or not (including prunin~ knive•), other 
than knives falling wirhm heading No 82.06, and blades rhc.:rcfor 
t 
• 
I 
I 
I' 
, 
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Descriplion 
Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other articles of cutlery (for example secateurs, hair dirpcrs, burcht'n' clu· 
vcrs, paper knivc~), excluding hand-operated clipper~ and parts thereof 
Spoons, forks, fi~h-eaters, butter-knives, ladles, and ~tnular kih:hcn ur table-
ware 
Handles of base metal for articles falling within headang Nos 8l.IJ9, 82.13 
and 82.14 
Miscellaneous articles of base metal, excluding headin~ No 83.08, statuettes 
and other ornaments of a kind used indoors (ex 83.06) and beads and 
1pangles (ex 83.09) 
Spark ignition en~ine~. petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc ur more; 
internal comhu,tacln cn~ine~. ~cmi diesel type; internal cnmhu\taon cn~anes, 
diesel type, of 37 kW or le~~; cn~mes for motor-cyde~ and auto-eye ln 
Pumps (includm~ motor pumps and turbo pumps) for liquids, whether or 
nor fitted with nlC."urin~ device\ 
Air pumr~ and VJ.tlum pumps (including motor anJ turbo-rump'); f.lns, 
blower and the like, with integral motors, weighing le" than 15LI kg and 
fans or blowers without motor, weighing 100 kg or les~ 
Air-conditionin~ machines, self-contained, compri~in~ a motor-dri\·en fan 
and elements for .:hanging the temperature and humidity of air, for domestic 
use 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
Refri~eratin~ cabinets and other refriserating plant, equirped with a refri-
gerating unit 
Jn~tantaneou'l or storage water heaters, non-electrical 
Wei~hin~ machinery (cxcludin~ balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or N-tter), 
indudm~ wei~hr-operated counting and checking machines; "-q:.h.r&· 
machine weights of all kinds 
Mechanical aprhances (whether or not hand oper:md) for rrojecting, 
daspcrsing or srrayin~ liquids or powders, for d<>me~tic use; simibr hand 
operated :trpliance~ for agricultural use; similar applian,cs for agri.;ulrura! 
use, truck r10untcd, weighing 60 kg or less 
Ploughs dc:~i~ncd for tractor or animal draught, wei~hin~ 700 kg or lt'~s; 
ploughs dc~i~ncd for mounting on tractors, with rv.o or three share~ or 
discs; harrows de~igned for tractor or animal draul'(ht, with fixed framework 
and fixed teeth; di~c harrows, weighing 700 kg or less 
Thrc:~her~; tnJilC: h11,kcr~ .md m.ute thrc,he"; harve,11111: 111.1\'hmav, anim.1l 
dr.Jwn; Mr.1w ur f.,.JJcr prt:"l.,; f.1nning mills and Mlm!.u n1achann fur 
screening seed~ and c.:ercal graders 
I' 
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84.27 
ex 84.28 
84.29 
ex 84.34 
ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.56 
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Chapter 85 
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Dclcription 
Pres~s, crushers and other machinery, of a kind used in wine making, 
cider making, fruit juice preparation or the like 
Seed c.rushing machines; farm-type milling machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling indu~try, and other 
machinery (other than farm type machinery) for the working of cereals or 
dried leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shuttles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic use 
Machine tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite), 
hard artificial pla~~ic materials or other hard carving material~. other than 
machines falling within heading No 84.49 · 
Machinery for agglomerating, moulding or shaping ceramic paste, 
unhardened cements, pla~tering materials or other mineral products 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin 10ap manufacture 
Taps, cocks, valves ,and similar appliances, for pipes, boiler sheDs, tanks, 
vats and the like, includmg pressure reducing valves and thermostatically-
controlled valves 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less; motors of 74 kW or less; rotary 
converters of 37 kW or less; transformers and static converters other than 
for radio-broadcasting, radiotelephonic, radiotclegtaphic and television re-
ceivers 
Primary cells and primary batteries 
Electric accumulators 
Room fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lamps, other than lamfl' falling 
within heading No 85.09 
Electric· inst:tntaneous or storage water heaters and imme·~:on heaters: 
electric soil heating apparatus and electric space hcati:"~ appar:.rus; 
electric hair dressing appliances (for example, hair dr: t'"~, hair curler~, 
curlin~ tong heatt·r,) and elcrtric smoothin~ irons; clt·.:trn-•hc·mic dor:".'\tiC 
appli.1ncc'; dcdn<: ht .1ting tc\i~tor~. or her rlun tho~c of , .Hi'• •n 
Electric sound signalling apparatus 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the 
protection of electrical circuits, or for making connections to or in eb:rrical 
circuits (for example, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders and junction boxes) 
Electric filament lamps and electric discharge lamps, excluding infra·red and 
ultra-violet lamp~ 
Cathode-rax tubes for televJ'sion sets. 
Insulated (incluiling enamelled or anodize ) electric wire, c:~hle, bar!, ~trip 
and the: like (including co-axial cable), whether or not fitted Y<ith conne~tors 
• 
I 
I 
• 
Bru•..,h 
N()nu·ru.l.arurc 
huJon11 Nu 
(Nt.CC) 
85.25 
85.26 
85.27 
Chapter 87 
ex 87.02 
87.05 
ex 87.06 
ex 87.11 
ex 87.12 
87.13 
Chapter 89 
ex 89.01 
Chapter 190 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 
ex 90.26 
Chapter 92 
92.12 
Chapter 93 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 
r 'i, ' 
14 
Insulators of any material 
lnsubting fittings for electrical machines, appliances <•r equipment, being 
fitting~ wholly of in,ulating material apart from any minor components of 
metal incorpor .ued during mould in~-: solely for purpo~e~ ot .t,sembly, hut not 
including in~ulators falling within heading No 85.25 
Elcctril.'.tlwnduit tubtng and joint~ thercfor,of ba~ metal lined With in,ul.ating 
matcnal 
Motor vehicles for the public tran~port of persons and m()tor vehicles for the 
tran~port of goods or ·materials (excluding chassis menuoned in Note 2 to 
Chapter 87) 
Bodte~ (including cabs), for the motor vehicles fallmg within heading 
No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
ChassiS without engines, and parts thereof 
Invalid carriages (other than motoriled or otherwise mechanically propelled) 
Pans and aces~oric' of invalid carriages (other than motorized or otherwise 
me.:hanically propdlrd) 
Baby carriages and parts thereof 
Lighten and barges; tankers designed to be towed; sailing vessels ; i nf lat ab le boatS 
of artificial plastic meterials. 
Ophthalmic lenses 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles, pince-nez.torgnettcs, 
goggles and the lilce . 
Spectacles, pince-nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the lilce, corrective, protective 
or other 
Meters for ha'nd-operated petrol pumps and water meters (volumetric and 
tachometric) 
Gramophone record~ and other sound or similar recording'; marricc~ ior the 
proJm:uon of record,, prepared record blank~. film for rnt·ch.tnic.!l w•Jml 
rccorJm~. prepared t:tpc~, wire~, ~trips and like artidcs of :: kind common!)' 
used for sound or sinular recording 
Sporting guns and rifles 
Wad~ for shotguns; sporting cartridges, cartridges for revolven, pistols and 
walking stick ~?;Uns, ball or shot cartridges for target ~hooting guns of 
calihres up to 'I mm; cartrid~c case~ for sporting guns and sporting rtfles, 
of metal and papcrho.ud; bullets, shot and buckshot for ~porting gun~ .and 
sporting rifles 
Furniture and p.~rts thereof; beddm~. maures~cs, man re" 'uppurts, c:u•hiont 
and simil.ar ~tuffcd fur111~hings, cxduding headmg No 94.02 
llru•K'II 
Nom~nclarure 
hudon~ No 
(NU.C) 
Chapter 96 
Chapter 97 
97.01 
97.02 
97.03 
ex 97.05 
Chapter 98 
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Dnc:rip«ion 
Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and sieves, excluding prepared knots and 
tufts for broom or brush making of heading No 96.01 and articles falling 
within heading Nos 96.05 and 'J6.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycles 
and tricycle~, and pedal motor car~); dolls' prams and dolb' r•"h chairs 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamers and confetti 
. 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles, excluding sty)ograph pen~ fallmg within 
heading No 98.03 and excluding heading Nas 98.04, 98.10, 98.11, 98.14 and 
98.15 
• 
' 
) 
! 
f 
I 
I 
I 
CCT 
._..Sana 
No 
31.02 
Jl.Ol 
Jl.OJ 
a14.01 
ANNEX 11 
.. 
Mineral or chemical fenilizcn, nitroamous 
Mineral or chemical fenilizen, phosphatic 
Other fcorulite"; Jnc.d• of the pre•c-nt Cltarcct in 
tAhlc:h, lc11cnl(c• anJ r.~nular prcp.art'd formt or in 
packing\ of a ttro" w"ittht not C'X(tt,hna 10 lea: 
A. Other fenilizers: 
I. Containing the three fertilizing substance~: 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
11. Conuining the two fenilizing substances: 
nitrogen and phosphorus 
IV. Other 
Boilers (exdudmA h01lers of hc:admg No 114.01) and 
radiato:'lf'• for central hcatinp:, not rlectrically heated, 
and rkrt' then·uf, uf irun or \lt·rl; air hc.lfl"r' anJ hot 
I If d1,1r1 1-utuh (111' lu.l•lll( the >'C' wlu, h '.an .al'u ,t.,rr~hute 
(CKolur tunc.l.llunc·J .ur), ncot clntrH .. IIy hc:.att·cl, illlllf· 
puUtiiiJC .a mutur·dfiYC'n fan clr blower, and part1 
therruf, of aeon or atc:d: 
- Boilers for central heatina 
Steam and other vapour generating boilers (excluding 
central heating hot water boaters capable al50 of 
producing low pressure steam); super-heated water 
boilers: 
- Of a power of 32 MW or less 
14.06 Internal combustion piston engines: 
14.10 
C. Othc:r enttinc:s: 
ex 11. <:.omprc:"iun il(nitiun en~~oinc:•: 
- Of a puwer of lc:\\ ch.111 )7 kW 
Pump' (mcludang motor rump' and turt>o pumrt) for 
liqu•J,, whc:thc:r or nt•t fiuc:J w1th meo~,urwJ!. dc:\1.-e~; 
li-ruiJ c:lc:vators of bu,ket, eh am, "rc:w, band and sim1lar 
kind&: 
ex A. Dc:livery pumps fined, or de,igned to be ftttc:d, 
with a mc:;~~uring device, other than pumps for 
dispensing fuc:l 
B. Other pumps 
C. Liquid c:lc:vators of bu,kct, chain.· acrcw, band 
and aimilar kinJ• 
Q ... o(~· ,,., IM 
~r•· ,J I )or• ·•ll' 
.., Jll'<,~mbcr 
l'lal 
JORDAN 
~ 1.000 tonnes 
1.000 EUA 
1.500 EUA 
3.000 tuA 
5.000 EUA 
84.14 
a 14.20 
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Jndumiil and laboratory furnaces and ovens, non· 
elcctrrc: 
ex 8. Other: 
- Pans of 11ccl, for cement ovens 
Wci~o:hin~ machinery (excludinr. balances of a smsiti· 
vlfy of 5 q~ or bcner) inc uding weight-operated 
counrrng and checking machines; wcighin& machine 
wei~tht\ of .111 kinds, other than: 
- Baby scales 
- Prtci,ion tcalca araduatcd in arams for domestic 
use 
- 'C'~i~thina machine wei&hta of all kind• 
1~.01 Fkc.·tr••al Jt•"ld' ul th~ fulluwana ~r'k·rirrinn•: llt'ntfl• 
""'· "''''""• \ttnvcrr~·f\ (rut,try ur \IJII' ), rr.an~furmer•, 
rC'I.Itfl&'l\ .ae)J f~4.llf)tlljt arrar.atU\1 mJu~tor.: 
IUS 
A. (;~ncrator•, motors (whether or not equipped 
wrth ·~cd reJu,ing, chanRtnR or strr·ur gear) 
and roury convrrten: 
ex 11. Other: 
a C. Pana: 
Motors of an outrut of not less than 
370 W and not more thin l.S 000 W 
- For motors of 1n ourrur of noc less than 370 
and not more than 1S 000 W 
Radiorrl,·~rarhic and radr()ttlcrhoni.: rran•n1i"ion and 
reccrtron arr.ararus; uJin-broaJ..:.Ning anJ rc:lc"i'ion 
tr.tn'm'"'nn anJ reH'pllon app.H.llu• Cmdu,lu•~ rt·,·d-
Vt'f\ in''"roratllljt •uutl\1 rc~ourJ.-r, ur rrrrmh•••·r.) and 
rclr\t""" •amcrJ'i ra.leu ll.l\W,.IIInnal .aid ar•p.trJlU\, 
rid.ar Jppar Jtu' and rad10 rcm~Jtc ~.·ontr.1l appar Jl U\: 
A. RaduoH lq!r.1phk and radiotcl• phonic rr:m,mi\\ion 
anJ '"'""'"'" app.HJtu\; rJJu, broaJ,,I\111111: ,.nJ 
tcJ, \ "'"" tr.ll"llli\\IOn JnJ h'lC'f'IIUil ap;\.lf.JIII\ 
(lll,lu,!en~t rnci•cr\ •n,orporaun~ 'ound tHorJcra 
or r•·rr•1Ju"~") and tdc\ i,ion c.uncron: 
ex Ill. Rrccivers, whether or nor incorrorating 
suunJ rccor.Jcra or repro.Juccrs: 
- Telcvi•ion 
Quouo r .. r the 
pcrooJ I J•ou>ry 
to Jl Dc.<mbcr 
·~-1 
1.000 EUA 
3.200 EUA 
1.000 EUA 
10.000 EUA 
' 
I 
I 
• 
( ( i 
tu Jdtul 
r. .. 
. as.u 
(~orsr'tl) 
a 15.2.3 
17.01 
3 -
.. 
C. Paru: 
L CabinetS and caset: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For television receiwen 
ex b) Of other materials: 
- For television receiven 
aUL Other: 
·- Chania for television receiven aDd their 
pan•, auembled or mounted 
- Printed circuit boards for television recei· 
vera 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) electric 
wire, cable, ban, mip and the like (includina co-axial 
cable), whether or not fnted with connectors: 
- Cabin for television aerials 
Motor vehidr• for the traMrort of pcr~ns, 8ood• or 
m.uc-ual• (anduJma •port• naotor vehicle•, other than 
tho~oe of hudang J'l,;o 117.0'1): 
A. For the rran,pnrt of rc:r.un•, includintt vehicles 
de"~ned for the tran,pHrt oi both pa~~n&ers and 
aoods: 
1. With either a spark ignition or a compression 
i&nltaon engane: 
ex a) Motor vehicln and buses with either a 
1p.1rk it-:nition engine of a C)'linJer capacity 
of Z liOO cc or more or a compre\~ion 
ignition engine of a cylinder capacity of 
2 SOO cc or more: 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
cx b) Other: 
- Complete, with a aeatina capaciry of 
more than wx 
17.oJ Bodies (indudin..: cahs), fur the motor vehicles falling 
within hcadmg !'o 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03: 
ex A. Bodie• and cabs of metal for the industrial 
aucnably of: 
- A~tricultural waiLing tractors falling within 
aubhcaJmg 87.01 A, 
- Motor vehicles for the tran~port of persons, 
incluJmg vehicles de~igned for the tran)pon 
of both pusengcrs and goods, with a seating 
capacity of more than •ix and lest than lS, 
(Ju••f '" f, '' lhf" 
p.roooJ I J Jl•our., 
lu Jl u.-~' 11lt'lc.t ,.,, 
.t!S'.ooo EUA 
1.ooo 'f.TJA 
.20.000 EUA 
c' r 
hc>J ... , 
1'-u 
M7.05 
(UJrtl.tl) 
07.05 
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- Motor vehacles for the transport of aoods or 
matcraaJ,, with either a ~park ignition engine 
of a cylanJcr caradty of lcu than 21100 cc or a 
curnrre"mn iKaurion cn~tmc of a ~ylinder 
C:Jfl.h:ity of le\~ than l SOO cc, 
- S~cial rurro\C motor lorriea and vana of 
hc .. Jana N•• 117.0.) (a) 
ex 8. Other: 
- Bodaes and cabs of metal, other than for 
motor vehides for the transport of pcnons, 
with a ICating capacity of six or less · 
Dried Leguminous vegetables, 
shelled, whether or not skinned 
or split 
B. Other 
II~ Lentils 
Qu•,ru f,r rhe 
pcrou.S I l•nu•rr 
to Jl O<.cr:>a..r 
1,¥1 
1~000 El.TA 
400 tonnes 
I 
' ~ 
(7) 
Proposal for .a Council Regulation 
concludinq a protocol t~ 
the Co-operation Agreement 
between the European Economic 
Com~unity and the Lebanese Republic 
to take account of the accession of the 
Hellenic Republic to the Community, 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPE~N COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic 
Community, and in particular Article 238 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament, 
Whereas it is necessary to conclude a protocol to the Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and the Lebanese Republic( 1) 
to take account of the accession of the Hellenic Republic 
to the Community, hereinafter referred to as the"Protocol", 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION : 
Article 1 
The Protocolis hereby approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Protocol is annexed to this Regulation. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall give the notification referred to 
in Article 13 of the Protocol. 
(1) O.J. NO L 267, 27.9.1978, page 1 
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Articl~ 3 
This R~gulation shall ~nt~r into fore~ on th~ day following that of its 
publication in th~ Official Journal of 'the European Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its ~ntir~ty and directly applic-
able in all Memb~r Stat~s. 
Don~ at Bruss~ls, 
; 
For the Council 
Th~ President 
I I , 
I 
~ 
PROTOCOL TO THE CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND THE LEBANESE REPUBLIC, CONSEQUENT 
ON THE ACCESSION OF TH~ HELLENIC REPUBLIC 
TO THE COMMUNITY 
His Majesty the King of the Belgians, 
Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark, 
The President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 
The President of the French Republic, 
The President of Ireland, 
The President of the Italian Republic, 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Luxembourg, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, 
Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, 
Whose States are Contracting Parties to the Treaty establishing the 
European Economic Community, 
The President of the Hellenic Republic, 
Which is Party acceding to .the ~~opean Communit1e•· 
and THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, 
and THE PRESIDENT OF THE LEBANES~ ~fPUBLit 
of the other part, 
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European 
Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Lebanese Republic~~~ signed at Brussels 
on 3 May, ·1977 hereafter called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Economic Community and 
to conclude this Protocol, 
And to this end have designated as their Plenipotentiaries : 
- 1 -
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement and 
to the Declarations annexed to the Final Act signed in Brussels 
on 3 May 1-977. 
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement, including the annexes and Protocol 
forminq an f~tegral part thereof and the declarations a~nexed to the 
Final Act , drawn up in Greek, are authentic in the same way as 
are the original texts. The Cooperation Council shall approve 
the Greek version. 
TITLE II 
Transitional measures. 
Article 3 
For the products listed in Annex I, the Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish customs duties on produ~ts originating in 
Lebanon in accordance with the following timetable 
- on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be 
t>asic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be 
basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1~t January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
each 
reduced to 90 X of the 
r~duced to 80 X of the 
shall be made on : 
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Article 4 
1. For the products listed in Annex I, the duty to which the successive 
reductions as provided for in Article ~~ are to be applied shall, 
for each product, be the duty actually applied by the Hellenic 
Republic i~ respect of Lebanon on,1 July 1980. 
2. However, in respect of matches falling within heading No 36.06 
of the Common Customs Tariff of the European Communities, the 
basic duty shall be 17,2 ~ad valorem. 
Article 5 
1. For th~ products listed in Annex I, th~ Hellenic Republic shall 
progressively abolish charges having equivalent effect to customs 
duties on products originating in Lebanon in accordance with the 
following timetable : 
- on 1st January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 X 
of the basic rate, 
- on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic rate, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on : 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive~ reductions as provided .. 
for in paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, 
be the rate applied be the Hellenic RE~public on 31 December 1980 
in respect of the Community as at present constituted. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Lebanon shall be abolished on 1 January 1981. 
Article 6 
lf the Helle~ic Republic suspends or reduces duties or taxes of 
equivalent effect on products imported fr•)m the Community as at 
present constituted, more quickly than fo~eseen in the established 
timetable, the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, by the 
same percer,'tage those duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products 
originating in Lebanon. 
I 
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Article 7 
1. The va~able component, which the Hellenic Republic applies on 
products covered by Regulations 1059/69 originating in 'Lebanon 
shall be adjusted by the compensatory amount applied in trade 
between the Community as at present constituted and the Hellenic 
Republic. 
2. On the products which are covered by Regulation 1059/69 and also 
listed in Annex I to this Protocol, the Hellenic Republic shaH 
abolish, in accordance with the timetable referred to in Article 
3 the difference between 
the fixed component of the duty to be applied by the Hellenic 
Republic upon accession, and 
- the duty (other than the ·variable component> resulting from 
the ~revisions of the Agreement. 
Article 8 
In the case of products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the 
preferential rates provided for or calculated shall be applied to the 
duties actually levied by the Hellenic Republic in respect of third 
countries as laid down in Article 64 of the Act of Acces~ion of the 
Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
In no case should Greek imports from Egypt benefit from rates of duty 
more favourable than those applied to products from the Community as 
at present constituted. 
Article 9 
1. The Hellenic Republic may retain quantitative restrictions until 
31 December 1985 on products listed in Annex II to this Protocol 
originating in Lebanon. 
2. The restrictions referred to in Paragraph 1 shall take the form 
of quotas. The quotas for 1981 are listed in Annex II-
3. The minimum rate of progressive increase for such quotas shall be 
25 X at the beginning of each year for quotas expressed in units 
of account, and 20 X at the beginning of each year for quotas 
expressed in terms of volumes. Such increases shall te added to 
each quota and the next increase calculated on the basis of the 
total thus obtained. 
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Where a quota is expressed in terms of both volume and value,· 
the quota relating to the volume shall be raised by at. least 20 X 
a year and the quota relating to the value by at least 25 X a year, 
the succeeding quotas to be calculated each year on the basis of 
the preceding quota plus the increase. 
However, with regard to motor coaches and buses and other vehicles 
falling within subheading ex 87.02 A I of the CoM~on Customs Tariff, 
the volume quota shall be raised by 15 X a year and the quota 
relating to the value by 20 X a year. 
4. Where it is found that imports into Greece of a prc~uct listed in 
Annex II have for two consecutive years been less than 90 X of 
the quota, the Hellenic Republic shall liberalize i~ports of that 
product or·iginating 11 Lebanon, if the product in question is at that 
time liberalized towards the Community as at present constituted. 
5. If the Hel.lenic Republic liberalizes imports of a product listed 1n 
Annex II from the Community as at present constituted or increases 
a quota applicable to the Community as at present constituted, 
beyond the minimum rate as laid down in Paragraph 3, the Hellenic 
Republic shall also liberalize imports of that product originating 
in L-ebanon or increase the quota proportionally. 
6. Regarding Licences for imports of products listed in Annex II and 
originating in Lebanon the Hellenic Republic shall apply the same 
administrative rules and practices as applied to such imports 
originating in the Community as at present constituted, with the 
exception of the quota for fertilisers falling within the heading 
Nos 31.02, 31.03 and 31.05 A I, II and IV of the Com~on Customs 
Tariff of the European Communities, where the Hellenic Republic 
may apply the rules and practices relevant ·to the exclusive 
marketing rights. 
Article 10 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force on Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Lebanon shall be progres-s-
ively eliminated over a period of three years from 1st January 1981. 
The rate of import deposits and cash payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 
1st January 1982 
1st January 1983 
1st January 1984 
25 r. 
25 r. 
25 r. 
25 r.. 
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2. As regards products listed in Annex II to the EEC Treaty, charges 
having an effect equivalent to customs duties and measures having 
an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions (import deposits, 
system of cash payment, validation of invoices, etc ••• > shall be 
abolished by Greece upon accession in respect of products origina-
ting nlebanon.subject to the provisions of Article 65 of the Act 
of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to the European Communities. 
3. If the Hel~enic Republic reduces towards the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits or cash payments quicker than 
according to the timetables contained in Paragraphs 1 and 2 the 
Hellenic Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to 
imports originating in Lebanon. 
TITLE III 
General and Final Provisions 
Article 11 
The Co-operation Council shall make any amendments which may be 
necessary to the origin rules consequent upon Greek accession to the 
European Communities. 
Article 12 
The Annexes to this Protocol form an integral part thereof. This 
Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 13 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After'this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the 
first day of the second month following such notification. 
Article 14. 
This Protocol is drawn up, in duplicate, in the Arabic, Danish,~utch, 
English, French, German, Gree« and Italian languages, each of these ~~ 
texts beina eoually authentic. 
B~ls 
Nomonclai'UIC 
boador'R l'o 
(NLLC) 
Chapter 13 
ex 13.02 
ex 13.03 
Chapter 14 
ex 14.05 
Chapter 1S 
ex 15.05 
ex 15.06 
15.08 
15.10 
15.11 
ex 15.15 
15.16 
ex 15.17 
Chapter 17 
17.04 
Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
ex 19.02 
19.03 
l9.0S 
u 19.07 
19.08 
ANNEX I 
'I'. i: I 
! 
-LIST REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3. 
Incense 
Pectates 
V alonia, gall nuts 
Wool grease stearin 
Other animal oils and fats (including fats from bones and waste), 
excluding neat's foot oil 
Animal and ve~etahle oils, boiled, oxidized;- dehydrated, sulphurized, 
blown or polymeriz.ed by heat in vacuum or in inen gas, or orher~1se 
modtfied 
Fatty acids, acid oils from refining, fatty alcohols 
Glycerol and glycerol lyes 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether (tr not coloured 
Vegetable waxes, whether or not coloured 
Degras 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa 
Cocoa and cocoa preparations, excluding heading Nos 18.01 and 18.02 
\ 
Malt-extract 
Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products 
Prepared foo<f~ obt;~incJ hy 5wdlin~ or routin~t of cereal' or cereal 
rro,lud~ (pulf·.d rkc. ~orn lt.tkcs and ~llnil.tr produl.'t5) 
BrcJd, ~hip~· bi,.:uits ami other ordinary bakers' ware~, not containin:~ 
added wg.tr, honey, eg~'· fJts, cheese or fruit 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or not containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
1\ru•...,l• 
Nf,nlf"tnlature 
hraoiP>K Nu 
(Nt t.C) 
Chapter 21 
Chapter 22 
22.01 
22.02 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.09 
Chapter 24 
24.02 
Chapter 2S 
2S.l0 
2S.22 
2S.2J 
ex 2S.30 
ex 2S.12 
Chapter 27 
27.0S bis 
27.06 
27.08 
ex 27.10 
ex 27.11 
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O.ecrirtiun 
Miscellaneous edible preparations, excluding heading Nos 21.05 and 21.07 
Waters, including spa waters and aerated waters, ice and snow 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters and other 
non-alcoholtc he~crage~, not mcluding fruit and vegeto~ble JWCM fallang 
within hcadmg No 20.07 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured of a 5trcngth of 800 or higher; 
denatured spirit~ (including ethyl alcohol and neutral ~ptrit\) of any streng~h, 
exdudmg thmc Jcrived from agncultural product~ IJ,ted in Annex 11 to the 
Treaty estabiJ,hmg the Community 
F.thyl alcohol or neutral sparit,, undenatured of a strength of less than 110'', 
exduding ethyl .tkohol Jcrl\c:J from agrkuhural produ~l\ h~tcd an Annex 11 
,to the Treaty c\t .thli,hing the Communtty; 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Gypsum; anhydrite; calcined gypsum, and plasters vmh a basis of calciUm 
sulphate, whether or not coloured, but not including plasters specially 
prepared for use m dentistry. · 
Quicklime, slaked lime and hydraulic lime, other than calcium oxide and 
hydroxide 
Portland cement, ciment fondu, slag cement, super~ulphate cement and 
similar hydrauhc cements, whether or not colourt:d or in tht" form of 
dinkt"r 
Crudt" n.llural boric acid containing not more than 85 % of H1BO, 
calculatt"d on the dry weight 
Earth colours, whether or not calcined or mixed together; santonn, pozzo-
lana, tra~s and similar earth~, used in making hydraulic cement•. whether 
or not powJcrt:d 
Coal ga~, water ga\, producer ga~ and similar gases 
Tar diMillcd from coal, from lignite or from peat, and other mineral tars, 
includin~ partially da~tillcd tars and blends of pitch with creosote oils or 
with other coal tar di~trllation products 
Pitch and pitch cnkc, ohtarncJ from coal tar or from other mineral tart 
Miner.tl oils and grca,c:\ fur lubricating purposes 
Petroleum ga\cs and other gaseous hydrocarbons, excluding propane of a 
purity not le~s than 99 % for use other than as a power or heating fuel 
Bru-ls 
Nomonclature 
hcadon11 l"o 
(N( CC) 
27.12 
27.1.1 
27.14 
27.15 
27.16 
Chapter 28 
ex 28.01 
ex 28.04 
ex 28.06 
28.08 
28.09 
28.10 
28.12 
28.13 
28.15 
28.16 
28.17 
ex 28.19 
ex 21!.20 
28.22 
ex 28.23 
ex 28.27 
28.29 
ex 28.30 
ex 28.31 
28.35 
28.36 
28 . .17 
ex 2K .. lK 
ex 28.40 
3 
Dncripdon 
Petroleum jelly 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, ozolceritc, lignite wax, peat 
wax and other mineral waxes, whether or not coloured 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residucs of petroleum oils 
or of mls obtained from bituminous minerals 
Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous shale, asph.tltic rock and tar 
sands 
Bituminous mixtures based on natural ~phalr, on natural bitumen, on 
petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on mineral tar p1tch (for example, 
bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 
Chlorine 
Hydrogen, oxygen (including ozone) and nitrogen 
Hydrochloric acid 
Sulphuric acid; oleum 
Nitric acid; sulphonitric acids 
Phosphorus pentoxide and phosphoric acids (meta·, onho- and pyro-) 
Boric oxide and boric acid 
Other inorganic acids and oxygen compounds of non-metals (excluding 
water) 
Sulphides or non-metals; phosphorus trisulphide 
Ammonia, anhydrous or in aqueous solution 
Sodium hydroxide (caustic ~oda); potauium hydroxide (caustic pota~h); 
peroxidl·s of sodium or potas~•um 
Zinc oxide 
Artificial corundum 
Manganese oxides 
Iron oxides, including eanh colours containing 70 '¥o or more by weight 
of combined iron evaluated as Fe20 1 
Red lead and litharge 
Fluorides; fluorosilicates, fluoroborates and other complex fluorine salts 
Magne~ium chloride, calcium chloride 
Hypochlorites; commercial calcium hypochlorite; chlorites 
Sulphide~; poly~ulphidc\ 
Dithionites, including those stabilized with organic sulmanccs; sulphoxylates 
Sulphite' and thi1"ulphate~ 
Sodmm, h.tnum, irun, 1.inc, m.lgnc,ium and aluminium suJ,,h.llc!\; alum• 
1\ru.,rl• 
Nornrm.bture 
htAJon~ No 
(Nl.CC) 
ex 28.42 
ex 28.44 
ex 28.45 
ex 28.46 
ex 28.48 
28.54 
ex 28.56 
ex 28.58 
Chapter 29 
ex 29.01 
ex 29.04 
29.06 
ex 29.08 
ex 29.14 
ex 29.16 
ex 29.21 
ex 29.42 
29.43 
Chapter JO 
ex 30.02 
ex 30.03 
30.04 
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Dcs..ription 
Carbonates, including commercial ammonium carbon~te containing ammo-
nium carbamate, excluding lead hydrocarbonate (white lead) 
Mercu'ry fulminate 
Sodium silicate and potassium silicate, including commercial grades 
'· 
Refined borax 
Arsenites and arsenat~ 
Hydrogen perioxide (including solid hydrogen peroxide) 
Silicon, boron and calcium carbides 
Distilled and conductivity water and water of aimilar purity 
Hydrocarbons for use as power or heating fuels; Naphthalene and anthracene 
Amyl alcohols 
Phenols and phenol-alcohols 
Amylethyl ether (diamyl ether), diethyl ether, anethole 
Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids and thdr water soluble salts; anhydrides 
Tartaric, citric and gallic acids; calcium tartrate 
Nitroglycerine 
Nicotine sulphate 
Sugar~, chemically pure, other than sucro~. gluco'<' and lacro~: •ul!!ar 
ether~ and su~o:ar c~ters, and thdr salt•, other than products of he2<!mg 
Nos 29.39, 29.41 and 29.42 
Antisera 
Medicaments (including veterinary medicaments), excluding the following 
products: 
- Anti-asthmatic cigarettes 
- Quinine, cinchonine, quinidine and their salts, whether or not in the 
form of proprietary products 
- Morphine, cocaine and other narcotics, whether or not in the form of 
proprietary products 
- Antibiotics and preparations based on antibiotics 
- Vitamins and preparations based on vitamins 
- Sulphonamides, hormones and preparations ba~('d on hormones 
W.1dd111~, ~alii.(', h.mdo~~c~ and ~imil.1r arride, (for n;unplt·, c.lrC""in~•. 
adhc,ivc pla\tcf\, poulti<'C\), rmprt·~o:natt·c.l or t'oJtnl wrrh ph.~rm:~ceutr~:d 
sub~tJm;cs or put up in rct.ul pJl:ktng' for mcJr,.rl or ,urgical purpmC"s, 
other than goods ~pecified in Note 3 to this Chapter 
Bru~'d' 
Nom('n~o. l.uurc 
hc.>Jonjl. i'o 
(Nt t.Cl 
Chapter 31 
ex 31.03 
31.05 
Chapter 32 
ex 32.01 
ex 32.04 
ex 32.05 
32.06 
ex 32.07 
32.08 
32.09 
32.11 
32.12 
32.13 
Chapter l3 
ex 33.01 
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Dc.,rophon 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic, excluding: 
- Basic-slag 
- Disintegrated (calcined) calcium pho~phates (thermo pho~rhat~ and 
fused pho~phate~) and calcined natural aluminium caluum pho~rh.He~ 
- Calcium hydrogen phosphate containing not le~s than 0·2% of flu(.rine 
Other fertilizers; goods of the present Chapter in tal--lets, lozenge~ and 
similar prepared form~ or in packing~ of a gross weight nnt exceedmg I 0 kg 
Tanning extracts of vegetable origin; tannins (tannic acid,), induding water-
extracted g.tll-nut tannin 
Colourin~ matter of vegetable ori~in (mduding dyewood extract and other 
vegetable dy~·ing cxtr J<"h, hut cxdudmg indigo, henna' anJ lhloroph~ il) or 
of animal origtn, cxdudmg cochineal extract and kermes 
Synthctk or~amc dye,tuff~ (induJm..: pi~mc:nt dyt·,tuff' ;1nd t''1Cchdrn(4 
artifidJl 11101~"); '~ nt hc·u-. or~Jntc produ<.:t' of a 1.. md u,c·J a lu rmno-
phorc~; produ.:t~ of the kmd kn(>Wn as optical hlead:·n.: agent~. sub· 
stan•.he' to the hbre 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring matter, excluding: 
(a). inorganic pigment~ or pigments of mineral ongm. whether or not 
containing other ~uhstanc:e~ facilitating dyemg, ba~ed on cadmium ~alt~, 
(b) chrome colours and Pru~sian blue; inorganic prodt:~ts of a ltmd u~cd 
as luminophores 
Prepared ptgments, prepared opacificrs and prepared ~olour~. vttn :'•able 
enamd~ and gl.11.e~, liquid lu~tres and ~im1lar product'>. · ,f the kind 1N·J in 
the ccr.1nu,·, <'n.um·llin~ and gl,,,, indu,tne'; eng .. h,·, '.':'!''); glas' fr:t Jnd 
otlwr ~1.1'~, Ill the form of powder, ~r.1nulc~ or thkn 
Varni~hc~ and lacquer~; di,tempcr~; rrcpared water plgmt:nt~ of the kmd 
u~ed for fmi~hmg leather; faint~ and enamel~; pigment~ di,pcr.,~d 111 J,.,,ccd 
01l, white ~pmt, spmts o turpentme, or other mcdta of a kmd u•c·d ·m 
the nunuf.tcture of pamts or enamel~; ~tampinJ! f01l~; dye~ 11r other col· •'lrtrl~ 
m.l!tl'f m form~ or r.~ekin~;s of a kind ~old by rct:ld; ,o:u~Jons a' Jd:ncd 
by Note 4 to this Chapter 
Prepared driers 
Glaziers' putty; grafting putty; painters' fillings; non-refractory surfacing 
preparations; stopping, scaling and simllar mastics, includin)!; resin ma,tics 
and cements 
Writing ink, printing ink and other inks 
Essential oils (rerpenelcss or not); concretes and ah,olute•; re•inoids, 
excluding e~sences of ro~es, rosemary, eucalyptus, sandalwood and n·J.u; 
resinoid~; concentrates of essential oils in fats, in fixed oil,, or in w;txes 
or the like, obtained by cold absorption or by maceration 
llruowlo 
Nomrn• I•IIJre 
hu.Jon11Nn 
(NU9 
ex 33.06 
Chapter 34 
Chapter 35 
Chapter 36 
Chapter 37 
37.03 
Chapter 38 
JS.OJ 
38.09 
ex 38.11 
38.18 
ex 38.19 
Chapter 39 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.01 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.03 
ex 39.04 
ex 39.05 
ex 39.06 
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Eau de Cologne and other toilet waters; cosmetic~ .wd produn• for the: 
care of the skin, hair and nail~; tooth powders and t<H•thpa\:e<., rrodu~'t'l 
for oral hygiene; room deodori~ers, prepared, whether or not perfumed 
Soap, organic ~urface-active agents, w.ashing prerarauons, lubrilatinj!! 
prep:trations, artrf11:ial waxes, prepared waxe~. rolhhmg and scounng 
preparatwns, candles and similar articles, moddl:ng pastes and 'd~:ntal 
waxes' 
Albuminoidal substances; excluding casein, caseinates,other casein 
derivatives,ovalbumin and lactalbumin;glues;enzymes. 
Explmive~; pyrotcchnic products; mat"hes; pyrophoric alloys; certam cum· 
bu~uble preparations 
Sen~itized paper; paperboard and cloth, unexposed or exposed but r.ot 
developed 
Activated carbon; activated natural mineral prod<~crs; anim.1l hladt, 
including spent antmal black 
Wood tar; wood tar oils (other than the cnmro"rc ~ro\·et•f\ ~rhl :h,·,nen 
falling w11hin h<·.Hirng No lK.IIl); wood ereu~ote; "'"' .. 1 •uphrh.1; ~- c r .. qe • ul; 
veger.thle p11ch of all k111d~; hre'Acf\' pll<h anJ """I" "'"'1'"'""1' l•.hed 
on ro\lll or on vegetable pnch; foundry Ct~re 1-omdcl\ baM:J "" n m.ral 
resinous produu~ 
Di~infcctant~. 111\l'CticJdes, rat por'lons, pe,ticJdc, and ~imil.ar rroJuc"t~. 
put up in the form of article~ ~u•h a~ "J!phur·tn·Jtnl hand,, "'·-"' .tnJ 
candle~. fly-papers, stich coated wnh hcxa,hlorcl<h' lohcxane !'.! f( 1 .md 
the ltke; pr•·pararions con~i,ting of an active produ.r ("t<h a~ Ill> 11 n·~>.ed 
with other matenJls and put up in aero~ol container~ reJdy for tt~c 
Composite solverus and thinners for varnishes and ~inular products 
Preparations known as 'lti.)Utds for hydrault..: trJihllll"ton' (tn p.uu.ul.ar 
for hydraulk ht.tkc~) containing le~~ than 70% hy wc:1ght of petroleum 
oils or of oils obtained from bitummous minerals 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Polystyrene in all its forms; other plastic materia!~, cellulose ethers and 
esters, artificial rc~ins, excluding: 
(a) those in the form of granules, flakes, powders, wa~te and scrap to be 
u~cd as raw materials for the manuflcture of the rroducts rr.emionec! in 
this Chapter 
(b) ion cxchanl!,Cr~ 
• 
(8) 
BrusseiJ 
Nomenclature 
head•ng No 
(NCCC) 
ex 39.07 
Chapter 40 
Qapter41 
Chapter 42 
Chapter 43 
Chapter 44 
Chapter 45 
45.03 
45.04 
Chapter 46 
Chapter 48 
ex 48.01 
48.03 
48.04 
ex 48.05 
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Dacriprion 
Anicles of material' of the kind~ de,crihcd in hc:adinr. No~ 1'1.01 to J9.0f., 
cxcludin~t fans and h.1nd ~.:rc:cn~. non·mc.:hanical, fr .1m.- anJ handlr:~ 
thcrcfor and parts of s1~~.:h framt·~ and handle:,, ami \pool,, rn :, and 'itnii.H 
suppons for photo~raphK and cinc:mato~raphr.: f1lm or for l.t;'c:', film\ and 
the like falling within hc.tdmg No 92.12 
Rubber, synthetic ruhhcr, factkc:, and articles thereof, cx,Laling hc:adi·1g 
Nos 40.01, 40.02, 40.0.3 and 40.04, latex (ex 40.06), solution~ .1nd d•>pcrsions 
(ex 40.06), protective dorhing for surgeons and radiologhr, and diver,' 
suits (ex 40.13), and bulk forms or blocks, scrap, waste J:1d powder or 
hardened rubber (ebonite and vulcanite) (ex 40.15) 
Raw hides and skins (other than fur~kins) and leather, exdudJ'1g parchment-
dressed leather and artklc~ falling wathin heading Nos 41.01 Jnd 41.09 
Anicles of leather; saddlery and harnc's; tra\·d goods, handbags and 
similar container~; artidt·s of animal v;ut (ut her than silk wc.rrn v.ut) 
Furskins and .artificial fur; manufactures thereof 
Wood and article!> of wood; wood charcoal, cxcludin~ heaJ111g No 44.07, 
articles of fibre bUJidmg hoard (ex 44.21, ex 44.23, ex 44 !.7, u 44.2~). 
spool,, reels and sinul.u \Uppnrt\ for piH>togr.lphic and lmematograrhrc 
falm or for tapes, filllh and the like fallmg wathin headmg No 92.12 (ex 
44.26) and wood pavm~ blocks (ex 44.28) 
Articles of natural cork 
Agglomerated cork (bemg cork agglomerated with or without a bindsng 
subMance) and articles of agglomerated cork 
Manufacture of straw, of esparto and of other plaiting materia 1~; basketware 
and wickerwork, excluding plaits and similar products of pla1:1ng material~, 
for all uses, whether or not assembled into stnps (ex 46.02) 
Paper and paperboard (including cellulo~ wadding), in r· ·lis or sheet', 
excluding the following products; 
- Ordinary newsprint made from chemical and mechanical rulp, weighirg 
not moro:- than 60 gtm1 
- Ma~a1i:1e paper 
- Ci~arettc p.tpt·r 
- Ti\\ue p.1pcr 
- Falter paper 
- Cellulo~e wadding 
- Hand-made rarer and paperboard 
- Parchment or grea~eproof paper and paperboard, and imitations thereof, 
and glazed tran~parent paper, in rolls or sheets 
Compo,ite paper or pa(lcrboard (made by sticking flat layers t<>~tether with 
an adhc~ive), not surf.hc-co.ttcd or impregnated, whether or not internally 
reinforced, in rolls or ~hccts 
Paper and paperboard, corrugated · (with or without flat surface sheets) · 
embossed in foils or ~ht·cts 
- 8 -
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Bruuels 
Nomcnclarure 
hcadong No 
(NC.CC) 
ex 4!1.07 
CJr 48.13 
48.14 
ex 48.15 
48.16 
48.18 
48.19 
CJr 48.21 
Chapter 49 
ex 49.01 
ex 49.03 
ex 49.07 
49.09 
ex 49.10 
ex 49.11 
Chapter SO 
Chapter 51 
Chapter 52 
Dacription 
Parer and paperl->oard, impr<·~:nared, coated, ~urf.lct··cnlourc:-d, ,urf :ece· 
decoratc:-tl or printed (not t:on,mutin~ priptcd m.arrer wuhiu Ch.rr•rcr 49) 
in roll~ or shet'''· t·xdudm~ '<JUart·d drawin~t p.1pn, g .. IJ paper ur "lver 
paJ't'r and imitation~ thereof, tr.m~fcr paJ't'r, mdJC.Jtor p.rp~·r and umen~rflled 
photographu: paper 
Carbon paper 
Writing blocks, envelopes, letter cards, plain postcards, correspondence 
cards; boxes, pouches, wallets and writing compendiums, of paper or 
paperboard, containing only an assortment of paper stationery 
Other paper or papcrboard, cut to size or shape, exduding cigarette paper, 
tapes for teletype machines, perforated tapes for monot~pe machines and 
calculating ma(htnes, filter p:tpers and filter bqard• (including those for 
cigarette fther tip~) and gumml'J mip 
. Bollcs, ha~t' an,l other packrn~ cont.Jtncr,, of papn m papcrhoo~rJ; b•JX 
file~, letter tray,, 'toragc boxc' and simil.u arudc~, c•f I'.Jpcr or papcrboard, 
of a kmd commonly u~cd in otfu:cs, ~hups and the lrl.c 
Regi,rcrs, excrci~c hook~. nott· books, memorandum bl.,cks, order booh, 
receipt books, dJ.mr>, blotting pad~. bmden (loo'>e-lc.lf or other), hie coven 
and other ~t.ationny of p.1per or paper board; ~•mpk and other albums anti 
book covers, of pJper or papcrbo.ard 
Paper or paperboard labels, whether or not printed or gummed 
Lamp shades; tablecloths and serviettes, handkerchiefs and towds; dishes, 
plates, cups, tal>lemats, bottles, glasses 
Printed books, booklets, brochures and leaflets in. the: Greek language · 
Children's picture: booh and paintin~t book~. stit<:hcd, ca)ed or bound, 
printed wholly or partly in the Greek language 
Stamps not intended for public service 
Pict~re postcard~, Christmas and other picture grec:tin;; cards, printed by any 
process, with or without trimmings 
Calendars of any kind, of paper or paperboard, incb.iing ca!end.~r blocks, 
but excluding calendars intended for publicity purpo'< '• in other ~Jn~;cages 
than Greek 
Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs, but e:t· 
eluding the folio\\ ing articles: 
- Theatrical and photographic studio scenery 
- Printed matter for publicity purposes (including travel publicity), printed 
in other languages than Greek 
Silk and waste ~ilk 
Man-made fibres (continuous) 
l\1etallized textiles 
• 
Bru•..,l• 
Nnmrnl l.1turc 
hr.h.lmR No 
(~( ((") 
Chapter SJ 
Chapter 54 
Chapter H 
Chapter 56 
Chapter 57 
Chapter 58 
Chapter 59 
Chapter 60 
Chapter 61 
Chapter 62 
Chapter 63 
Chapter 64 
Chapter 65 
Chapter 66 
66.01 
Chapter 67 
ex 67.01 
67.02 
Chapter 68 
68.04 
68.06 
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Wool and other animal hair, excluJmg raw, bleached and undycd 
rroducts of heading Nos 53.0 I, .53.02, 53.0 ~ and 53.04 
Flax and .ramie, excluding heading No 54.01 
Cotton 
Man-made fibres (dt~continuous) 
Other vegetable textile materials, excluding No 57.01; paper yarn and woven 
fabrics of paper varn . 
Carpets, rnats, matting and tapestries; pile and chenille fahncs; narrow 
fabrics; trimmings; tulle and other net fabrics; lace; embr01dery 
Wadding and felt; twine, cordage, ropes and. cables; special fabrics; 
impregnated and coated fabncs; textile articles of a kind su'table for 
industnal use 
Knitted and crocheted good\ 
Arttdc:s of apparc:l and duthing ~o~ccessories of textile fabrk, other than 
knitted or crocheted good~ 
Other made up textile arttdc\, excluding fans and hand screen5 (ex 62.05) 
Old clothing and other textile articles; rags 
Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts of such articles 
Headgear and parts thereof 
Umbrellas and sun~hade\ ru,duding walking-stick umbrella~. umhrella tents, 
and garden and ~inular umhrdlas) 
Feather dusters 
Artificial flowers, foliage or fruit and parts thereof; articles made of artificial 
flowers, foliage or fi uit 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstanes, hones and the like, and mill-
stones, grindstones, grinding wheels and the like (including grinding, sharpen-
in~. po!J,hin~, trucing and cutting wheel~. heads, diKs and point,), of natural 
stone (aJ.:J,:Iomcratcd or not), of 1g~lomn.11cd natural or artJftcJ.II ;~hra\ivcs, 
or of pottery, with or with.n!t -.ore\, ,h.1nk~, ~ockct~, axle\ an,! the like of 
other matenal\, but without fr.tmcworl..'; ~c~ments and other fuu-.!1cd parts 
of such ~tonn and whcd·., of natural \tone (a~glomcrated or not), of 
agglomerated natural or arulidal ahr..t,i\cs, or of pottery 
Natural or artifidJI abra\i\c powder or ~rJm, on a base of \\oven fabric, 
of paper, or paperboJrd or of other matcri.1ls, whether or not cut to shape 
or sewn or othcrwi~c mJ'.k up 
Brussels 
Nom~nclaturc 
heading No 
(NCCC) 
68.09 
68.10 
68.11 
68.12 
68.14 
Charter 69 
Charter 70 
70.04 
70.05 
ex 70.06 
u 70.07 
70.08 
7(1.09 
70.10 
ex 70.13 
70.14 
ex 70.15 
ex 70.16 
... 'f 0 -
Deso;riptron 
Panels, boards, tiles, blodc~ and similar artrcles of vq•ct~ble fibrt-, of wood 
fibre, of straw, of wood shavmgs or of wood wa,rt· linduding 'awdu~t), 
agglomerated with cement, pl.1~ter or with other min·~·al brndrng ~ubstan4C!> 
Articles of plastering material 
Aru~k' of cement (urdudm~-: ~l.1g cement), of con<n·tc: or of .uuf•llal 
stone: (including granulated marble agglomerated \\lfh <emc:nt), remfur~ed 
or not 
Articles of a~bestos-cement, of cellulose fibre-cement or the like 
Friction material (\c:gmcnts, di\Cs, washers, strips, \hn:r,, plate<;, rc.Jl, and the: 
like) of a kind ~uitablc: for br.1ke~. for clutches or rhc: hJ..c:, wuh a ba~i'~ 
of asbcuos, othc:r mineral \Uh~tancc:s or of ccllulo\C, wheth< r or not 
combined with textile or other matenals 
Ceramic proclucr-, excluding heading Nos 69.01, ti9.02 •. .other than 
-bricks with a basis of magnesite and of magnesiio-.:. 
chromite, 69.03, 69.04 and 
69.0~, uten"l' and app.traru'> for laboratory an.! inJu,rrial 11\C, ,.,,.,l:lim:r' 
for the tr;.lll\pllrl .. r ""'"' an.l olht·r dwmit.rl rrodutl\ .m<l.lr!idC\ ,,, a lon.J 
""''I in ·•~:n• """"'• ,.( I"··"'"'!-: No 6'1.0':1, and p<~rtc:l.rllr .utrdt"\ .,f hn.l.·rt: 
No, 6lJ.IO, 69.11 .111d 6':1.14 
Unworked ca~t or rolled ~lass (including flashed or wired glass) whether 
figured or not, in rectangle~ 
Unworked drawn or blown gla~s (including flashed glass) in rectangles 
Cast, rolled, dro~wn or blown glass (including fia,l.. d or wtrc:d glas~) in 
rectangles, surface ground or polished, but not furtht:r worked, excluding 
non-wired glass for mirrors 
Ca~t, roiJt-d, dr.l\VO Or hJown g)3\'l (indudrllJ: fJa\hc,J or Wired g! I ···i ('lJf tO 
~h.lpC other th.lll rcU.rnguf.tr ,h,lpc:, or bent or r,•hcrWI\C ~··•~cd l(,r 
example, edge worked or •:ngr.IVnl), whether or not · ·rrfat·e gr.·u:•d or poll-
shed; lcJdcd lr)\lm and the: ltke 
Safety ~~.1~s con\l~ting of toughenc:d or laminated gl.t", ~l1.1pc:d or not 
Glass mirrors (induding rear-v1ew mirrors), unframeJ. framed or backed 
Carbovs, bottle~, jar~, pots, tubular containers and \imilar con· :me·~. of 
glass, of a kind commonly u~ed for the conveyance or packmg of goods; 
stoppers and other closures, of glass 
Gla~~ware (other than articles falling within head in~ :\ o 70.19) (I( a kind 
commonly u~ed for table, kitchen, toilet or offi,~ ;upo~es, f._,r indoor 
tkC()r,lllOn, or ftlr \lntifar ll~C,, t•xdudmg fire-rc\i\•,; ,!. ~:' ,J\~Warc ;•f 3 k:nJ 
commo•rly u"·,l for 1.1hle or kllthen purpo~t'\, Y.trf· a low cod:l·-•t·nt of 
cxp.ul\ion, ~inular fO Pyrex or Durex 
Jllumin.lling gla~~w.1re, ~ign.tllrng ~Ja,sware and or·t , J ~ dcment\ of gi.Jst, 
not opric.1lly worked nor of optK.ll gla~s 
Glas~ of a kind used for sun glasses (but exdu.ir"g glass surtable for 
corrective lensc,), curved, bent, hollowed and the liJ..c 
. Multi-cellular glass in blocks, slabs, plates, panels and similar forms 
• 
• 
Bru•scl• 
Nom~nclaru~ 
hcadona No 
(NCCC) 
ex 70.17 
ex 70.21 
Chapter 71 
ex 71.12 
71.13 
ex 71.14 
71.16 
Chapter 73 
Chapter 74 
Chapter 76 
Chapter 78 
Chapter 79 
Chapter 82 
ex 82.01 
82.02 
ex 112.04 
82.09 
' i' ~~ 
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De\C'tptiOn 
Laboratory, hygienic and pharm:teeutical glassware, whether or not J:•:Jdu:l!c:-d 
or caljbrateJ, excluding glassware for chcmicallaborator1c'; ~~~~~ ar,,>oulc:' 
Otner articles of gl.t~s, excluding articles for indumy 
Articles of jc:wtllcry, of \ilver (iodudmg ~ilverg1h or pl.umum·platcd sah·er), 
or rolled precious metal on base metal 
Articles of goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares and parts thereof, of 
precious metal or rolled precious metal, other than goo.:is fallmg Within 
heading No 71.12 
Other arti.:lc:s of prc(ious metal or rolled precious metal, c:xdud1•1g Jrt1des 
and utcns1ls for work\hops and lo~boratones 
Imitation jewellery 
Iron and steel and artides thereof, exduding: 
(a) Products within the juri\daction of the European Co~tl and <;tn·l 
Community, falling Within hcadm~ No~ 7.1.01, 71 1'1. 73Jll, ~1.0~. 
71.06, 7l.07, 73.0!!, 73.09, 7.1. 10, 7 U 1, 7.1.12, 7.1.1 \, 71.1 ~ and 7; lt. 
(b) Prodlllf\ f.rll111~ wuh111 hcJdlll~ Nu\ 7l.ll2, 7.1.0~. 7107 .rnd 71.1~ wlu.h 
arc not withm the juri)diction of the European Cu.tl anJ '>tccl (.ot.I'Hurury 
(c) Headmg Nos 73.04, 73.17, 73.19, 7330, 73.33 and 7\ \4 and 'f'rln):~ 
and leaves for springs, of 1ron or steel, for raiJway coa,hcs, of h.·JJmg 
No 73.35 
Copper and articles thereof, excludin~ copper alloy~ contaming more than 
10% by wci~ht of nickel and articles f.llhng within heading !'us 74.01, 74.02, 
74.06 and 74.11 
Aluminium and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 76.01 and 76.05 and 
spools, reels and simil.tr supports for photographic anJ c~ncmato~otraphic 
film or for tapes, films and the hkc: falling within hLtJ·ng -..:., 91.12 
(ex 76.16) 
Lead and articles thereof 
Zinc and articles thereof, excluding heading Nos 79.01, 7'1.0: and 7~ o; 
Hand tools, the followinf.!;: spades, shovels, picks, hoc:~. forh and rakes; 
axes, bill hooks and similar hewing tools; hay knives, gra~~ shears, t:mber 
wed!!,es and other tools of a kind used in agriculture, horticulture or 
forestry 
Saws (non-mechanical) and blades for hand or machitu: saws (including 
toothless saw blades) 
Portable forges; gnmlmg wheels with frameworks (hand or Jl<·dal npt'r ·' tr.l); 
artides for domestic u~c 
Knives with cutting bi.•Jes, serrated or not (including prunin~ knivn), other 
than knives falling wilhm heading No 82.06, and blades th.:rr:fur 
llru•~ls 
Nomcndatu~ 
h~adong No 
(NCLC) 
ex 82.11 
ex 82.13 
82.14 
82.15 
Chapter 83 
Chapter 84 
ex 84.06 
ex 84.10 
ex 84.11 
ex 84.12 
ex 8·4.14 
ex 84.15 
ex 84.17 
84.20 
ex 84.21 
ex 84.24 
u 84.25 
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Description 
Safety razor blades and blanks thereof 
Other article~ of cutlery (for example secateurs, hair dir:>(r\, butchc:n' dea· 
vcr~. paper kmvc:~). c:xcludmg hand-operated dipper~ and pans thereof 
Spoons, forks, fi,h-eaters, butter-knives, ladles, and suml.ar kuLhcn or table-
ware 
Handles of base metal for articles falling within hcadtng No~ 82.1..19, 82.13 
and 82.14 
Miscellaneous ankles of base metal, excluding headin~ No 83.0!!, statuettes 
and other ornaments of a kind used indoors (ex 83.06) and beads and 
1pangles (ex 83.09) · 
Spark ignition en~ine~. petrol driven of a cylinder capacity of 220 cc or more; 
internal comt>u,!J<lll c:n~inc:,, ~cmi diesel type; internal '"mhu\tlon m;:•nes, 
diesel type:, of J7 kW or le~'; c:n~mes for motor-cydc:~ .111J auto-cy, :n 
Pump~ (indudm~ motor pump' and turbo pumps) for ltquids, whether or 
not flltl·d with nu:."urin~ dc:vKe' 
Air pump~ and VJdlllm pumps (includmg motor and !url>o-rump'); f.ms, 
blower and the l1kc, with integral motors, weighing le" than 150 kg and 
fans or blowers wuhout motor, weighing 100 kg or le~' 
Air-conditionin~ machines, self-contained, compri,ing a motor-dn.\·en fan 
and elements for (hJnging the temperature and humiditY of air, for domestic 
use 
Bakery ovens and parts thereof 
Refrigerating cabinets and other refrigerating plant, cquirpcd with a refri-
gerating unit 
Jnstantancou• or storage water heaters, non-electrical 
Weighing machim·ry (excluding balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or N:-rter), 
induding weight-operated counting and checking machines; V.l",:.h.rg· 
machine weight~ of all kinds 
Mechanical appliatKe~ (whether or not hand opcr:ltc.!) for rrojccting, 
d•~persing or spraying liquids or powders, for d011w~tic use; similJr hJnd 
operated appliance~ for agricultutal use; similar app!iJm:e~ for agricultural 
use, truck r10unted, weighing 60 kg or less 
Ploughs dc,igncd f,>r tractor or animal draught, weighing 700 kg 11r l~s; 
ploughs dc:~igm:d for mounting on tractors, with two or three share\ or 
discs; harrow~ de~igned for tractor or animal draught, with fixed framtwork 
and fixed teeth; 'disc harrows, weighing 700 kg or less 
Thrc:~her~; IIIJilC lw,l..er~ .md m.lit.e thrc:•her~; harvc:\!1111: rn.t,hmt·rv, .tnim.JI 
dr.1wn; Mr.1w ur fodder prl'"t"'; f Jtmin~ mills and ~mu!.1r n1achu1n fur 
tcreening seed~ and o.:ercal gr.tdc:r~ 
• 
• 
Bru-.els 
!l:omcndature 
hcadmR No 
(NCCC) 
84.27 
ex 84.28 
84.29 
ex 84.34 
ex 84.38 
ex 84.40 
ex 84.47 
ex 84.56 
ex 84.59 
84.61 
ex 84.63 
Chapter 85 
ex 85.01 
85.03 
ex 85.06 
85.10 
85.12 
ex 85.17 
ex 85.19 
ex 85.10 
ex 85.21 
85.13 
-1-3 ,_ 
Description 
Pres~'• cru~hers and other machinery, of a kind used m wine making, 
cider making, fruit juice prt"paration or the like 
Seed crushing machines; farm-type millmg machines 
Machinery of a kind used in the bread grain milling indu~try, and other 
machmery (other than farm type machinery) for the worku1~ of cereals or 
dried leguminous vegetables 
Printing type 
Shuttles; reeds for looms 
Washing machines, whether or not electric, for domestic use 
Machine tools for sawing and planing wood, cork, bone, ebonite (vulcanite), 
hard artificial pla~tic m.ltcrial! or other hard carving matenal~. other than 
machines falling within heading No 84.49 
M:~chinery for agglomerating, moulding or shapinf( ceramic paste, 
unhardc:ned cement~, pl.l\tering materials or other mineral products 
Oil presses and mills; machines for stearin soap manufacture 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliance~~, for pipes, boiler shelts, tanks, 
vats and the like, includmg pressure reducing valves and thermostatically-
controlled valves 
Speed reducers. 
Generators of 20 kVA output or less; motors of 74 kW or less; rotary 
converters of 37 kW or lcs'; transformers and static converters other than 
for radio-broadcasting, radiotc:lephonic, radiotelegnphic and tc:lcvision re-
ceivers 
Primacy cells and primary batteries 
Electric accumulators 
Room fans 
Portable electric battery and magneto lamps, other than 1amf11 f~!ling 
within he:ading No 85.09 
Electric inst:lntaneous or storage water heaters and imrr.e·~:on heaters; 
electric soil heating apparatus and electric space hcati:-;; appar ;,!Us; 
electric hair drc~sing aprlianccs (for example, hair dr:. ec~, hair curler~. 
curlin~ tonh hcJtcr') and electric smoothmh lf(lll~; ckctrn ·he· mic dor":'tiC 
appli.IIKl''; cl ell 11c he.H ing rc'i,tor~. ot hc:r tlu n t ho~c of '.H i, .. n 
Electric sound signalling apparatus 
Electrical apparatus for making and breaking electrical circuits, for the 
protection of electrical circuits, or for making connections to or in elc-:trical 
circuits (for example, switches, relays, fuses, lightning arresters, surge 
suppressors, plugs, lamp holders and junction boxes) 
Electric filament lamps and electric discharge lamps, excluding mfra-red and 
ultra-violet lamps 
Cathode-raY, tubes for television sets. 
Insulated (inducing enamelled or anodized) electric wire, cahle, bar~. Mrip 
and the like (including co-axial cable), whether or not fined Y.ith connc.:tors 
Bru•~ls 
Nom('fl&.l.&turc 
h••'''"" No (NL('C) 
85.25 
85.26 
85.27 
Chapter 87 
ex 87.02 
87.05 
ex 87.06 
ex 87.11 
ex 87.12 
87.13 
Chapter 89 
ex 89.01 
Chapter 90 
ex 90.01 
90.03 
90.04 
ex 90.26 
Chlptcr 92 
92.12 
Chapter 93 
ex 93.04 
ex 93.07 
Chapter 94 
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o., ... nptoon 
Insulators ~f any material 
Insulating fittings for electrical machines, appliances or equipment. being 
fitting~ wholly of irhularing material apart from any mmor compon(•nrs of 
metal incorpor atcd durmg moulding ~olely for purpme~ of .t\semhly, hut not 
inciuding in~ulators falling within heading No 85.25 
E.lcctrr.:.tl .:onduit tubmg and joint~ rherefor, of ba'C metal lintd With in,ul.ating 
matcnal 
Motor vehicles for rhe public tran~port of persons and m(110r vehicles for the 
tran\port of goods or materials (excluding chassis menuont·d in Nore 2 to 
Chapter 87) 
Bodrc~ (including c.tbs), for the motor vehicles fallmg within heading 
No 117.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Chas~is without engines, and parts thereof 
Invalid carriages (othl'r than motori1.ed or otherwise mechanically propelled) 
Palts and aces~ortc' of invaltd carriages (other than motorized or othcrwisc 
me.:hanically propt ilt·d) 
Baby carriages and parts thereof 
Lighters and barges; tankers designed to be towed; sailing vessels; inflatable boats 
of artificial plastic meterials. 
Ophthalmic lenses 
Frames and mountings, and parts thereof, for spectacles, pince·ncz, lo~nerres, 
goggles and the like 
Spectacles, pince·nez, lorgnettes, goggles and the like, corrective, protective 
or other 
Meters for hand-operated petrol pumps and water meters (volumetric and 
tachomcmc) 
Gramophone record~ and other ~ound or 5imilar recording'; marrkc~ f,,r the 
prodlKflon of rt·cord,, prcrart·d record blanh, film for mn:h.wrc.1l 'u•rml 
rccorc.ling. rreparcd t:~rc~, wire~. ~trips and like articles of ;: kind communi)· 
used for sound or sim1lar recording 
Sporting guns and rifles 
Wad~ for shotgun~; sporting cartridges, cartridges for revolvers, pistol~ and 
walking srick ~uns, hall or shot cartridges for target shooting guns of 
calihrcs up to ~ mrn; cartridge ca~c~ for sporting guns and sporting rifles, 
of mct.rl and papcrho.rrd; bullets, shot and buckshot for ~porting gun) and 
sporting rifles 
Furniture and p.~rrs thcrcof; hed.lmg, martres~cs, mattre" 'lii'Ports, cu•hiont 
and sinul.u Muft.:J furrmhings, excluding headrng No 94.02 
• 
Bru .. ets 
Nomrnclature 
hudm~No 
(NLU.) 
Chapter 96 
Chapter 97 
97.01 
97.02 
97.03 
ex 97.05 
Chapter 98 
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Description 
Brooms, brushes, powder puffs and sieves, excluding prepared knots and 
tufts for broom or brush making of heading No 96.01 and articles falling 
within heading Nos 96.05 and 96.06 
Wheeled toys designed to be ridden by children (for example, toy bicycla 
and triq•cle~, and pedal motor car~); dolls' prams and dolb' rn'h cha1rs 
Dolls 
Other toys; working models of a kind used for recreational purposes 
Streamers and confetti 
Miscellaneous manufactured articles, excluding stylograph pen• fallmg within 
heading No 98.03 and excluding heading Nos 98.04, 98.10, 98.11, 91!.14 and 
98.15 
CCT 
llu.J•na 
No 
JI.O.Z 
JI.OJ 
Jl.OJ 
a14.01 
14.06 
14.10 
ANNEX 11 .. 
Mineral or chemical fenilizen, nitrosmous 
Mineral or chemical fenilizen, phosphatic 
Other fcrtllitcr•; jtnodl of the prc,cnt Charter in 
to~bf,·h, lutcn~ecs and 'imilar prcp . .,,·d forms or in 
paclr.intc\ of a amss wdght nut uu·cdina 10 ka: 
A. Orher fenilizen: 
1. ContaininR rhe three fertilizing substanc:a: 
nirroaen, pho,phorus and porasliium 
0. Cont.ainin& rhe tWO ferrilizin1 substances; 
nitroaen and phosphorus 
IV. Orhcr 
Boilen (ncludtng hollers of head111~ No 14.01) and 
radiators, for central heatin~t, not clccn'ically heated, 
and part~ rhcrcof, of irun or "''t'l; air h,·arc" and hot 
air Jl,tnl>uruf\ (mduJmg rhu\C whi. h can .al,udl'rril>urc 
CCH)I or umdtllunc:J .ur), not clntuo.:ally hcatt'J, ino.:or• 
puratinJC a motur-Jnvcn fan or bluwcr, and pans 
thereof, of aron or seed: 
- Boilen for central hea,tina 
Steam and other vapour 1cneuting boiler• (excludin1 
central heatina hot water boilers capable also of 
producing low pressure steam); super-heated warcr 
boilers: 
- Of a power of 32 MW or leu 
Internal combustion piston cnginn: 
C. Other en~ines: 
ex 11. Cumprcs'i"n i~tnition tnl(inn: 
- Of a power of le" th.m 37 kW 
Pump\ (including motor rumr• and turbo pumps) fur 
liquid,, whc:rher or n••t fitted with mea,unnJt de\icC\; 
liquid elevators of bucket, chain, '"cw, band and similar 
kind1: 
ex A. Dc:liv~ry rumrs fitted, or cfe,igned to be fitted, 
with a mca~uring device, other than pumps for, 
di\pensing fuc:l 
B. Other pumps 
C. Liquid elevators of bucket, chain, Krcw, band 
and limilar kinJa 
LEBANON 
Qu•"~' fur rhe 
~,.,,., I J~~ ·•fY 
tulll,..,cmbn 
I~U 
· .1 00 tonne a 
1.000 EUA 
1.500 EUA 
3.000 tu.& 
5.000 EUA 
' 
• 
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•• I I 
8-4.14 Industrial and la~rory fumacca and O¥CM, DOn• 
electric: 
aM.lO 
ex 8. Other: 
- Parn olttccl, for cement OYCM 
W~i~hantt machinery (cxcludinR balances of a tcnaiti· 
vity of S q or ben~r) includin& weittht·•ratcd 
counlln~t and checlcintt machines; weiahina machine 
weaathh of all kinds other than: 
- Baby tcalcs 
- Precision tcalel paduated in aramt for domestic 
UIC 
- ''ca&hin& machine weights of all kinds 
1'.01 Fle.:trtul ft•Mtd• nf the fnllowina d~rirtinn•: ~a­
telA, "''''""• \urwtrtt·r, (rut . .ry ur ,t,lfit ), trant~formcr., 
fe\llht·n and rcnafymJl arrarAtu•, indu~"tun: 
A. Clcncraton,. motors (whether or not equipped 
w•th •rad rcducintt. chanttina or ttcp·up ~tear) 
and rotary conveners: 
ex 11. Other: 
a C. Pam: 
- Moron of an outpur of not ku rhan 
370 W and nor more than U 000 W 
- For moron of an output of not lets than 370 
and not more than IS 000 W 
IJ.U Radiortlc~trarhic and radiotelerhunic tran•mi\\ion and 
recerunn arraratus; raJio-bu,a,J.:o~,ting and tdevi,ion 
tran'm"'lf>n and recrrunn arr.u.Hu• (lnduJIIl~ rn·ri· 
"'"" in••.rr<~r.uin~ 101111J rccurJ,·r' ur rcrrntln•···") and 
rclc\1""" t.Jmcr .a'; ra.lao n,l\'al:.tflou.•l .1iJ 11'1'"' .11u~, 
ro1J.ar .1rp.1r .arus and raJ10 remote control arro~ralu': 
A. Radaohk~trarhic and l.ltliutdq•laonic tr;tn,mi"i<ln 
anJ rnc:ruun app.tr.atu\; r.1Jao 1-ro;ad,,.,!tng ·.tnJ 
trl'''"''n tl.lll\lll·"llln ,1nJ f<'lCI>IIIIO ,1pp.lrolhl\ 
(111du.!mg rcc:ca\·t:' an~·c,rurallll~ 'uund r •• orJc:rl 
or rc:rroJucc:rt) and tdc\'•~ion c:o~rncr.at.: 
ex Ill. Rece•wen, whether or nor incorporating 
rwund recordcn or rcproduccn: 
- Telcvi•ion 
Quot,. for rhc 
pcrto4 I J~nuuy 
10 n Dc.cmbcr 
Ul'i 
1.000 EUA 
3.200 EUA 
.1.000 EUA 
10.000 EUA 
aiS..U 
17.02 
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.. 
C. Plftl: 
L Cabinen and cata: 
ex a) Of wood: 
- For c~l~vis.ion receiwn 
ex b) Of oth~r mat~rials: 
- For television reccivcra 
a: DJ. Other: 
- Chanis for television r~c~iv~ra aDd their 
parr., assembled or mount~d 
- Printed circuit boards for cd~vision recci· 
vera 
Insulated (includang ~namelled or anodiud) electric 
wi~, cabl~, ban, snip and the lake (includina co-axial 
cable), whether or not fitted with conncctora: 
- Cables for t~l~ision aeri.1l1 
Motor vchidc' for the traMport of pcrW»ns, anodt or 
m.:nt'riaJ, (induJmg srort• motor vehicles, orller than 
tholoC of heaJma l'io 87 .O'J): 
A. For the tran'P'"' of rcnon•, includinJt vehicln 
dc"Jtned for the tr.1n''"'" of both pu~~Cn&en and 
aoocb: 
I. Wuh ~ither a apark ignition or a compression 
ignation engane: · 
ex a) Motor vehid" and buses with ~ither a 
srark i~o:nition cn~ine of a cylinder capacity 
of 2 IWO cc or more or a compre\,ion 
igniuon engine of a cylinder capacity of 
1 SOO cc or more: 
- Complete motor buses and coaches 
a b) Other: 
- Complete, with a seatin& capaciry of 
more than •iK 
87.0.$ Bodies (induJin~e cab\), fflf the motor vchiclca falling 
within headang ~o 87.01, 117.02 or 117.01: 
ex A. Bo<.lic• and cabs of metal for the industrial 
•~~cmbly of: 
- AJtri,ultur.&l wa!l..ing tractors falling within 
subheadang 117.01 A, 
- Motor vehacles for the transport of ~nons, 
including vehicles de)igned for the tran~port 
of both passenger~ and goods, with a searing 
capacity of more than •ix and lesa than 15, 
Q., .. , .. , ,,., '"' 
~'-'''"' I J••"••'Y 
'" Jlll~" mlocr ,.,., 
15.000 BUA 
1.000 EUA 
• 
• 
c, r 
h~·:.J.·'*' 
:.. .. 
111.05 
("'m'd) 
07.05 
-·4-
.. 
Dcecripciun 
- Motor vehicles for the transport of goods or 
material~. with either a spark ignition engine 
of a cylinder caracity of less than 2 1100 cc or a 
comrre-."un i~o:nirion env,ine of a cylinder 
CJJI.&City of lc\s than 2 500 cc, 
- Srccial rurrosc moror lorries and vans of 
hc.ad•n& No 117.0.1 (a) 
ex B. Other: 
- Bodies and cabs of metal, other than for 
motor vehidcs for the transport of persons, 
with a seating capacity of six or less 
Dried leguminous vegetables, 
shelled, whether or not skinned 
or split 
B. Other 
II. Lentils 
Quuta• f.,, the 
pcru..l I J•<~u•rY 
to J I [)c,cmb.:r 
Ill~ I 
1~000 EU1 
2.200 tonnes 
PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MEMBER STATES OF 
THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE ARAB REPUBLIC 
OF EGYPT, CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY. 
• 
• 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
- 1 -
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
. IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRIT~ AND NORTH~RN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
and the HELLENIC REPUBLIC acceding to the European Coal and Steel 
Community, 
of the one part, 
and THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, 
of the other part, 
- 2 -
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, 
·of the one part, and the Arab Republic of Egypt, 
of the other part, signed at Brussels on 18 January 1977 hereinafter 
called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to·the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL 
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement signed 
in Brussels on 18 January 1977. 
• 
(9) 
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TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement including the annex, forming an integral 
part thereof, drawn up in Greek, is authentic in the same way as the 
original text. The Joint Committee shall approve the Greek version. 
- 4 -
TITLE II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be reduced to 90 % 
of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 % 
of the basic duty, 
the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 4 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 3 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 5 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating Egypt 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on 1st January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 % of the 
basic rate, 
- on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 % of the 
basic rate 
- 5 -
the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Egypt shall be abolished on 1st January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of.equivalent 
effect on preductsimported from the Community as at present conSituted, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same Level, 
these duties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Egypt. 
Article 7 
1. Import deposits and ea~~ payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with cegard to products originating in Egypt shall be progress-
iw~ eliminated over a period of three years from 1st January 1981. 
The rate of import deposits and each payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 25 %, 
1st January 1982 25 %, 
1st January 1983 25 %, 
1st January 1984 25 %. 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits orcash ·payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Egypt. 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 8 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessary 
to th~ origin rules consequent upon Greek accession to the European 
Communities. 
Article 9 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the 
first day·of the second month following such notification. 
Article 11 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicata, in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Greek, Italian and Arabic languages, each of these 
texts being equally authentic. 
(10) 
PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND 
STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE HASHEMITE 
KINGDOM OF JORDAN, CONSEQUENT ON THE 
ACCESSION OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO 
THE COMMUNITY 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
- 1 -
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUC~Y OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRIT4N AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
and the HELLENIC REPUBLIC acced;ng to the European Coal and Steel 
of the one part, 
and THE JMSHEJitlTE--I(lM(iDO~ -oF JORDAN I! 
of the other part, 
- 2 -
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal~nd Steel CommunitY; 
· of the one part, and the Heshemite Kingdom of Jordan, 
of the other part, signed at Brussels on 18 January 1977 hereinafter 
called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL 
Article 1 
The Hellenic flepublic hereby becomes party to the Agreement signed 
in Brussels on 18 January 1977. 
- 3-
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement including the annex, forming an integral 
part thereof, drawn up in Greek, is authentic in the same way as the 
original text. The Joint Committee shall approve the Greek version. 
- 4-
TITLE II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
- 'on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be reduced to 90 X 
of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 X 
of the basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made on : 
- 1st January 1983, 
- 1st January 1984, 
- 1st January 1985, 
- 1st January 1986. 
Article 4 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 3 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article 5 
1. The Helle~ic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in Jordan 
in accordance with the following timetable 
- on· 1st January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 X of the 
basic rate, 
- on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to 80 X of the 
basic rate 
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-
the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Jordanshall. be abolished on 1st January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetabl·e established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on oroductsimported from the Community as at present consntuted, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same level, 
these ~uties or taxes of equivalent effect on products originating in 
Jor~~-~· 
Article 7 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force 'in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with eegard to products originating in Jordanshall be progress-
iwly eliminated over a period of three years from 1st January 1981. 
The rate ~f import deposits and each payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 25 r., 
1st January 1982 25 r., 
1st January 1983 25 r., 
-
1st January 1984 25 r.. 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards·the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic ~all make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating inYJordan. 
,tt 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 8 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessary 
to the origin rules consequent upon Greek accession to the European 
Communities. 
Article 9 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
This Protocol will be approved by the contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After this date the Proto~ol shall enter into force on the 
first day of the second month following such notification. 
Article 11 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicata, in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, Ger~an, Greek, Italian and Arabic languages, each of these 
texts being equally authentic. 
PROTOCOL; TO THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND 
STEEL COMMUNITY AND THE LEBANESE REPUBLIC, 
CONSEQUENT ON THE ACCESSION OF THE 
HELLENIC REPUBLIC TO THE COMMUNITY 
- 1 -
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRIT~ AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
and the HELLENIC REPUBLIC acceding to the European Coal and Steel 
of the one part, 
and THE LEBANESE REPUBLIC, 
~ 
of the other part, 
- 2 -
CONSIDERING the accession of the Hellenic Republic to the 
European Communities on 1st January 1981, 
HAVING REGARD to the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, 
of the one part, and the Lebanese Republic,_ 
of the other part, signed at Brussels on -3 May 1977 hereinafter 
called the "Agreement", 
HAVE DECIDED to determine by common accord the adjustments and 
transitional measures to the Agreement consequent on the accession 
of the Hellenic Republic to the European Coal and Steel Community 
and TO CONCLUDE THIS PROTOCOL 
Article 1 
The Hellenic Republic hereby becomes party to the Agreement signed 
in Brussels on 3 May 1977. 
- 3-
TITLE I 
Adjustments 
Article 2 
The text of the Agreement including the annex, forming an integral 
part thereof, drawn up in Greek, is authentic in the same way as the 
original text. The Joint Committee shall approve the Greek version. 
- 4 -
TITLE II 
Transitional measures 
Article 3 
For the products covered by the Agreement, the Hellenic Republic 
shall progressively abolish custom duties in accordance with the 
following timetable 
on 1st January 1981 each duty shall be reduced to 90 % 
of the basic duty, 
- on 1st January 1982 each duty shall be reduced to 80 % 
of the basic duty, 
- the four other reductions of 20 % each shall be made on 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
Article 4 
The basic duty to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Article 3 are to be applied shall, for each product, be the duty 
actually applied on 1st July 1980. 
Article S 
1. The Hellenic Republic shall progressively abolish charges having 
equivalent effect to customs duties on products originating in Lebanon 
in accordance with the following timetable 
on 1st January 1981, each charge shall be reduced to 90 % of the 
basic rate~ 
- on 1st January 1982, each charge shall be reduced to ~0 X of the 
basic rate 
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- the four other reductions of 20 X each shall be made ·on • . 
1st January 1983, 
1st January 1984, 
1st January 1985, 
1st January 1986. 
2. The basic rate to which the successive reductions as provided for in 
Paragraph 1 are to be applied, shall, for each product, be the rate 
applied by the Hellenic Republic on 31 December 1980. 
3. Any charge having equivalent effect to a customs duty on imports 
introduced as from 1st January 1979, in trade between the Hellenic 
Republic and Lebanon shall be abolished on 1st January 1981. 
Article 6 
If the Hellenic Republic suspends or reduces, more quickly than envis-
aged in the timetable established, duties or taxes of equivalent 
effect on productsimported from the Community as at present con~tuted, 
the Hellenic Republic shall also suspend or reduce, to the same level, 
these duties or taxes of eauivalent effect on products originating in 
Lebanon. 
Article 7 
1. Import deposits and cash payments in force in Greece on 31 December 
1980 with regard to products originating in Lebanon shall be progres\-
i~ly eliminated over a period of three years from~1st January 1981.--
The rate of import deposits and each payments shall be reduced in 
accordance with the following timetable 
1st January 1981 25 x, 
1st January 1982 25 X, 
1st January 1983 25 "' 
_., 
1st January 1984 25 ". "'"' ~ i' 
' 
2. If the Hellenic Republic reduces towards the Community as at present 
constituted a rate of import deposits orcash payments quicker than 
according to the timetable contained in Paragraph 1, the Hellenic 
Republic shall make the same reduction with regard to imports origi-
nating in Lebanon. · 
j 
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TITLE III 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
The Joint Committee shall make any amendments which may be necessary 
· to the origin rules consequent upon Greek accession to the European 
Communities. 
This Protocol forms an integral part of the Agreement. 
Article 10 
This Protocol will be approved by the cont.racting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. It shall enter into force on 1st January 
1981, provided that the contracting Parties have notified each other 
before that date that the procedures necessary to this end have been 
completed. After this date the Protocol shall enter into force on the 
first day of the second month following such notification. 
Article 11 
This Protocol is drawn up in duplicata, in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Greek, Italian and Arabic languages, each of these 
texts being equally authentic. 
• 
